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We and our customers are continually involved in evaluating the 
two most significant aspects of COMSEC systems-security and 
logistics. Singly or in combination they present a fascinating chal
lenge for devising the means to facilitate reaching rational decisions 
which provide the best over-all balance. Despite our efforts there is 
still no formula, no clear-cut criteria for weighing the associated 
variables. The implications of a wrong "guess" are shattering in 
terms of impact on our national security. Dozens of parallel 
examples could be cited for SIGINT. 

While the activities of the Agency continue to mushroom in 
complexity, it is important that our approaches to problems keep pace. 

There is within our grasp the essence of a solution. It is no accident 
that we have engaged in some operations research, applying our 
"cryptologic" talents in statistics, mathematics, and engineering to 
what are actually "management" problems. The very fact that our 
in-house scientific skills can be blended to analyze a "cryptologic
management" question holds promise of possibilities and hope. 

The cryptologist-manager of tomorrow must acquire system and 
discipline needed for sound planning; but he has not yet learned how 
to judge problems in all the necessary dimensions, to establish a 
balance, and to decide things not on intuition alone, but on a sounder 
more scientific base. 

What we lack is a way to treat with assurance typical situations 
which require that the solution to the "flap" be melded with the needs 
of the future; that our capabilities project the demands of our 
customers; and that individual readjustments not threaten the Agency 
as a whole or any of its missions. This will be possible only through 
the use of a logical structure which provides definitions, specifications, 
measurements, and a common communications medium. 

We are lucky that cryptology and management are both infants as 
professions and as sciences. There may be likenesses in their in
dividual, general methodologies, some possibility of a harmonizing 
logic. A common, symbolic, cryptologic language is beginning to 
emerge. The stimulating analogy is that the management language 
is headed toward a similar integrated and synthesized structure! 
Further, it could become complicated by moral and social considera
tions. 

Guest Editor for this issue is Mr. Paul E. Neff, Assistant Director NSA for 
Communications Security. 
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The cryptologic skills, problems, and needs we have today offer a 
fabulous opportunity to experiment more fully in the management 
area; and the possibilities :fire the imagination. 

CORRECTION 

In the July-October 1960 issue of The Journal, Dr. A. Sinkov was 
erroneously referred to as Assistant Director of PROD, NSA. 
Dr. Sinkov's correct title is Deputy Director, PROD, National 
Security Agency. 
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Remarks at the Dedication of 
John von Neumann Hall 

Unclassified 

A new building to house the NSA Research Institute was dedicated on 
October 22, 1960 at Princeton University. The major dedication ad
dresses were delivered by Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., Chairman of the 
Board, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Dr. Robert Francis 
Goheen, President of Princeton. The addresses are reproduced here with 
introductory remarks by Dr. Howard H. Campaigne, Chief, Office of Re
search, NSA. 

The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) is a non-profit organiza
tion which was founded in 1956 by five of the leading research insti
tutions in our country: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Tulane University, California Institute of Technology, Case Institute 
of Technology and Stanford University. It has one broad purpose
to carry out research on problems referred to it by the Defense 
establishment. 

Two years later, the Baker Committee proposed that a separate 
research facility be established, preferably in an atmosphere condu
cive to intellectual endeavor. The NSA Scientific Advisory Board, 
of which Professor von Neumann of Princeton was a member, strongly 
endorsed the concept. The recommendation was taken to the White 
House. 

President Eisenhower approved the establishment of an activity to 
perform independent cryptologic research in February of 1958 and 
the search for a suitable location was underway. Among the groups 
approached were Syracuse University (with the possible help of 
General Electric), The Rand Corporation, IBM (with Stanford 
University), Harvard University, Princeton University and, of course 
IDA. 

IDA undertook the project. It immediately set up a new division, 
the NSA Research Institute (also known as Focus), to do the work 
and entered into a contract with Princeton for a new building to house 
the effort. It is the dedication of this building which was the occa
sion of the following speeches. 

Dr. J. R. Killian, Jr . .. 

I speak in behalf of President Norton, the trustees and staff of the 
Institute for Defense Analyses in expressing appreciation and satis-
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faction in the splendid opportunities and facilities provided by 
Princeton University for the work of the Institute's Communications 
Research Division. We are especially proud and grateful that the 
University has made it possible to have this fine new building avail
able for the Institute's communications research program and that it 
has been possible for us to join with the University in making this 
building a memorial to Dr. John von Neumann. Because of his great 
accomplishments as a mathematician and his remarkable contribu
tions to the public service of his adopted country, it seems happily 
appropriate that this building have the distinction of his name. 

From the standpoint of the Institute for Defense Analyses, this 
whole enterprise here in Princeton has been a happy undertaking. 
The arrangements entered into with the University for bringing the 
building into being have worked well. We have welcomed, too, the 
opportunity to join with Princeton in planning for the design and use 
of the computer, one of the facilities housed in the building. We are 
glad that the University community has access to this fast and ver
satile computer and that other parts of the program managed by 
IDA here have been so arranged as to permit a fruitful relationship 
between the Communications Division and the scholarly community. 
This is possible because a part of the work of IDA's Communica
tions Division is in fundamental areas of mathematics and associated 
communications sciences, which are suited to university participation. 
I speak for President Norton and Dr. Rosser and their associates in 
expressing our appreciation to the University and the University 
community for their very great contribution in working out these 
collaborative arrangements. 

IDA has another reason for being happy with the choice of 
Princeton's hospitality: I refer to the exceptional resources in mathe
matics, perhaps unexcelled in the world, which are concentrated here 
in the University and in the Princeton community. Altogether we 
feel the auspices to be particularly benign for our undertakings here. 

Woodrow Wilson once observed that "Government is not a ma
chine, but a living thing. It falls, not under the theory of the uni
verse, but under the organic life. It is accountable to Darwin, not 
to Newton." The Institute for Defense Analyses represents a small 
organic extension of Government-a mutation which provides new 
opportunities for our Government to draw upon the resources of the 
nation's academic and scientific communities in a way accountable 
both to Newton and to Darwin and that is beneficial to these com
munities as well as to the Federal Government. Since the war we 
have seen many ingenious methods devised in the area of what Don 
Price has called "federalism by contract" which have served to make 
available to national policy making and the national Government 
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advisory services otherwise not easily accessible. This enterprise 
here in Princeton represents one of these novel and, we venture to 
hope, mutually beneficial arrangements which brings a new element 
of strength to our national life. 

President Goheen, we are happy and privileged to be in this uni
versity community and to have the cooperation of your institution 
and your colleagues. 

Dr. Robert F. Goheen ... 

Our gathering this morning, widespread though we are in the 
institutions we represent and diverse perhaps in our interests, brings 
us together to pay honor in common to the memory and influence of 
a rare individual. 

Three decades ago John von Neumann, at the age of 26, accepted 
Princeton University's invitation to join its faculty as professor of 
mathematical physics. A very few years later (1933), when the 
Institute of Advanced Study was brought into being, he was appointed 
one of its founding professors. Thereafter, whether here in Princeton 
or commuting to Los Alamos or Santa Monica, or serving with scien
tific commissions, or temporarily making his home in Washington, 
Professor von Neumann considered himself a Princetonian and loved 
the ways of life that are the hallmarks of this academic community. 

All of us here are deeply aware of Professor von Neumann's scien
tific legacy, of his salient contributions to man's knowledge, of his 
devotion to the principles by which free men live. We who are 
Princetonians recall with especial pride the honors that rightfully 
came to him: The medal for Merit in 1947; the Medal of Freedom in 
1956; and the Enrico Fermi Award,-the citation attending the last 
rightly stressed that he more than anyone else foresaw the important 
and necessary role which high-speed computing machines would play, 
not only in the control and use of atomic energy but also in the 
general advancement of the sciences. 

The vital influence he exerted in all that he did was expressed 
wonderfully well in the dismal February of 1957 by one of his close 
friends and associates who is with us today, Dr. Robert Oppenheimer: 

"To his many friends, his students, his colleagues, John von Neumann 
was the highest and liveliest intelligence they were ever to encounter. 
A mathematician of immense scope and power, he contributed to many 
fields of learning and created others. He was a masterful abstract 
analyst, with an unparalleled sense for practical invention, so that he 
enriched learning and practice equally. His sober and often melan
choly realism was tempered by great warmth and generosity. We 
know no one like him." 
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Recollections of this outstanding man of science, who could recite 
Faust from memory and whose outreach was immense, have become 
a kind of living legend in our community. For myself, I especially 
enjoy an anecdote which I first got from a colleague but later saw 
repeated in a published tribute. 

One evening at the von Neumanns' Westcott Road home, so the 
story goes, Professor von Neumann and an eminent Byzantinist were 
discussing a little-explored corner of history and came to argument 
over a date. The historian said it was this; von Neumann insisted it 
was that. Eventually, as scholars should, they looked it up, and von 
Neumann was right. Some time later, when again invited to the 
von Neumann house, the historian is said to have said: "I'll come if 
Johnny promises not to discuss Byzantine history. Everybody 
thinks I am the world's greatest expert in it, and I want them to keep 
on thinking so". 

It was fifteen years ago that this warm, many-sided individual, 
anticipated the creation of an organization to serve purposes such as 
The Institute for Defense Analyses now serves. In a memorandum 
dated September 5, 1945-in which he was analyzing the one high
precision electronic machine then approaching completion-he wrote: 

"There are many important problems in hydrodynamics, aerody
namics, celestial mechanics, and in various other fields, which are 
practically inaccessible to the present methods of abstract mathematical 
analysis, and for which the capacity of human computing machines, or 
of existing, non-electronic computing machines, is absolutely inade
quate. These problems can only be dealt with by machines which 
possess intrinsic speeds that can only be reached by electronic proce
dures. Such speeds render any intelligent human intervention, while 
the machine is working, impossible, and therefore they necessitate a 
complete automation of the device." 

He went on to suggest that the construction and operation of an "all
purpose machine" should be undertaken immediately by a purely 
scientific organization, as opposed to existing governmental or indus
trial agencies. He emphasized the desirability of planning "without 
any inhibitions," for free operation governed principally by scientific 
considerations. 

So also, writing three days after the Japanese surrender, Professor 
von Neumann urged that "the Government needs the help of a scien
tific institution" for these purposes, and he foresaw the creation of 
some future, central postwar research agency that might well be 
economically self-supporting. Again he cautioned that its inde
pendence and ability to exert a directing influence on future develop
ments were matters of vital concern. 

This morning-an even decade and a half after Professor von 
Neumann, peering into the future, suggested this kind of charter for 
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what is now the Institute for Defense Analyses-we sit, as it were, 
before the translation into reality of some significant part of his 
vision. And I find myself greatly moved by the devotion and respect 
which are apparent in this gathering-devotion and respect for the 
man whose memory we honor, devotion and respect for those qualities 
of mind and character which he displayed in his all too short lifetime, 
and of which the Institute for Defense Analyses, with its demonstrated 
achievements and its rich promise for the future, is such an appro
priate expression. 
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Pattern Recognition 
BY WALTER W. JACOBS 

Unclassified 

The broad class of pattern recognition problems is considered, and the 
example of handwritten signatures is used to elucidate the general prob
lem. A model is presented which shows the relation of pattern recogni
tion to communications, and the structure of recognition procedures is 
discussed. 

Human sensory perception seems to involve pattern recognition in 
a fundamental way. When we examine the physiological processes 
involved in the perception of shapes and colors, sounds, textures, and 
so on, we find that in these processes there are large numbers of re
ceptor elements affected by any stimulus. Starting with the ar
rangement of the affected elements, the brain arrives at an appropri
ate image, although we have little knowledge of how this is accom
plished. 

Webster's New International Dictionary defines pattern as " ... an 
arrangement of parts, elements or details that suggests a design or 
orderly distribution." A definition that is closer to our requirements 
is: a design or orderly structure that underlies an arrangement of 
parts, elements or details. To recognize a pattern is to detect or 
identify the structure associated with the particular arrangement or 
occurrence. 

The term "pattern recognition" is sometimes restricted to refer to 
the identification of shapes. We are using it in a broader sense, to 
include, for example, speech recognition and even such other prob
lems as identifying a piece of music, a poem, a face or a voice. 

In speeding up the processing of information, the mechanical rec
ognition of patterns is becoming increasingly necessary. Various 
forms of this problem are being worked on. In order to provide a 
firmer foundation for such work, a model of the general recognition 
problem is presented here; this model is explicit enough to provide a 
formulation for mechanical recognition, and at the same time it ap
pears broad enough to encompass human recognition. 

The principal aim of such a model is to indicate the conditions 
that should be satisfied if a successful recognition procedure is to be 
achieved. Thus it provides a basis for evaluating partial attacks on 
the problem. 

7 UNCLASSIFIED 
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THE PROBLEM OF SIGNATURE RECOGNITION 

The exposition will be organized around a specific example-the 
mechanical recognition of a handwritten name. The example has 
been chosen because of its concrete nature, and because it is ex
tremely familiar to everyone. 

In recognizing a signature, we may be trying to answer one of a 
number of possible questions. What is the name of the signer? 
Does the signature correspond to the standard for a checking ac
count in a particular bank? Is it a valid or a forged signature? 
Each of these questions gives rise to a different recognition problem, 
and it should be clear that the corresponding procedures need have 
little or nothing in common. It is necessary to be very explicit 
about the problem to be solved in order to avoid tackling too much 
or accomplishing too little. 

The discussion will deal with the first of these questions: identify
ing the name. It is assumed that the only information available for 
the problem consists of two lists, one containing 250 first names, and 
the other 4,000 surnames. (We suppose, to eliminate a complication 
that would add nothing to the exposition, that there is no middle 
initial.) No standard signature, such as would exist in the bank 
problem, is provided. 

The objective in discussing this problem is to illustrate and illum
inate the general situation. For present purposes, it is of little con
cern whether this form of the problem is of practical interest, or 
whether the approach to be described is feasible. 

THE COMMUNICATION MODEL OF PATTERN RECOGNITION 

Our model is based on an analogy between the usual communica
tion situation and the pattern recognition problem. In communica
tion, we deal with messages, sent and received. The original mes
sage is converted to a signal or other physical form and is transmit
ted along some communication channel. The channel is in general 
"noisy", and the signal is distorted or modified. It is then received 
and recorded, further degradation of the signal occurring in the proc
ess, and the resulting record is used to obtain information about the 
original message. By interpreting "message", "signal" and "record" 
in a somewhat more general sense, we can identify these same ele
ments in pattern recognition. 

In communications, the origination and transmission of the mes
sage are usually intentional; in pattern recognition, however, this is 
too restrictive. The criminal who leaves his fingerprints at the 
scene of his crime is unwittingly sending a message to the detective. 
To the latter, the identity of the criminal corresponds to the pattern 
underlying the fingerprints. 
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Similarly, in the signature problem, the individual writing his name 
is originating a message. The light reflected by the signature plays 
the role of the signal, and the receiving element may be the retina of 
the eye or the photosensitive component of a mechanical scanning 
device. In the form of the problem being discussed, the name is the 
desired pattern. 

These two examples illustrate what is meant by "pattern" in 
general. A particular pattern, such as the,name "John Smith", can 
be represented by many different messages; not only can the signer 
vary the size and form of his signature, but also there may be dif
ferent people writing the name. However, in the situation being dis
cussed, all possible signatures fall into (250) (4,000) + 1 = 1,000,001 
different classes, corresponding to the possible pairs of names on the 
given lists or to the additional case- the "null pattern" -when one 
or both names are not listed (or perhaps what is being examined is 
not even a signature). 

Because handwriting is often bad, and because "noise" further ob
scures what is written, no recognition procedure can be uniformly 
successful in assigning a record to its pattern. It takes only a smudge 
to make "Jean" practically indistinguishable from "Joan", or "South" 
from "Smith". What the procedure can do is divide up the set of 
possible records into classes or categories, each class corresponding 
to a single pattern. For example, one such class would contain 
every record which is assigned to "John Smith". This dividing up 
should be done so as to minimize the effect of incorrect recognition. 1 

Some writers have used this dividing up of the set of records into 
classes as the basis for a definition of pattern. It becomes "that 
property which all the records of a single class have in common." 
The definition is unsatisfactory, and involves a confusion between 
the recognition procedure, on the one hand, and the success with 
which a given mechanism achieves the intended assignment of rec
ords to classes, on the other. This becomes clearer when it is 
realized that the definition excludes any notion of pattern structure, a 
term which encompasses all the knowledge about the patterns which 
is not present in the totality of records. As the example will show, 
it is this external knowledge on which a recognition procedure is 
based. 

MESSAGE, SIGNAL AND RECORD 

To look at a communication situation and to specify the place 
where the message is in existence and entering the transmission proc-

1 Procedures which allow for more categories of records than there are pat
terns may be required if, under appropriate conditions, an indecisive outcome is 
desirable. This involves additional considerations, and is not discussed further, 
although the present treatment can readily be modified to handle it. 
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ess, often calls for an arbitrary choice. One may say that trans
mission commences with the conversion of a written message to 
electrical form; it is just as reasonable to say that it begins with the 
conversion of a mental message to verbal or written form. 

The same kind of choice arises in recognition situations, and one 
can be somewhat free in specifying the point at which the message 
exists and the dynamic process which constitutes the signal has 
begun. The signal intervenes physically between the originator and 
the recipient, and the form of signal available to the latter depends 
on his relative location and other conditions. In the class of recog
nition problems represented by a given procedure, it is useful to 
think of reception conditions as relatively fixed. 

In the example of the handwritten name, the usual physical effect 
will be a piece of paper or cardboard containing the writing. This 
may be called the "static" signature (Fig. la), and this is the kind of 
signal which will be considered in the discussion here. If the condi
tions of the problem permitted us to observe the act of signing, then 
the signal would more properly be regarded as the timed succession 
of pen positions, as indicated in Fig. lb. The two problems are evi
dently different, although the same pattern is to be recognized. A 
recognition procedure based on the second type of signal could make 
use of knowledge (about the succession and direction of strokes, for 
example) which is not directly available with the static signature. 2 

Before a recognition procedure can be applied to the signal, it 
must first be received and transcribed. The resulting record is the 
input to the procedure, and summarizes all of the information that 
applies to the particular occurrence of the problem. Information 
about the pattern structure-such knowledge as the fact that names 
are produced by continuously-drawn strokes, and that they consist 
of letters in pronounceable combinations-is not present in the rec
ord, but is collateral to it. 

Figure 2 shows a record of the signature such as might result from 
scanning the signal with a facsimile device. The form of the record 
is chosen by the recognizer, within the limitations imposed on him by 
his access to the signal and the technical devices available to him. 
The signal itself is a physical phenomenon which he cannot control. 

2 Mter the present paper was written, the author was shown an unpublished 
manuscript, "Machine Reading of Handwriting", by L. S. Frishkopf and L. D. 
Harmon of Bell Telephone Laboratories, which discussed a proposed machine 
procedure for recognizing handwritten material from the time plot of its x and 
y coordinates. The approach is an excellent illustration of the general class of 
procedures described here. 
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VARIATION, NOISE AND PROBABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

An individual will produce many versions of his signature, reflect
ing such sources of variation as space available, muscular control, 
and so on. With upwards of 100,000,000 Americans who can write, 
producing dozens of possible signatures each, the number of different 
messages in our problem is in the billions. These are grouped, by 
the task set, into 1,000,001 patterns. The differences among the 
messages in a pattern class constitute the variation. 

When John Smith undertakes to produce an instance of his signa
ture, a particular message in the pattern corresponding to his name 
is originated. However, the actual signal is not uniquely determined 
by that message because of noise. The table on which he is writing 
may shake, the ink may blot or smudge, and dirt or moisture may 
further alter the written form of the signature before it reaches the 
recognition process. 

The act of producing the record itself will introduce more noise to 
obscure the information present. The effect which results from the 
discrete field of the scanner is graphically shown in Fig. 2; however, 
noise is inevitable in any device, whether it operates discretely or 
continuously. 

Because of the intervention of variation and noise, it cannot be 
assumed that every record can be unambiguously assigned to one and 
only one pattern. As has already been pointed out, we frequently 
encounter cases where even the human recognition procedure fails to 
obtain a decisive answer. Our model assumes that every pattern 
gives rise to a definite probability distribution over the set of possible 
records. 3 

The recognition procedure must take account of the probability 
distributions for the various patterns. Often these will not be given 
a priori, but must be estimated on the basis of samples of records for 
which the corresponding patterns are known. 

The general recognition problem, in terms of the model which has 
been presented, is therefore seen to fall into the well-known category 
of statistical problems in which we have a single sample drawn from 
one of a finite set of populations, and wish to "estimate" the popula
tion from which it originated. There are, therefore, two distinct 
aspects to any recognition procedure: one concerned with the statis
tical decision that must be made, and the other involved with the 
means of transcribing the original signal and of physically carrying 
out on the resulting record the statistical calculations that are nec
essary. 

3 AB discussed in the Appendix, this assumption appears to be necessary in 
order that the recognition problem be well-defined. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE RECOGNITION PROCEDURE 

When there are many patterns, or when there is a considerable 
amount of variation within the individual patterns-in other words, 
whenever the number of possible messages is very large-the statis
tical rules that would assign each record to its appropriate pattern 
are too complex to carry out in a single step. In this case, the 
recognition procedure is more appropriately considered as a series of 
operations. 

There are four well-marked functions or aspects in recognition, 
and we call them Representation, Extraction, Classification, and 
Integration. They are indicated in the flow-chart of Fig. 3. These 
aspects appear to be necessary in any non-trivial problem, and one 
can use them to appraise the extent of progress that is made in any 
practical proposal for a mechanical recognition device. 

If the published material on character recognition and other prob
lems is evaluated on this basis, in most cases it appears that only a 
part (and often the easier part) of the recognition procedure has 
actually been attacked. Only where variation and noise can be rig
idly controlled-as in examples of character recognition where the 
method of printing is precisely specified-has much headway been 
made, and even in these relatively simpler problems the procedures 
described appear to contain some serious gaps. 

The four aspects are discussed in turn in what follows. The logi
cal flow-chart of Fig. 3 is not intended to indicate a corresponding 
physical separation of function in an actual device; it is quite pos
sible that in a particular procedure a single mechanism could effec
tively combine two or more functions. 

REPRESENTATION 

The determination of the method of recording the signal consti
tutes the first aspect of the recognition procedure. This step is 
called representation, and it may also be thought of as selecting the 
form of the record. 

This same first stage exists in human recognition. The percep
tion of a shape, for example, commences with the stimulation of 
certain of the discrete array of receptor cells in the retina of the eye. 

We have already seen that representation introduces noise. The 
signal-to-noise ratio may be increased within limits by increasing the 
faithfulness of the recorder. In Fig. 2, if the field being scanned 
were divided into a larger number of cells, the record would more 
closely approximate the signature. 

It is possible to incorporate a noise "filter" or "suppressor" into 
a recording device, but this merely combines with the representation 
stage a function that properly should be considered part of a later 
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Figure 3 
Structure of the General Recognition 

Procedure 

This flow-chart indicates the functional nature of 
the recognition procedure rather than the organization 
of physical components of a recognition device. The 
rectangles represent aspects or functions of the pro
cedure, the circles inputs and outputs. The dashed 
line suggests the iterative or sequential approach which 
is described. 
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section of the recognition procedure. Paradoxically, the recognition 
procedure can sometimes be simplified by using an extremely coarse 
scan, thereby passing up much of the information available in the 
effect. Here again the representation stage is being combined with 
later parts of the recognition procedure. 

It is useful to discuss the informational aspect of the problem 
somewhat further. Because 1,000,001 is approximately 220, a signa
ture which has been correctly assigned to its pattern-i. e., has had 
its name identified-has contributed about 20 bits of information 
relevant to the name identification. It contains far more informa
tion than this, some of which would be relevant to other problems. 
The use of pattern structure and its implied redundancy makes it 
possible to discard much of the additional information. However, 
the function of discarding information should be kept conceptually 
distinct from the function of representing it, even though a single 
physical device may simultaneously perform both functions. 

EXTRACTION 

The remainder of the recognition procedure operates on the record 
as input, and yields an estimate of the underlying pattern. While it 
is theoretically valid to consider this estimate as a statistic calculated 
from the record by a single mathematical operation, in practice it is 
often important to break down the process. 

The estimation of the pattern from the record begins with a func
tion that may be called extraction. We will first consider what this 
involves, and then indicate some of the difficulties associated with 
carrying it out. Extraction consists of selecting a part of the rec
ord, or segment, in such a way as to reduce or eliminate the effect of 
a source of variation in the original set of messages. There are two 
distinct ways in which this can take place. The segment may corre
spond to a group of patterns so chosen that some variation is can
celled out; such a group is called a subpattern. For example, if all 
patterns are grouped according to the first name, and the segment 
includes only the corresponding part of the record, then the subpat
terns are the first names. In this partial problem there is much less 
variation than in the full problem involving a single complete pat
tern. The reduction is much greater if the segment includes only 
that part of the record corresponding to the initial letter. 

The second type of extraction aims at counteracting variation 
within the pattern classes by selecting parts of the record that cor
respond to some standard or canonical feature of the entire class. 
Adjustments for variations in size, registration or orientation of the 
record are of this type. 
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The term "segmentation" is frequently used for the first type of 
extraction. However, it seems desirable to replace this term, both 
because it does not fit the second type, and because it seems to imply 
that the entire record is divided up into segments at one stroke; this 
latter restriction is unnecessary. 

Extraction is often a troublesome stage, especially if it is done in 
the form of complete segmentation. Some of the reasons for this 
are exemplified in Fig. 4, which shows the record of Fig. 2 (expressed 
as a matrix of O's and l's with the O's suppressed for clarity). 

In the figure, the approximate segmentation into letters is indi
cated by lines. 4 But the matrix, although set out in a rectangle, 
will as a practical matter be read linearly, and most probably either 
by rows or by columns. Thus, the segments will not in general be 
connected pieces of this linearly described record. Either the extrac
tion rule must be a complicated one, or the segments will not corre
spond perfectly to single letters. 

There are other problems in extraction besides non-linearity. The 
segments are not usually independent, because the way a letter is 
written will depend on what its neighbors are. Also, there is fre
quently an intrinsic ambiguity characteristic of handwriting, which 
is illustrated in deciding where to terminate the second letter of the 
second name: is this ani orr, nor u, or m? 

The kinds of difficulty pointed out here can arise in many recogni
tion problems. In trying to avoid these difficulties, the attempt is 
sometimes made to dispense with extraction and work with the rec
ord as a whole. However, except in rather trivial cases, at least the 
second type of extraction is still necessary-and because this may 
involve a less specific kind of pattern structure, it may be no easier 
to handle properly. 

Consider, for example, a variation of the signature problem in 
which a file of standard signatures is available for comparison. One 
can conceive of an approach which matches the record as a whole 
against each standard. In order to do this successfully, the match
ing process must relate corresponding parts of the record and the 
standard. But parts of a signature vary in their relationship to each 
other; in comparing signatures by eye, we find it necessary to adjust 
for differences in spacing or size which interfere with any simple 
basis for comparison. Thus, extraction is still required to make the 
parts of the record correspond to those of the standard. 

• As an instance of the puzzles of human perception, the reader should note 
how much more easily the name may be recognized from the record as shown in 
Fig. 2 than from the informationally equivalent form in Fig. 4. 
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In the experimental stage of developing such a procedure, a cor
relation technique relying on the presence of "above-the-line" letters 
(b, d, f, h, k, l, t) and "below-the-line" letters (f, g, j, p, q, y, z) 
might be tried. The extraction might involve location and scale ad
justments of the record so as to produce coincidence at both the 
beginning points and ending points of the observed and standard 
signatures. However, writing does not always space its letters uni
formly, and we can therefore conclude that the indicated approach 
would have a higher probability of error than could be attained with 
a more sophisticated extraction. Whether the errors could be toler
ated in order to keep the procedure simple would depend on the 
specific circumstances of the actual application. 5 

Let us return to the signature problem which we have been using 
as an example, and use it to emphasize an important point about 
subpatterns. These are not predetermined by the structure of the 
patterns, but are selected in the course of developing an efficient 
recognition procedure. In the signature problem names are com
posed of letters, and letters of strokes, but this fact does not compel 
us to use letters or strokes as our subpatterns. 

A relatively simple way to start the process would be to extract 
as a segment the part of the record that corresponds to the initial 
letter of the first name. However, the underlying subpattem would 
be not the letter itself, but a properly chosen group of letters. One 
such group might be the letters which as capitals have a loop below 
the line: J, Y, Z. 6 

In summary, extraction operates on the record and produces a 
segment, in such a way as to offset a substantial part of the variation 
present among the original set of possible messages. It may do this 
by standardizing, so that the resulting segment still is used to esti
mate the entire pattern. Alternatively, the segment may relate to a 
subpattern of the original pattern. 

CLASSIFICATION 

The determination of the estimated subpattern from a segment of 
the record is called classification; it constitutes the third aspect of the 
recognition procedure. It differs from the problem of estimating the 
entire pattern from the record in only one respect: that no further 
extraction takes place. At this stage a manageable piece of the 

6 A typical "practical" solution might be to weight the errors in favor of re
jection, and use human inspection of the rejects. Since the back-up inspection 
is part of the "mechanical" recognition procedure, this solution might turn out 
to be much more expensive to operate (although much cheaper and quicker to 
develop!) than a more sophisticated machine. 

6 How to continue from this start is discussed below under integration. 
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original problem has been cleaned up. The input may be thought 
of as an observed vector (or a continuous counterpart); the result of 
the classification is an estimate of the subpattern. 7 

In order to determine how a machine is to carry out the classifica
tion aspect of a recognition procedure, two interrelated tasks must 
be accomplished. The first task is to decide which subpattern each 
possible segment should be assigned to; and the second is to produce 
a mechanism or calculation which actually accomplishes or suffi
ciently approximates the desired assignment. The principal consid
eration in handling the first task is the risk associated with erroneous 
assignments; in the second task, the practicality of the assignment 
procedure. 

We referred earlier to the literature on pattern recognition prob
lems. The partial attacks we mentioned are largely concerned with 
classification, and within this area primarily with the carrying out of 
a specified assignment function. 8 Relatively few writers give any 
recognition at all to the task of choosing the assignment function. 
In some cases this seems to stem from the view that it is someone 
else's job to eliminate (in our terminology) all of the noise that exists 
in the channels of communication, for in the absence of noise the 
correct assignment is presumably known. 

The determination of a suitable assignment function is analogous 
to the standard statistical problem of developing a test of hypotheses. 
The segments of the records are analogous to vector samples, and the 
subpatrerns correspond to the statistical universes from which the 
samples are drawn. In our example, the subpatterns for the initial 
segment are groups of capital letters, such as the group (J, Y, Z); 
and an additional one, the "null" subpattern, corresponding to the 
case where no underlying letter is present, for example, because the 
extraction was incorrectly done. 

The methods of deriving suitable statistics for the classification 
problem belong to decision theory. In order for these methods to be 
applied, however, two assumptions must hold. These assumptions 
are: first, that each subpattern gives rise to a valid probability dis-

7 It can be questioned whether this oversimplifies the situation; might not 
the proper output be a set of probabilities or other scores assigned to the various 
subpatterns? Such a modification is not necessary, but to explain the justifica
tion for this assertion, a long and difficult philosophical and mathematical di
gression would be required. In any case, those who prefer may interpret "esti
mated subpattem" as a vector of posterior probabilities; nothing essential in 
the remaining discussion is affected. 

s The Perceptron research, and related investigations, treat the problem of 
learning an assignment function from a sample of assignments. The pre-exist
ence of the function, in implicit form at least, is apparently assumed. 
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tribution of the corresponding segments; second, that either the 
knowledge of pattern structure yields complete specifications of these 
distributions or there are available adequate samples to estimate any 
unknown parameters. 

The importance of these assumptions is underlined by the fact 
that many attempts to develop recognition procedures are carried 
out under laboratory conditions, with noise kept to a minimum. The 
result is that no information is obtained about the probability dis
tributions that hold under actual conditions, and the procedures that 
apply in the laboratory may be of little use outside. 

It is sometimes claimed that the question of a proper statistic for 
classification is not important: that there exists some transformation 
of the segment which will expose an invariant, easily identified char
acteristic of the subpattern. This assumption has generally proved 
too optimistic even in such relatively favorable situations as the 
recognition of characters from a fixed font. In the case of written 
letters, even the human will make some proportion of bad identifi
cations without the help of context to correct him. In our hand
writing example, it is evident from Fig. 4 that once the letter "n" 
has been isolated, there can be no test which clearly .differentiates it 
from the letter "u". However, as soon as it is admitted that no 
perfect test can exist, it becomes important to specify one that keeps 
down the probability of error. 

It should not be assumed, because we have said that methods 
exist for the determination of classification statistics when the proper 
assumptions are satisfied, that the task is always a trivial one. Even 
when the number of subpatterns is as small as three, the theoretical 
difficulties can be severe and the practical ones are worse, unless the 
subpatterns have been well chosen. As the number of subpatterns 
becomes large, the difficulties become overwhelming. This may help 
to account for the almost universal hope in such cases that some 
panacea will, by great good luck, do an adequate job. 

Trying to avoid extraction by working with the record as a whole, 
one has to find a method of classification with large numbers of un
derlying patterns. All of our experience supports the conclusion 
that most of the time it is better to break a problem into smaller 
parts than to struggle with the undivided problem. 

With our handwriting example, we shall prudently avoid any dis
cussion of possible classification statistics. For the purposes of the 
rest of the discussion, we assume that such a statistic has been ap
plied, and has produced an estimated subpattern for the initial 
segment. 
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INTEGRATION 

In the usual recognition problem a series of extraction and classi
fication steps will give rise to a sequence of subpatterns. Making 
the sequence of subpatterns "add up to" an answer to the original 
problem is the job of the integration function in the recognition 
procedure. Integration must therefore control the sequencing of the 
extraction and classification, and handle any feedback that is in
volved in the recognition. 

Consider the handwriting example, and suppose that the initial 
segment has been classified as belonging to the subpattern of "tailed" 
capital letters, i. e., is one of J, Y, Z. This produces, out of the list 
of 250 first names, a list of perhaps 20 possibilities for the remainder 
of the first name: ames, ohn, oan, vonne, ves, achary, elda, and so on. 
Clearly the use of such a small and specific list of possibilities can 
bring into consideratioh a new group of practical possibilities for the 
extraction and classification of the second segment. As a conse
quence of this type of feedback, every iteration should be able to re
strict itself to a small number of subpatterns. 

If the extraction of segments and their classification proceed inde
pendently rather than iteratively, and if there is no effort to correct 
errors in these stages either by context or by error detection and 
iteration, then integration is a relatively trivial step. For problems 
of any complexity, where errors in the earlier aspects cannot be al
lowed to cause the procedure to fail, integration is a major aspect of 
the procedure. 

If integration is to control iterative processes and use earlier re
sults to make decisions about later ones, then error detection and 
correction become possible. For example, the set of letters J-o-h-u 
is readily recognized as "John". Whether J-o-h-f should be treated 
as a name not on the list depends on probability distributions of that 
outcome under the two subpatterns "John" and "not listed", as well 
as on the consequences of the two possible way of making an er
roneous decision. 

CONCLUSION 

We have described a model of pattern recognition, based on treat
ing the problem as related to communication theory. This model 
leads to a structure for recognition procedures in general, and pro
vides a basis for evaluating the thoroughness with which a proposed 
procedure attacks the various aspects of the recognition task. 

Although the discussion may have appeard to stress the difficulties 
of such functions as extraction and classification, our purpose has 
been primarily to warn against a tendency to gloss over or wish 
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away certain aspects of the job. We feel that these difficulties are 
surmountable, once they are squarely faced. 

In fact, when the problems are formulated concretely enough, even 
such currently unmanageable tasks as identifying handwritten ma
terial by machine can begin to look quite feasible. The use of iter
ative procedures, which at all points deal with a relatively small set 
of subpatterns, and apply these to narrow the problem successively, 
seems to represent the most hopeful direction for continued explor
ation. 

APPENDIX 

It appears useful to restate in mathematical language the model 
that has been presented in the preceding pages. This model involves 

M = the space of messages m. 
S = the space of signals s. 
R = the space of records r. 

Associated with each point of M is a conditional probability meas
ure on S: 

Pr[sJm] 

and with each point of Sa conditional probability measure on R: 

Pr[rJs]. 

These induce a conditional probability measure 

Pr[rlm] =Is Pr[rJs]d Pr[slm]. 

A pattern Pis a partition of M: that is, a set P; of non-overlapping 
classes of messages which together exhaust M. 

A decision procedure D for recognition is a corresponding partition 
of R: that is a set Di such that 

In order that the validity of a decision procedure can have any 
meaning, the probability measures 

Pr[rl P;] 
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must exist. This requires that there be a set of relative probability 
measures over each of the subspaces P;; if these measures are de
noted by p.;, then 

However, the partition P is specified by the recognizer, and there
fore the relative measures must exist for any partition P. This can 
happen only if there is a measure p. defined on M, with 

p.;(m) = p.(m) + p.(P;) whenever p.(P,-) > o. 

The problem now reduces to the typical estimation problem of de
cision theory, with the classes P; corresponding to the states of na
ture or hypotheses, the sets D; the actions or estimates, and the 
p.(P;) the prior probabilities. 
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Introduction to Cryptology-IV 
BY WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN 

Confidential 

Cryptology in the Civil War 

A detailed account of the codes and ciphers of the Civil War in the 
United States of America can hardly be told without beginning with 
a bit of biography about the man who became the first signal officer 
in history and the first Chief Signal Officer of the United States Army, 
Albert J. Myer, the man in whose memory that lovely little U. S. 

Army post adjacent to Arlington Cemetery was named. Myer was 
born on 20 September 1827, and after an apprenticeship in the then 
quite new science of electric telegraphy he entered Hobart College, 
Geneva, New York, from which he was graduated in 1847. From 
early youth he had exhibited a predilection for artistic and scientific 
studies, and upon leaving Hobart he entered Buffalo Medical College, 
receiving the M.D. degree four years later. His graduation thesis, 
"A Sign Language for Deaf Mutes," contained the germ of the idea 
he was to develop several years later, when, in 1854, he was commis
sioned a 1st Lieutenant in the Regular Army, made an Assistant 
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Surgeon, and ordered to New Mexico for duty. He had plenty of 
time at this far-away outpost to think about developing an efficient 
system of military "aerial telegraphy," which was what visual sig
naling was then called. I emphasize the word "system" because, 
strange to say, although instances of the use of lights and other visual 
signals can be found throughout the history of warfare, and their use 
between ships at sea had been practiced by marinets for centuries, 
yet down to the middle of the 19th Century surprisingly little pro
gress had been made in developing methods and instruments for the 
systematic exchange of military information and instructions by means 
of signals of any kind. Morse's practical system of electric tele
graphy, developed in the years 1832-35, served to focus attention 
within the military upon systems and methods of inter-communica
tion by means of both visual and electrical signals. In the years 
immediately preceding the Civil War, the U. S. Army took steps to 
introduce and to develop a system of visual signaling for general use 
in the field. It was Assistant Surgeon Myer who furnished the 
initiative in this matter. 

In 1856, two years after he was commissioned assistant surgeon, 
Myer drafted a memorandum on a new system of visual signaling 
and obtained a patent on it. Two years later, a board was appointed 
by the War Department to study Myer's system. It is interesting to 
note that one of the officers who served as an assistant to Myer in 
demonstrating his system before the board was a Lieutenant E. P. 
Alexander, Corps of Engineers. We shall hear more about him 
presently, but at the moment I will say that on the outbreak of war, 
Alexander organized the Confederate Signal Corps. Mter some suc
cessful demonstrations by Myer and his assistants, the War Depart
ment fostered a bill in Congress, which gave its approval to his ideas. 
But what is more to the point, Congress appropriated an initial 
amount of $2,000 to enable the Army and the War Department to 
develop the system. The money, as stated in the Act was to be used 
"for manufacture or purchase of apparatus and equipment for field 
signaling." The act also contained another important provision: it 
authorized the appointment, on the Army staff, of one Signal Officer 
with the rank, pay, and allowances of a major of cavalry. On 2 July 
1860, "Assistant Surgeon Albert J. Myer (was appointed) to be Signal 
Officer, with the rank of Major, 27 June 1860, to fill an original 
vacancy," and two weeks later Major Myer was ordered to report to 
the Commanding General of the Department of New Mexico for 
signaling duty. The War Department also directed that two officers 
be detailed as his assistants. During a several months' campaign 
against hostile Navajos, an extensive test of Myer's new system, 
using both flags and torches, was conducted with much success. In 
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October 1860, a Lieutenant J. E. B. Stuart, later to become famous 
as a Confederate cavalry leader, tendered his services to aid in signal 
instruction. 

Less than a year after Major Myer was appointed as the first and, 
at that time, the only Signal Officer of the U.S. Army, Fort Sumter 
was attacked and, after a 36-hour bombardment, surrendered. The 
bloody four-year war between the North and the South began. The 
date was 14 April1861. Myer's system of aerial telegraphy was soon 
to undergo its real baptism under fire, rather than by fire. But with 
the outbreak of war, another new system of military signal communi
cation, signaling by the electric telegraph, began to undergo its first 
thorough test in combat operations. This in itself is very important 
in the history of cryptology. But far more significant in that history 
is a fact that I mentioned at the close of the last lecture, viz, that for 
the first time in the conduct of organized warfare, rapid and secret 
military communications on a large scale became practicable, because 
cryptology and electric telegraphy were now to be joined in a lasting 
wedlock. For when the war began, the electric telegraph had been 
in use for less than a quarter of a century. Although the first use of 
electric telegraphy in military operations was in the Crimean War in 
Europe (1854-56), its employment was restricted to communications 
exchanged among headquarters of the Allies, and some observers 
were very doubtful about its utility even for this limited usage. It 
may also be noted that in the annals of that war there is no record of 
the employment of electric telegraphy together with means for pro
tecting the messages against their interception and solution by the 
enemy. 

On the Union side in the Civil War, military signal operations 
began with Major Myer's arrival in Washington on 3 June 1861. 
His basic equipment consisted of kits containing a white flag with a 
red square in the center for use against a dark background; a red flag 
with a white square for use against a light background; and torches 
for night use. It is interesting to note that these are the elements 
which make up the familiar insignia of our Army Signal Corps. The 
most pressing need which faced Major Myer was to get officers and 
men detailed to him wherever signals might be required, and to train 
them in what had come to be called the "wigwag system," 1 the 
motions of which are depicted in Fig. 1. This training included 
learning something about codes and ciphers, and gaining experience 
in their usages. 

But there was still no such separate entity as a Signal Corps of the 

1 And, of course, the G. I.'s of those days had a pet name for the users of the 
system. They called them "flag floppers." 
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Army. Officers and enlisted men were merely detailed for service 
with Major Myer for signaling duty. It was not until two years 
after the war started that the Signal Corps was officially established 
and organized as a separate branch of the Army, by appropriate 
Congressional action. 

In the meantime, another signaling organization was coming into 
being-an organization which was an outgro~th of the government's 
taking over control of the commercial telegraph companies in the 
United States on 25 February 1862. There were then only three in 
number: the American, the Western Union, and the Southwestern. 
The telegraph lines generally followed the right-of-way of the rail
roads. The then Secretary of War, Simon Cameron, sought the aid 
of Thomas A. Scott, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who brought some 
of his men to Washington for railroad and telegraphic duties with the 
Federal Government. From a nucleus of four young telegraph oper
ators grew a rather large military telegraph organization which was 
not given formal status until on 28 October 1861 President Lincoln 
gave Secretary Cameron authority to set up a "U.S. Military Tele
graph Department" under a man named Anson Stager, who, as gen
eral superintendent of the Western Union, was called to Washington, 
commissioned a captain (later a colonel) in the Quartermaster Corps, 
and made superintendent of the Military Telegraph Department. 
Only about a dozen of the members of the Department became com
missioned officers, and they were made officers so that they could 
receive and disburse funds and property; all the rest were civilians. 
The U.S. Military Telegraph "Corps," as it soon came to be desig
nated, without warrant, was technically under Quartermaster General 
Meigs, but for all practical purposes it was under the immediate and 
direct control of the Secretary of War, a situation admittedly accept
able to Meigs. There were now two organizations for signaling in the 
Army, and it was hardly to be expected that no difficulties would 
ensue from the duality. In fact, the difficulties began very soon, as 
can be noted in the following extract from a lecture before the 
Washington Civil War Round Table, early in 1954, by Dr. George 
R. Thompson, Chief of the Historical Division of the Office of the 
Chief Signal Officer of the U.S. Army: 

The first need for military signals arose at the important Federal 
fortress in the lower Chesapeake Bay at Fort Monroe. Early in June, 
Myer arrived there, obtained a detail of officers and men and began 
schooling them. Soon his pupils were wig-wagging messages from a 
small boat, directing fire of Union batteries located on an islet in 
Hampton Roads against Confederate fortifications near Norfolk. 
Very soon, too, Myer began encountering trouble with commercial wire 
telegraphers in the area. General Ben Butler, commanding the Fed
eral Department in southeast Virginia, ordered that wire telegraph 
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facilities and their civilian workers be placed under the signal officer. 
The civilians, proud and jealous of their skills in electrical magic, 
objected in no uncertain terms and shortly an order arrived from the 
Secretary of War himself who countermanded Butler's instructions. 
The Army signal officer was to keep hands off the civilian telegraph 
even when it served the Army. 

I have purposely selected this extract from Dr. Thompson's pre
sentation because in it we can clearly hear the first rumblings of that 
lengthy and acrimonious feud between two signaling organizations 
whose uncoordinated operations and rivalry greatly reduced the 
efficiency of all signaling operations of the Federal Army. As already 
indicated, one of these organizations was the U.S. Military Telegraph 
"Corps," hereinafter abbreviated as the USMTC, a civilian organi
zation which operated the existing commercial telegraph systems for 
the War Department, under the direct supervision of the Secretary 
of War, Edwin M. Stanton. The other organization was, of course, 
the infant Signal Corps of the United States Army, which was not 
yet even established as a separate Branch, whereas the USMTC had 
been established in October 1861, as noted above. Indeed, the 
Signal Corps had to wait until March 1863, two years after the out
break of war, before being established officially. In this connection it 
should be noted that the Confederate Signal Corps had been estab
lished a full year earlier, in April 1862. Until then, as I've said 
before, for signaling duty on both sides, there were only officers who 
were individually and specifically detailed for such duty from other 
branches of the respective Armies of the North and the South. 
Trouble between the USMTC and the Signal Corps of the Union 
Army began when the Signal Corps became interested in signaling 
by electric telegraphy and began to acquire facilities therefor. 

As early as in June 1861, Chief Signal Officer Myer had initiated 
action toward acquiring or obtaining electrical telegraph facilities for 
use in the field but with one exception nothing happened. The excep
tion was in the case of the episode in the military department in 
southeast Virginia, commanded by General Benjamin Butler, an 
episode that clearly foreshadowed the future road for the Signal Corps 
in regard to electrical signaling: the road was to be closed and barred. 
In August 1861, Colonel Myer tried again and in November of the 
same year he recommended in his annual report that $30,000 be 
appropriated to establish an electric signaling branch in the Signal 
Corps. The proposal failed to meet the approval of the Secretary of 
War. One telegraph train, however, which had been ordered by 
Myer many months before, was delivered in January 1862. The 
train was tried out in an experimental fashion, and under considerable 
difficulties, the most disheartening of which was the active opposition 
of persons in Washington, particularly the Secretary of War. So, for 
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practically the whole of the first two years of the war, signal officers 
on the Northern side had neither electrical telegraph facilities nor 
Morse operators-they had to rely entirely on the wig-wag system. 
However, by the middle of 1863 there were thirty "flying-telegraph" 
trains in use in the Federal Army. Here's a picture of such a train. 
The normal length of field telegraph lines was five to eight miles, 
though in some cases the instruments had worked at distances as 
great as twenty miles. But even before th~ Signal Corps began to 

A drawing from Myer's Mdnual o1 Signal! illustrating the 6eld, or l!ying, telegraph. It 1hows 
the wagon witb batteries and instruments. The wire (in this case presumably bare copper, 
since it is being strung on insulators on poles) is being run out from a reel carried by two men. 
Tbe linesmen are using a crowbar to open holes to receive the lance poles. Myer estimated that 

2Yz. miles of such wire line could be put up in U1 hour. 

Fig. 2. 

acquire these facilities, there had been agitation to have them, as well 
as their Signal Corps operating personnel, all turned over to the 
USMTC, which had grown into a tightly-knit organization of over 
1,000 men and had become very influential in Washington, especially 
by virtue of its support from Secretary of War Stanton. As a con
sequence, the USMTC had its way. In the fall of 1863, it took over 
all the electric telegraph facilities and telegraph operators of the 
Signal Corps. Colonel Myer sadly wrote: "With the loss of its 
electric lines the Signal Corps was crippled." 

So now there were two competing signal organizations on the 
Northern side: The U.S. Army's Signal Corps, which was composed 
entirely of military personnel with no electric telegraph facilities (but 
was equipped with means for visual signaling), and the USMTC, 
which was not a part of the Army, being staffed almost entirely with 
civilians, and which had electric telegraph facilities and skilled Morse 
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operators (but no means or responsibilities for visual signaling or 
"aerial telegraphy" which, of course, was old stuff). "Electric tele
graphy" was now the thing. The USMTC had no desire to share 
electric telegraphy with the Signal Corps, a determination in which 
it was most ably assisted by Secretary of War Stanton, for reasons 
that fall outside the scope of the present lecture. 

However, from a technical point of view it is worth going into this 
rivalry just a bit, if only to note that the 'personnel of both organiza
tions, the military and the civilian, were not merely signalmen and 
telegraph operators: they served also as cryptographers and were 
therefore entrusted with the necessary cipher books and cipher keys. 
Because of this, they naturally became privy to the important secrets 
conveyed in cryptographic communications and they therefore 
enjoyed status as VIP's. This was particularly true of members of 
the USMTC, because they, and only they, were authorized to be 
custodians and users of the cipher books. Not even the commanders 
of the units they served had access to them. For instance, on the 
one and only occasion when General Grant forced his cipher operator, 
a civilian named Beckwith, to turn over the current cipher book to a 
colonel on Grant's staff, Beckwith was immediately discharged by the 
Secretary of War and Grant was reprimanded. A few days later, 
Grant apologized and Beckwith was restored to his position. But 
Grant never again demanded the cipher book held by his telegraph 
operator. 

The Grant-Beckwith affair alone is sufficient to indicate the lengths 
to which Secretary of War Stanton went to retain control over the 
USMTC, including its cipher operators, and its cipher books. In 
fact, so strong a position did he take that on 10 November 1863, 
following a disagreement over who should operate and control all the 
military telegraph lines, Myer, by then full Colonel, and bearing the 
imposing title "Chief Signal Officer of the United States Army," a 
title he had enjoyed for only two months, was peremptorily relieved 
from that position and put on the shelf. Not long afterward, and 
for a similar reason, Myer's successor, Lieutenant Colonel Nicodemus, 
was likewise summarily relieved as Chief Signal Officer by Secretary 
Stanton; indeed, he was not only removed from that position-he was 
"dismissed the Service." Stanton gave "phoney" reasons for 
dismissing Colonel Nicodemus, but I am glad to say that the latter 
was restored his commission in March 1865, by direction of the 
President; also by direction of the President, Colonel Myer was 
restored to his position as Chief Signal Officer of the U.S. Army on 
25 February 1867. 

When Colonel Myer was relieved from duty as Chief Signal Officer 
in November 1863, he was ordered to Cairo, Illinois, to await orders 
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for a new assignment. Very soon thereafter he was either designated 
(or he may have himself decided) to prepare a field manual on sig
naling and there soon appeared, with a prefatory note dated January 
1864, a pamphlet of 148 pages, a copy of which is now in the Rare 
Book Room of the Library of Congress. The title page reads as 
follows: 

"A Manual of Signals: for the use of signal officers in the field. By 
Col. Albert J. Myer, Signal Officer of the ArJny, Washington, D. C., 
1864." 

Even in this first edition, printed on an Army press, Myer devoted 
nine pages to a reprint of an article from Harper's Weekly entitled 
"Curiosities of Cipher," and in the second edition, 1866, he expanded 
the section on cryptography to sixty pages. More editions followed 
and I think we may well say that Myer's Manual, in it several editions, 
was the pioneer American text on military signaling. But I'm sorry 
to say that as regards cryptology it was rather a poor thing. Poe had 
done better twenty years before that in his essay entitled "A few 
words on secret writing." 

Because of its historic nature, you may like to see what Myer's 
original "wig-wag code" was like. It was called "a two-element 
code" because it employed only two digits, 1 and 2, in permutations 
of 1, 2, 3 and 4 groups. For example, A was represented by the per
mutation 22; B, by 2122; and C, by 121, etc. In flag signaling, a 
"1" was indicated by a motion to the left, and a "2" by a motion to 
the right. Later these motions were reversed, for reasons which 
must have been good but are now not obvious.* Here is Myer's two
element code which continued to be used until1912: 

GENERAL SERVICE CODE 

A - 22 M- 1221 y- 111 
B - 2122 N- 11 z - 2222 
c 121 0 21 & - 1111 
D - 222 p - 1212 ing - 2212 
E - 12 Q - 1211 tion - 1112 
F - 2221 R - 211 
G - 2211 s - 212 End of word -3 
H - 122 T - 2 End of sentence - 33 
I 1 u - 112 End of message - 333 
J - 1122 v - 1222 Affirmative - 22.22.22.3 
K - 2121 w- 1121 Repeat - 121.121.121 
L - 221 X - 2122 Error - 212121 

Note: No. 3 (end of word) was made by a forward downward motion, 
called "front". There were about a dozen more signals, for nu
merals, for frequently used short sentences, etc. 

*This reversal can be seen in Fig. 1. 
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We must turn our attention now to the situation as regards the 
organization for signaling in the Confederate Army. It is of con
siderable interest to note that in the first great engagement of the 
War, that of the first Bull Run battle, the Confederate Signal Officer 
was that young Lieutenant, E. P. Alexander, who had assisted in 
demonstrating the wig-wag system before a board appointed by the 
War Department to study Myer's system. Alexander, now a Captain 
in grey, used Myer's system during the battle, which ended in disaster 
for the Union forces; and it is said that Alexander's contribution by 
effective signaling was an important factor in the Confederate victory. 
Dr. Thompson, whom I have quoted before, says of this battle: 

Thus the fortunes of war in this battle saw Myer's system of signals 
succeed, ironically, on the side hostile to Myer. Because of general 
unpreparedness and also some disinterest and ignorance, the North 
had neither wig-wag signals nor balloon observations. 

The only communication system which succeeded in signal work for 
the Union Army was the infant USMTC. But the Confederate 
system under Alexander, off to a good start at Bull Run, throughout 
the war operated with both visual and electric telegraphy, and the 
Confederates thought highly enough of their signal service to establish 
it on an official basis, on 19 April 1862, less than a year after that 
battle. Thus, although the Confederate Signal Corps never became 
a distinct and independent branch of the Army as did the Union 
Signal Corps, it received much earlier recognition from the Confed
erate Government than did the Signal Corps of the Federal Govern
ment. Again quoting Dr. Thompson: 

The Confederate Signal Corps was thus established nearly a year 
earlier than its Federal counterpart. It was nearly as large, number
ing some 1,500, most of the number, however, serving on detail. The 
Confederate Signal Corps used Myer's system of flags and torches. 
The men were trained in wire telegraph, too, and impressed wire facil
ities as needed. But there was nothing in Richmond or in the field 
comparable to the extensive and tightly controlled civilian military 
telegraph organization which Secretary Stanton ruled with an iron hand 
from Washington. 

We come now to the codes and ciphers used by both sides in the 
war, and in doing so we must take into consideration the fact that on 
the Union side, there were, as I have indicated, two separate organi
zations for signal communications; one for visual signaling, the other 
for electric. We should therefore not be too astonished to find that 
the cryptosystems used by the two competing organizations were 
different. On the other hand, on the Confederate side, as just noted, 
there was only one organization for signal communications, the Signal 
Corps of the Confederate States Army, which used both visual and 
electric telegraphy, the latter facilities being taken over and employed 
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when and where they were available. There were reasons for this 
marked difference between the way in which the Union and the Con
federate signal operations were organized and administered but I do 
not wish to go into them now. One reason, strange to say, had to do 
with the difference between the cryptocommunication arrangements 
in the Union and in the Confederate Armies. 

We will discuss the cryptosystems used by the Federal Signal Corps 
first and then those of the Confederate Signal Corps. Since both 
corps used visual signals as their primary means, we find them em
ploying Myer's visual-signaling code shown above. At first both 
sides sent unenciphered messages; but soon after learning that their 
signals were being intercepted and were being read by the enemy, 
each side decided to do something to protect its messages. Initially 
both decided on the same artifice, viz, changing the visual-signaling 
equivalents for the letters of the alphabet, so that, for instance, "22" 
was not always "A," etc. This sort of changing-about of values soon 
became impractical, since it prevented memorizing the wig-wag equiv
alents once and for all. The difficulty in the Union Army's Signal 
Corps was solved by the introduction into usage of a cipher disk 
invented by Myer himself. A full description of the disk in its 
various embodiments will be found in Myer's Manual, but here's a 
picture of three forms of it. You can see how readily the visual wig
wag equivalents for letters, figures, etc., can be changed according to 
some pre-arranged indicator for juxtaposing concentric disks. In my 
Fig. 3 the top left disks (Fig. 1 of Myer's Plate XXVI) show that the 
letter A is represented by 112, B, by 22, etc. By moving the two 
circles to a different juxtaposition a new set of equivalents will be 
established. Of course, if the setting is kept fixed for a whole message 
the encipherment is strictly monoalphabetic; but Myer recommends 
changing the setting in the middle of the message or, more specifically, 
at the end of each word, thus producing a sort of polyalphabetic cipher 
which would delay solution a bit. An alternative way, Myer states, 
would be to use what he called a "countersign word," but which we 
call a keyword, each letter of which would determine the setting of the 
disk for a single word or for two consecutive words, etc. Myer ap
parently did not realize that retaining or showing externally, that is, 
in the cipher text, the lengths of the words of the plain text very 
seriously impairs the security of the cipher message. A bit later we 
shall discuss the security afforded by the Myer disk in actual practice. 

In the Confederate Signal Corps, the system used for encipherment 
of visual signals was apparently the same as that used for enciphering 
telegraphic messages, and we shall soon see what it was. Although 
Myer's cipher disk was captured a number of times, it was apparently 
disdained by the Confederates, who preferred to use a wholly different 
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Figure 1. 
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type of device, as will be described presently, for both visual and 
electric telegraphy. 

So much for the cryptosystems used in connection with visual 
signals by the Signal Corps of both the North and the South, systems 
which we may designate as "tactical ciphers." We come now to the 
systems used for what we may call "strategic ciphers," because the 
latter were usually exchanged between the seat of Government and 
field commanders, or among the latter. In, the case of these com
munications the cryptosystems employed by each side were quite 
different. 

On the Northern side the USMTC used a system based upon what 
we now call transposition but in contemporary accounts they were 
called "route ciphers" and that name has stuck. The designation 
isn't too bad, because the processes of encipherment and decipher
ment, though dealing not with the individual letters of the message 
but with entire words, involves following the prescribed paths or 
routes in a diagram in which the message is written. I know no 
simpler or more succinct description of the route cipher than that 
given by one of the USMTC operators, J. E. O'Brien, in an article in 
Century Magazine, XXXVIII, September 1889, entitled "Telegraphing 
in Battle": 

The principle of the cipher consisted in writing a message with an 
equal number of words in each line, then copying the words up and 
down the columns by various routes, throwing in an extra word at the 
end of each column, and substituting other words for important names 
and verbs. 

A more detailed description in modem technical terms would be as 
follows: A system in which in encipherment the words of the plain
text message are inscribed within a matrix of a specified number of 
rows and columns, inscribing the words within the matrix from left to 
right, in successive lines and rows downward as in ordinary writing, 
and taking the words out of the matrix, that is, transcribing them, 
according to a prearranged route to form the cipher message. The 
specific routes to be followed were set forth in numbered booklets, 
each being labeled "War Department Cipher" followed by a number. 
In referring to them hereinafter I shall use the term "cipher books," 
or sometimes, more simply, the term "ciphers," although the crypto
system involves both cipher and code processes. It is true that the 
basic principle of the system, that of transposition, makes the system 
technically a cipher system as defined in our modem terminology; 
but the use of "arbitraries," as they were called, that is, words arbi
trarily assigned to represent the names of persons, geographic points, 
important nouns and verbs, etc., makes the system technically a code 
system as defined in our modem terminology. 
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There were in all about a dozen cipher books used by the USMTC 
throughout the war. For the most part they were employed con
secutively, but, it seems that sometimes two different ones were 
employed concurrently. They contained not only the specific routes 
to be used but also indicators for the routes and for the sizes of the 
matrices; and, of course, there were lists of code words, with their 
meanings. These route ciphers were supposed to have been the 
invention of Anson Stager, whom I have mentioned before in connec
tion with the establishment of the USMTC, and who is said to have 
first devised such ciphers for General McClellan's use in West Virginia, 
in the summer of 1861, before McClellan came to Washington to 
assume command of the Army of the Potomac. 

Anson Stager and many others thought that he was the original 
inventor of the system, but such a belief was quite in error because 
word-transposition methods similar to Stager's were in use hundreds 
of years before his time. For instance, in 1685, in an unsuccessful 
attempt to invade Scotland, in a conspiracy to set the Duke of 
Monmouth on the throne, Archibald Campbell, 9th Earl of Argyll, 
suffered an unfortunate "accident". He was taken prisoner and 
beheaded by order of James the Second. The communications of the 
poor Earl were not secure, and when they fell into government hands 
they were soon deciphered. The method Argyll used was that of 
word transposition, and if you are interested in reading a contem
porary account of how it was solved, look on pages 56-59 of that little 
book I mentioned before as being one of the very first books in English 
dealing with the subject of cryptology, that by James Falconer, 
entitled Cryptomenysis Patefacta: Or the Art of Secret Information 
Disclosed Without a Key, published in London in 1685. There you 
will find the progenitor of the route ciphers employed by the USMTC, 
180 years after Argyll's abortive rebellion. 

The route ciphers employed by the USMTC are fully described in 
a book entitled The Military Telegraph during the Civil War, by 
Colonel William R. Plum, published in Chicago in 1882. I think 
Plum's description of them is of considerable interest and I recom
mend his book to those of you who may wish to learn more about 
them, but they are pretty much all alike. If I show you one example 
of an actual message and explain its encipherment and decipherment 
I will have covered practically the entire gamut of the route ciphers 
used by the USMTC, so basically very simple and uniform were they. 
And yet, believe it or not, legend has it that the Southern signalmen 
were unable to solve any of the messages transmitted by the USMTC. 
This long-held legend I find hard to believe. In all the descriptions 
I have· encountered in the literature not one of them, save the one 
quoted above from O'Brien, tries to make these ciphers as simple as 
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they really were; somehow, it seems to me, a subconcsious realization 
on the part of Northern writers, usually ex-USMTC operators, of the 
system's simplicity prevented a presentation which would clearly 
show how utterly devoid it was of the degree of sophistication one 
would be warranted in expecting in the secret communications of a 
great modem army in the decade 1860-1870, three hundred years 
after the birth of modern cryptography in the papal states of Italy. 

Let us take the plain text of a message which Plum (p. 58) used in 
an example of the procedure in encipherment. The cipher book 
involved is No. 4 and I happen to have a copy of it so we can easily 
check Plum's work. Here's the message to be enciphered: 

For Simon Cameron 

Washington, D. C. 
July 15, 1863 

I would give much to be relieved of the impression that Meade, 
Couch, Smith and all, since the battle of Gettysburg, have striven only 
to get the enemy over the river without another fight. Please tell me 
if you know who was the one corps commander who was for fighting, in 
the council of war on Sunday night. 

(Signed) A. Lincoln 

Plum shows the word-for-word encipherment in a matrix of seven 
columns and eleven rows. 2 He fails to tell us why a matrix of those 
dimensions was selected; presumably the selection was made at 
random, which was certainly permissible. (See fig. 4.) 

Note the seven "nulls" (non-significant, or "blind" words) at the 
tops and bottoms of certain columns, these being added to the cipher 
text in order to confuse a would-be decipherer. At least that was the 
theory, but how effective this subterfuge was can be surmised, once 
it became known that employing nulls was the usual practice. Note 
also the two nulls (bless and him) at the end of the last line to com
plete that line of the matrix. Words in italics are "arbitraries" or 
code words. 

The cipher message is then copied down following the route pre
scribed by the indicator "BLONDE," as given on page 7 of Cipher 
Book No.4 for a message of lllines. The indicator could have also 
been "LINIMENT." 

2 Ruled paper was provided to aid in accuracy. In the diagram the upper 
of each pair of lines of writing is the cipher, the lower one, the plain text. 
Simon Cameron was Lincoln's Secretary of War until Jan 1862, when he was 
replaced by Edwin M. Stanton. If this message cited by Plum is authentic, 
and there is no reason to doubt this, then Cameron was still in friendly con
tact with Lincoln, possibly as a special observer. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(heavy) (county) (square) 
(null) (null) (null) 

Incubus Stewart Brown Norris Knox Madison 
Wash., D.C. July 15th 18 60 3 for 

sigh man Cammer on flea I wood 
Simon Cameron (period) I would 

give much Toby trammeled serenade impression that 
give much to be relieved of the impression that 

Bunyan bear ax cat children and awl 
Meade , (comma) Couch , (comma) Smith and all 

bat since the knit of get ties 
, (comma) since the battle of Gettys 

large ass have striven only to get 
burg , (comma) have striven only to get 

village skeleton turnip without another optic hound 
the enemy over the river without another fight (period) 

Please tell me if you no who 
Please tell me if you know whQ 

was the Harry Madrid locust who was 
was the one corps commander who was 

for 
for 

on 
on 

oppressing bitch quail counsel 
fighting ,(comma) in the council 

Tyler Rustle upright Adrian 
Sunday night Signature A. Lincoln 

(monkey) (silk) (martyr) 
(null) (null) (null) 

Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
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of war 
of war 

bless him 
(null) (null) 

(suicide) 
(null) 
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To explain the diagram at the top of Fig. 5 I will show you the 
"Directions for Use" which appear on the reverse side of the title page 
of "War Department Cipher No.4," because I'm afraid you wouldn't 
believe me if I merely told you what they say. In Fig. 6 is a picture 
of the title page and I follow it with Fig. 7, a photograph of what's on 
its reverse. 

WAR DEPARTMENT CIPHER NO.4. 

Fig. 6. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE. 

Tu find the rouh•, rC'H!I th•· fijlUrt'~< in tht tal•k ut tHp of JIU)ott' from !toft 
to rip;ht in thf' or<h·r that tl•e~· •w•·ur alt~>rnutdy in tlu· upper un1llower 
linell, the two illt••ruwtlintt• lilw"' of ti~ure~ ha\'injl 1w •·omwrtiun with 
tht• ruuk, b('inlo( iutro•lw·•·d ~i111ply u~ n hlind, the upp(•r lhw of ti~nl'el< 

dt•noting th•· rnut1• ''"'~" tlw •·olunm unrllho· lowt•r linr· ''I'· 

Jo;XAMf'I.K 

St'l' Jllllotl' 14 j 7 l'Oilllllll>', 

RfJiot('-lTp tlu• &I; rlown th" lith; up tlw J:-t; •lnwH tlw 7th; up tlw 
2d; down tht> 4th; up the 5th. 

Conu1wnc•· a cipher with ow· of tht· '·JiJw indicator!:-,'' tnken from 
tmm{' paj!P ns routt· n~ed, whkh wort! mu .. t in~licak· the numh(_•r uf lim·s 
m th<> mc~&LJ.(I'. 17,.1' tw" wur~l~ for mm·,. th11n !wr11ty line!-!. 

Fig. 7. 

Do you imagine that the chap who was responsible for getting this 
cipher book approved ever thought about what he was doing when he 
caused those "Directions for Use" to be printed? It doesn't seem 
possible. All he would have had to ask himself was, "Why put this 
piece of information in the book itself?" Cipher books before this 
have been captured. Suppose this one falls into enemy hands; can't 
he read, too, and at once learn about the intended deception? Why 
go to all the trouble of including "phoney" routes anyway? If the 
book doesn't fall into enemy hands what good are the "phoney" 
routes anyway? Why not just indicate the routes in a straight
forward manner, as had been done before? Thus: "Up the 6th 
column (since "6" is the first number at the left of the diagram), 
down the 3rd, up the 5th, down the 7th, up the 1st, down the 4th and 
down the 2nd." This matter is so incredibly fatuous that it is hard 
to understand how sensible men-and they were sensible-could be 
so illogical in their thinking processes. But there the "Directions 
for Use" stand, for all the world to see and to judge. 

Now for the transposition step. The indicator "BLONDE" sig
nifies a matrix of seven columns and eleven rows, with the route set 
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forth above, viz, up the 6th column, down the 3rd, etc., so that the 
cipher text with a "phoney" address and signature, 3 becomes as 
follows: 

TO A. HARPER CALDWELL, Washington,.,D. C. 

Cipher Operator, Army of the Potomac: 

Blonde bless of who no optic to get and impression I Madison square 
Brown cammer Toby ax the have turnip me Harry bitch rustle silk 
Adrian counsel locust you another only of children serenade flea Knox 
County for wood that awl ties get hound who was war him suicide on 
for was please village large bat Bunyan give sigh incubus heavy Norris 
on trammeled cat knit striven without if Madrid quail upright martyr 
Stewart man much bear since ass skeleton tell the oppressing Tyler 
monkey. 

(Signed) D. HOMER BATES 

Note that the text begins with the indicator "BLONDE". In 
decipherment the steps are simply reversed. The indicator tells 
what size matrix to outline; the words beginning "bless of who no 
optic ... " are inscribed within the matrix: up the 6th column; then, 
omitting the "check word" or "null" (which in this case is the word 
"square") down the 3rd column, etc. The final result should corre
spond to what is shown in Fig. 4. There then follows the step of 
interpreting orthographic deviations, such as interpreting "sigh", 
"man," "cammer," and "on" as Simon Cameron; the word "wood" 
for "would", etc. The final step reproduces the original plain text. 

Save for one exception, all the route ciphers used by the USMTC 
conformed to this basic pattern. The things that changed from one 
cipher book to the next were the indicators for the dimensions of the 
matrices and for the routes, and the "arbitraries" or code equivalents 
for the various items comprising the "vocabulary," the number of 
them increasing from one edition to the next, just as might be ex
pected. The sole exception to this basic pattern is to be seen in 
Cipher Book No. 9 and on only one page of the book. I will show 
you that page. (See fig. 8.) 

What we have here is a deviation from the straightforward route 
transposition, "up the ... column, down the ... column," etc. By 
introducing one diagonal path in the route (the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 
lOth words in a message of five columns, and the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
5th, and 6th words in a message of six columns) the simple up and 
down route no longer holds true. The words on the diagonal inter
rupt the normal up and down paths and introduce complexities in 

3 It was the usual practice to use for address and signature the names of 
the USMTC operators concerned. 
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12 

Jfessnge or Division of ... 6 ... Lines. 

COMMEfiCEMENT WORBS. 
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Fig. 8. 

the method. In fact, the complexities, seemed to be a bit too much 
for the USMTC cipher operators because, as far as available records 
show, these complicated routes were never used. 

I now wish to make a number of general and a few specific comments 
on Plum's description of the cryptosystems used by the USMTC. 

First, we have learned that although Anson Stager has been credited 
with inventing the type of cipher under consideration in this study, 
he was anticipated in the invention by about 200 years. Also, he is 
given the lion's share of the credit for devising those ciphers although 
he did have a number of collaborators. Plum names four of them, 
presumably because he thought them worthy of being singled out for 
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particular attention. Plum and others tell us that copies of messages 
handled by the USMTC were sometimes intercepted by the enemy 
but not solved. He cites no authority for this last statement, merely 
saying that such intercepts were published in the newspapers of the 
Confederacy with the hope that somebody would come up with their 
solution. And it may be noted that none of the Confederate accounts 
of war activities cite instances of the solution of intercepted USMTC 
messages, although there are plenty of citations of instances of inter
ception and solution of enciphered visual transmissions of the Federal 
Army's Signal Corps. 

Plum states that 12 different cipher books were employed by the 
Telegraph Corps, but I think there were actually only eleven. The 
first one was not numbered, and this is good evidence that a long 
war was not expected. This first cipher book had 16 printed pages. 
But for some reason, now impossible to fathom, the sequence of num
bered books thereafter was as follows: Nos. 6 and 7, which were 
much like the first (unnumbered) one; then came Nos. 12, 9, 10-in 
that strange order; then came Nos. 1 and 2; finally came Nos. 3, 4, 
and 5. (Apparently there was no No. 8, or No. 11-at least they 
are never mentioned.) It would be ridiculous to think that the irreg
ularity in numbering the successive books was for the purpose of 
communication security, but there are other things about the books 
and the cryptosystem that appear equally silly. There may have 
been good reasons for the erratic numbering of the books, but if so, 
what they were is now unknown. Plum states that No. 4, the last 
one used in the war, was placed into effect on 23 March 1865, and 
that it and all other ciphers were discarded on 20 June 1865. How
ever, as noted, there was a No.5, which Plum says was given a lim
ited distribution. I have a copy of it, but whether it was actually 
put into use I do not know. Like No. 4, it had 40 pages. About 
20 copies were sent to certain members of the USMTC, scattered 
among 12 states; and, of course, Washington must have had at least 
one copy. 

We may assume with a fair amount of certainty that the first (the 
unnumbered) cipher book used by the USMTC was merely an elab
oration of the one Stager produced for the communications of the 
governors of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and of which a copy is given 
by only one of the writers who have told us about these ciphers, 
namely, David H. Bates. Bates, in his series of articles entitled 
"Lincoln in the Telegraph Office" (The Century Magazine, Vol. 
LXXIV, Nos. 1-5, May-Sept, 1907)4 shows a facsimile thereof (p. 

' The series was then put out in book form under the same title by the D. 
Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1907, reprinted in 1939. · 
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292, June 1907 issue), and I have had as good a reproduction made 
of it as is possible from the rather poor photographic facsimile. The 
foregoing cipher is the prototype upon which all subsequent cipher 
books were based, the first of the War Department series being the 
one shown by Plum. 

I'M:IllllLE OF THE TELEGRAPHIC CJPHEJt..CODE USED BY THE UNITED 
STATES GOVEJtNME."iT IN 1861 

Fig. 9. 

When these ciphers came into use it was not the practice to mis .. 
spell certain words intentionally; but as the members of the USMTC 
(who, as I've told you, not only served as telegraph operators but 
also as cipher clerks) developed expertness, the practice of using non
standard orthography was frequently employed to make solution of 
messages more difficult. You have already seen examples of this 
practice, and one can find hundreds of other examples of this sort of 
artifice. Then, further to increase security, more and more code 
equivalents were added to represent such things as ordinal and cardi
nal numbers, months of the year, days of the week, hours of the day, 
punctuation, etc. As a last step, additional code equivalents for 
frequently used words and phrases were introduced. One good ex
ample of two typical pages from one of these books will characterize 
them all. 
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You will notice that the code equivalents are printed but their 
meanings are written in by hand. This was usually the case, and 
the reason is obvious: for economy in printing costs, because the 
printed code equivalents of plaintext items in cipher books belonging 
to the same series are identical; only their meanings change from one 
book to another, and of course, the transposition routes, their indi
cators, and other variables change from one book to another. I am 
fortunate in having six of these cipher books in my private collection, 
so that comparisons among them are readily made. The first feature 
to be noted is that the code equivalents are all good English diction
ary words (or proper nouns), of not less than three nor more than 
seven (rarely eight) letters. A careful scrutiny shows that in the 
early editions the code equivalents are such as are not very likely to 
appear as words in the plaintext messages; but in the later editions, 
beginning with No. 12, more than 50% of the words used as code equiva
lents are such as might well appear in the plaintext of messages. For 
example, words such as AID, ALL, ARMY, ARTILLERY, JUNC
TION, CONFEDERATE, etc., baptismal names of persons, and 
names of cities, rivers, bays, etc., appear as code equivalents. Among 
names used as code equivalents are SHERMAN, LINCOLN, 
THOMAS, STANTON, and those of many other prominent officers 
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and officials of the Union Army and the Federal Government, as 
well as of the Confederate Army and Government; and, even more 
intriguing, such names were employed as indicators for the number 
of columns and the routes used-the so-called "Commencement 
Words." It would seem that names and words such as those I've 
mentioned might occasionally have brought about instances where 
difficulty in deciphering messages arose from this source of confusion, 
but the literature doesn't mention them. I think you already realize 
why such commonly-used proper names and words were not excluded. 
There was, indeed, method in this madness. 

But what is indeed astonishing to note is that in the later editions 
of these cipher books, in a great majority of cases the words used as 
"arbitraries," differ from one another by at least two letters (for 
example, LADY, and LAMB, LARK and LAWN, ALBA and 
ASIA, LOCK and WICK, MILK and MINT), or by more than two 
(for example MYRTLE and MYSTIC, CARBON and CANCER, 
ANDES and ATLAS). One has to search for cases in which two 
words differ by only one letter, but they can be found if you search 
long enough for them, as, for example, QUINCY and QUINCE, 
PINE and PIKE, NOSE and ROSE. Often there are words with 
the same initial trigraph or tetragraph, but then the rest of the 
letters are such that errors in transmission or reception would easily 
manifest themselves, as, for example, in the cases of MONSTER 
and MONARCH, MAGNET and MAGNOLIA. All in all, it is 
important to note that the compiler or compilers of these cipher books 
had adopted a principle known today as the "two-letter differential," 
a feature found only in codebooks of a much later date. In brief, 
the principle involves the use, in a given codebook, of code groups 
differing from one another by at least two letters. This principle is 
employed by knowledgeable code compilers to this very day, not 
only because it enables the recipient of a message to detect errors in 
transmission or reception, but also to correct them. This is made 
possible if the permutation tables used in constructing the code 
words are printed in the codebooks, so that most errors can be cor
rected without calling for a repetition of the transmission. It is 
clear, therefore, that the compilers of these cipher books took into 
consideration the fact that errors are to be expected in Morse teleg
raphy, and by incorporating, but only to a limited extent, the prin
ciple of the two-letter differential, they tried to guard against the 
possibility that errors might go undetected. Had artificial 5-letter 
groups been used as code equivalents, instead of dictionary words, 
possibly the cipher books would also have contained the permutation 
tables. But it must be noted that permutation tables made their 
first appearance only about a quarter of a century after the Civil 
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War had ended, and then only in the most advanced types of com
mercial codes. 

There is, however, another feature about the words the compilers 
of these books chose as code equivalents. It is a feature that mani
fests real perspicacity on their part, and you probably already have 
divined it. A few moments ago I said that I would explain why, in 
the later and improved editions of these books, words which might 
well be words in plaintext messages were not excluded from the lists 
of code equivalents: it involves the fact that the basic nature of the 
cryptosystem in which these code equivalents were to be used was 
clearly recognized by those who compiled the books. Since the 
cryptosystem was based UlJOn word transposition, what could be 
more confusing to a would-be cryptanalyst, working with messages 
in such a system, than to :find himself unable to decide whether a 
word in the cipher text of a message he is trying to solve is actually 
in the original plaintext message and has its normal meaning, or is a 
code word with a secret significance-or even a null, a non-signifi
cant word, a "blind" or a "check word," as those elements were called 
in those days? That, no doubt, is why there are, in these books, so 
many code equivalents which might well be "good" words in the 
plaintext messages. And in this connection I have already noted 
an additional interesting feature: at the top of each page devoted 
to indicators for signaling the number of columns or rows in the 
specific matrix for a message are printed the so-called "commence
ment words," or what we now call "indicators". Now there are 
nine such words, in sets of three, any one of which could actually be 
a real word or name in the plaintext message. Such words when 
used as indicators could be very confusing to enemy cryptanalysts, 
especially after the transposition operation. Here, for example, are 
the "commencement words" on page 5 of cipher book No.9: Army, 
Anson, Action, Astor, Advance, Artillery, Anderson, Ambush, Agree; 
on page 7 of No. 10: Cairo, Curtin, Cavalry, Congress, Childs, 
Calhoun, Church, Cobb, etc. Moreover, in Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, and 10 
the "line indicators," that is, the words indicating the number of 
horizontal rows in the matrix, are also words such as could easily be 
words in the plaintext messages. For example, in No. 1, page 3, 
the line indicators are as follows: 

Address 1 Faith Assume 6 Bend 
Adjust 2 Favor Awake 7 Avail 
Answer 3 Confine Encamp 8 Active 
Appear 4 Bed Enroll 9 Absent 
Appeal 5 Beef Enough 10 Accept 

Note two things in the foregoing list: :first, there are variants-
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there are two indicators for each case; and second, the indicators are 
not in strict alphabetic sequence. This departure from strict alpha
beticity is even more obvious in the pages devoted to vocabulary, a 
fact of much importance cryptanalytically. Note this feature, for 
example, in Fig. 10, which shows pages 14 and 15 of cipher book No. 
12. 

In this respect, therefore, these books partake somewhat of the 
nature of two-part or "randomized" codes, or, in British terminology, 
"hatted" codes. In the second lecture of this series the physical 
difference between one-part and two-part codes was briefly explained, 
but an indication of the technical cryptanalytic difference between 
these two types of codes may be useful at this point. Two-part codes 
are much more difficult to solve than one-part codes, in which both 
the plaintext elements and their code equivalents progress in parallel 
sequences. In the latter type, determination of the meaning of 
one code group quickly and rather easily leads to the determination 
of the meanings of other code groups above or below the one that has 
been solved. For example, in the following short but illustrative 
example, if the meaning of code group 1729 has been determined to 
be "then", the meaning of the code group 1728 could well be "the" 
and that of 

1728 - the 
1729 -then 
1730- there 

7621 -the 
0972- then 
1548- there 

the code group 1730, "there". But in a two-part code, determining 
the meaning of the code group 0972 to be "then" gives no clue what
ever as to the meaning of the groups 7621 or 1548. For ease in decoding 
messages in such a code there must be a section in which the code 
groups are listed in numerical sequence, and are accompanied by 
their meanings, which, of course, will be in a random sequence. The 
compilers of the USMTC cipher books must have had a very clear 
idea of what I have just explained, but they made a compromise of 
a practical nature between a strictly one-part and a strictly two-part 
code, because they realized that a code of the latter sort is twice as 
bulky as one of the former sort, besides being much more laborious 
to compile and check the contents for accuracy. The arrangement 
they chose wasn't too bad, so far as cryptosecurity was concerned. 
As a matter of fact, and speaking from personal experience in de
coding a rather long message addressed to General Grant, I had a 
difficult time in locating many of the code words in the book, be
cause of the departure from strict alphabeticity. I came across that 
message in a workbook in my collection, the workbook of one of the 
important members of the USMTC-none other than our friend 
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Plum, from whose book, The Military Telegraph during the Civil War, 
comes much of the data I've presented in this lecture. On the fly
leaf of Plum's workbook there appears, presumably in his own hand
writing, the legend "W. R. Plum Chf Opr with Gen. G. H. Thomas". 
Here's one of the messages he enciphered in cipher book No. 1, the 
book in which, he says, more important telegrams were sent than in 
any other: 
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Fig. 11. 

Note how many "arbitraries" appear in the plaintext message, that 
is before transposition. Mter transposition the melange of plaintext, 
code words, indicators and nulls makes the cryptogram mystifying. 5 

And yet, was the system as inscrutable as its users apparently thought? 
It is to be remembered, of course, that messages were then transmit
ted by wire telegraphy, not by radio, so that enemy messages could 
be obtained only by "tapping" telegraph lines or capturing couriers 
or headquarters with their files intact. Opportunities for these 
methods of acquiring enemy traffic were not frequent, but they did 
occur from. time to time, and in one case a Confederate signalman 
hid in a swamp for several weeks and tapped a Federal telegraph 
line, obtaining a good many messages. What success, if any, did 
Confederate cryptanalysts have in their attempts to solve such 
USMTC cryptograms as they did intercept? We shall try to answer 
this question in due time. 

6 In searching for a good example my eye caught the words "Lincoln shot" 
at the left of the matrix and I immediately thought that the message had to 
do with Booth's assassination of the President. But after hurriedly translating 
the message and finding nothing in it having anything to do with the shooting 
it occurred to me to look up the indicators for a matrix of six rows and eight 
columns. They turned out to be LINCOLN (message of 8 columns), SHOT 
(6 rows). The word SMALL beneath the "Lincoln shot" is a variant for SHOT, 
also meaning "6 rows". 
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As indicated earlier, there were no competing signal organizations 
in the Confederacy as there were on the Union side. There was 
nothing at the center of government in Richmond or in the combat 
zone comparable to the extensive and tightly-controlled civilian 
military telegraph organization which Secretary Stanton ruled with 
such an iron hand from Washington. Almost as a concomitant, it 
would seem, there was in the Confederacy, save for two exceptional 
cases, one and only one officially-established cryptosystem to serve 
the need for protecting tactical as well as strategic communications, 
and that was the so-called Vigenere Cipher, which apparently was 
the cipher authorized in an official manual prepared by Captain J. H. 
Alexander as the partial equivalent of Myer's Manual of Signals. 
You won't find the name Vigenere in any of the writings of contem
porary signal officers of either the North or the South. The signal
men of those days called it the "Court Cipher", this term referring 
to the system in common use for diplomatic or "court" secret com
munications about this period in history. It is that cipher which 
employs the so-called Vigenere Square with a repeating key. 6 Here 
is the square which Plum calls the "Confederate States Cipher Key" 
and which is followed by his description of its manner of employ
ment. (See figs. 12a and12b.) 

There are certain comments to be made on the sample messages. 
In the first place, note that in the first message certain words are 
left unenciphered; in the second place, in both the first and second 
messages, the ciphers retain and clearly show the lengths of the words 
which have been enciphered. Both of these faulty practices greatly 
weaken the security of ciphers because they leave good clues to their 
contents and can easily result in facilitating solution of the messages. 
We know today that cipher messages must leave nothing in the clear. 
Even the address and the signature, the date, time and place of 
origin, etc., should if possible be hidden; and the cipher text should 
be in completely regular groupings, first, so as not to disclose the 
lengths of the plaintext words, and second, to promote accuracy in 
transmission and reception. 

So far as my studies have gone, I have not found a single example 
of a Confederate Vigenere cipher which shows neither of these two 
fatal weaknesses. The second of the two examples is the only case 
I have found in which there are no unenciphered words in the text 
of the message. And the only example I have been able to find in 

6 A keyword is employed to change the alphabets cyclically, thus making 
the cipher what is called today a periodic or multiple-alphabet cipher control
led by the individual letters of a key, which may consist of a word, a phrase, or 
even of a sentence, repeated as many times as necessary. 
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88 THE MILITARY TELEGRAPH DURING THE 

CONFEDERATE STATES CIPHER KEY. 

26 25 24 28 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 18 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 8 2 1 
labcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz 
2bcdefgh jkimnopqrstuvwxyza 
3 c d e f g h j k I m n o p q r s t u v w x y z a b 
4 d e f g h j k I m n o p 'q r s u v w x y z a b c 
frefgh jkimnopqrs uvwxyzabcd 
6 f g h i j k I m n o p q r s t u v w x y z a b c d e 
7ghijkimnopqrstuvwxyzabcdef 
Shijkimnopqrs uvwxyzabcdefg 
9ijklmnopqrs uvwxyzabcdet'gh 

10 j k I m n o p q r s u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
11 k I mn o p q r stu vw x y z abc de f g h 
12 1 m n o p q r s t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
13 m n o p q r s t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 

j 
j k 

j k I 
j k 1 m 

j k I m n 
jkimno 

14 n o p q r s t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
115 o p q r 8 t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
16 p q r 8 t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
17 q r 8 t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
18 r s t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 

jkimnop 
jkimnopq 

jklmnopqr 
j k 1 m n o p q r s 

jkimnopqrst 

19 8 t u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
20tuvwxyzabcdefgh 
21 u v w x y z a b c d e f g h 
22vwxyzabcdet'gh 
28 w x y z a b c d e f g h 
24xyzabcdefghiJ 
26yzabcdefghijk 
26zabcdefgbijkl 

j k 1 m n o p q r s t u 
jkimnopqrstuv 
k I m n o p q r s t u v w 
1mnopqrstuvwx 
mnopqrstuvwxy 

Key Worda.-Compiete Victory. Manchester Bluff. 

To put into cipher the first message, which is put up by using 
"Manchester Bluff" as the key, and the second by the key term, 
"Complete Victory," find at the left-hand side of the table the 
first letter of the first word to be ciphered, and at the top of the 
table, the first letter of the key term. At the junction of the 
columns in which these letters are so found, will be seen the 
arbitrary letter which is to be used in lieu of the real one at the 
left. Continue in this way with each successive letter of the 
message and key term, repeating on the latter tiJI finished. Thus, 
"Shelman is victorious," put in cipher by using the first key, 
Would r d h b th 't I C-o-m-p-1-e-t- e v- i-<:-t-oea , as s own y e cap I a s, u v Q 0 x E G )I N D K v H 

Fig. 12-A. 
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F~ ~""t:!rJt Of course, any change in the key word, term 

or phrase changes the arbitrarics, and if neither the real 
message nor the key is known, it would be somewhat vexatious 
working it out, unless there were some such suggestive words 
as occur in Davis's message above, which indicate the ciphered 

words very clearly ; e. g., "By which you may effect" ~ ~~;.~~~f~ ~ 
" b I , hj opg k wmct Tl . . d I 0 

11 ovc t 1at part of the river. liS menmng occurre to t le 

author, at first sight, and doubtless would to any one familiar 
with military atfitir,; in that section. Having guessed real words, it 
is very easy to work out the letters of the 'key. The following 
two important ciphers were traw:mitte<l as divided below; i. e., 
each wm·,J wa-; ·'<·nt ·'<'J>tlt'at('ly. not all mixe<l, ns in the Pember
ton cipher. This divi.-ion does not f:teilitate translation hy the 
key at all, hut materially a>,i4s without it, and \\·as, therefore, 
bud pmctice. "\\'"give hc·low, ('lleh mcs,.;n,ze, with its tntn.•larion, 
because these tc]('gram,.; W<·rc vct·y important. • T.hc l"'lrious 
reader may, at hi.• lei>urc, hy u.,ing the )H·y hourd, study out the 
key terms, one of which will he tinm<l entir<'ly new and quite 
apropos, in the light of what ,;p<'c<lily followed. 

CoNFEDERATE STATES OF Al!F.RICA, :\[n.lrARY TELF.GJL\PU. Dated 
Head-quarters, F<>bruary :!5, I~G.'i. Received at Richmond,Va., 
12:25 minutes, A. lf. 

To Hox. J. C. llnECKF.Xrtl!>GE, Sec'y of \Var:- I recommend 
that the tsysmec fn <J<mtwp rfatnmp uhwaqbqtm exfi'Xj and iswa<Jiru 
ktmtl are not of immediate necessity, uv kpgfmbpgr mpc thnlfl 
should be lmqhtsp. (Signed) R. E. LBb:, 

TRAXSLAT!OY.-I recommend that t.he remot•rrl q[p1d;!ic property, 
macltiner_1;, stores and arclli~Jes 'lt!dc!t are not of immediate uecessity, 
be commellced. All pmcder should be secured. 

HEAll·QL'ARTERS C. S. AmuEs, March 24, 18G5. 

GEY. E. Kmny Smnr, comdg. Trans-!IIiss. Dept., Gen.:-Vvq 
ecilmympm rvcng ui lhnmni<les kfch kdf wasptf us tfcfsto abxc 
bjx azjkhmgjsiimivbceq qb rule] ueisn ht kfg auhd egh opcm mfs 
urajwh xryrncoci yu dddxtmpt iu icjqkpxt es vvjau mvrr twhtc abxc 
iu eoieg o rdrgx en ucr P'' ntiptyxec "J''ariyyh r;:·7.q rspz rksjcph.pta]\: 

rsp ekez raecdstrzpt mzmseb acgg nsfqvvf me kfg srnhe ftrf wb 
mvv kkge pyh fefm ckfrlisytyxl xj jtbbx rq htxd wbhz awvv fd acgg 
avxwzn yciag oe nzy fet lgxa scuh. 

I am most respectfully your obdt. servt., 

(Signed) R. E. LEE. 

TRANSLATION.-Gen.: The President deems it advisable that 
you should be charged with the military operations on both b

11
nks 

of the Miss., and that you should endeavor as promptly as possible to 
cross that river with as large a force as may be prudently withdrawn 
from your present Dept. You will accordingly extend your oommand 
to the ea;t bank of the Miss., and make arrangements to bring to 
tbi · side such of your present force as you may deem best. 

I am mo;t respectfully your obedient servant. 

Fig. 12-B 
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which word lengths are not shown 
of the following message: 

GEN. J. E. JOHNSTON, JACKSON: 
Vicksburg, Dec. 26, 1862. 

I prefer oaavvr, it has reference to xhvkjqchffabpzelreqpzwnyk to 
prevent anuzeyxswstpjw at that point, raeelpsghvelvtzfautlilaslt 
lhifnaigtsr.nrnlfgccajd. 

(Signed) J. C. PEMBERTON 
' Lt. Gen. Cor.ndg. 

Even in this case there are unenciphered words which afforded a 
clue which enabled our man Plum to find the key and solve the mes
sage. It took some time, however, and the story is worth telling. 

According to Plum, the foregoing cipher message was the very first 
one captured by USMTC operators, and it was obtained during the 
siege of Vicksburg, which surrendered on 4 July 1863. But note the 
date of the message: 26 December 1862. What was done with the 
captured message during the months from the end of December 1862 
to July 1863? Apparently nothing. Here is what Plum reports: 

What efforts General Grant caused to be r.nade to unravel this r.nes
sage, we know not. It was not until October, 1864, that it and others 
car.ne into the hands of the telegraph cipherers, at New Orleans, for 
translation .... 

The New Orleans operators who worked out this key (Manchester 
Bluff) were aided by the Per.nberton cipher and the original telegrar.n, 
which was found ar.nong that general's papers, after the surrender of 
Vicksburg; also by the following cipher dispatch, and one other. 

Plum gives the messages involved, their solution, and the keys, 
the latter being the three cited above. It would seem that if the 
captured Pemberton message had been brought to General Grant's 
attention and he did nothing about it, he was not much interested in 
intelligence. Secondly, the solution of the Pemberton message and 
the others apparently took some time, even though there was one 
message with its plain text (the Pemberton message) and two messages 
not only with interspersed plaintext words but also with spaces 
showing word lengths. But Plum does not indicate how long it took 
for solution. Note that he merely says that the messages came into 
the hands of the telegraph cipherers in October 1864; he does not tell 
when solution was reached. 

In the various accounts of these Confederate ciphers there is one 
and only one writer who makes a detailed comment on the two fatal 
practices to which I refer. A certain Dr. Charles E. Taylor, a Con
federate veteran (in an article entitled "The Signal and Secret Serv
ice of the Confederate States", published in the Confederate Veteran, 
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Vol. XL, Aug-Sept 1932), after giving an example of encipherment 
according to the "court cipher" says: 

It hardly needs to be said that the division between the words of 
the original message as given above was not retained in the cipher. 
Either the letters were run together continuously or breaks, as if for 
words, were made at random. Until the folly of the method was 
revealed by experience, only a few special w~rds in a meBSage were put 
into cipher, while the rest was sent in plain language. Thus ... I 
think it may be said that it was impoBSible for well prepared cipher 
to be correctly read by any one who did not know the key-word. Some
times, in fact, we could not decipher our own messages when they came 
over telegraph wires. As the operators had no meaning to guide them, 
letters easily became changed and portions, at least, of meBBages 
rendered unmeaningly (sic) thereby. 

Frankly, I don't believe Dr. Taylor's comments are to be taken as 
characterizing the practices that were usually followed. No other 
ex-signalman who has written about the ciphers used by the Con
federate Signal Corps makes such observations and I think we must 
simply discount what Dr. Taylor says in this regard. 

It would certainly be an unwarranted exaggeration to say that the 
two weaknesses in the Confederate cryptosystem cost the Confeder
acy the victory for which it fought so mightily, but I do feel war
ranted at this moment in saying that further research may well show 
that certain battles and campaigns were lost because of insecure 
cryptocommunications. 

A few moments ago I said that, save for an exception or two, 
there was in the Confederacy one and only one cryptosystem to serve 
the need for secure tactical as well as strategic communications. 
One of these exceptions concerned the cipher used by General Beau
regard after the battle of Shiloh (8 April 1862). This cipher was 
purely monoalphabetic in nature and was discarded as soon as the 
official cipher system was prescribed in Alexander's manual. It is 
interesting to note that this was done after the deciphered message 
came to the attention of Confederate authorities in Richmond via a 
northern newspaper. It is also interesting to note that the Federal 
War Department had begun using the route cipher as the official 
system for USMTC messages very promptly after the outbreak of 
war, whereas not until1862 did the Confederate States War Depart
ment prepare an official cryptosystem, and then it adopted the 
"court cipher." 

The other exception involved a system used at least once before 
the official system was adopted and it was so different from the 
latter that it should be mentioned. On 26 March 1862, the Con
federate States President, Jefferson Davis, sent General Johnston by 
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special messenger a dictionary, with the following accompanying 
instruction: 7 

I send you a dictionary of which I have the duplicate, so that you 
may communicate with me by cipher, telegraphic or written, as follows: 
First give the page by its number; second, the column by the letter L, 
M or R, as it may be, in the left-hand, middle, or right-hand columns; 
third, the number of the word in the column, counting from the top. 
Thus, the word junction would be designated by 146, L, 20. 

The foregoing, as you no doubt have already realized, is one of the 
types of cryptosystems used by both sides during the American 
Revolutionary Period almost a century before, except that in this 
case the dictionary had three columns to the page instead of two. 
I haven't tried to find the dictionary but it shouldn't take long to 
locate it, since the code equivalent of the word "junction" was given: 
146, L, 20. Moreover, there is extant at least one fairly long mes
sage, with its decode. How many other messages in this system there 
may be in National Archives I don't know. 

Coming back now to the "court cipher," you will probably find it 
just as hard to believe, as I find it, that according to all accounts 
three and only three keys were used by the Confederates during the 
three and a half years of warfare from 1862 to mid-1865. It is true 
that Southern signalmen make mention of frequent changes in key 
but only the following three are specifically cited: 

1) COMPLETE VICTORY 
2) MANCHESTER BLUFF 

3) COME RETRIBUTION. 

It seems that all were used concurrently. There may have been a 
fourth key, IN GOD WE TRUST, but I have seen it only once, and 
that is in a book explaining the "court cipher". Note that each of 
the three keys listed above consists of exactly 15 letters, but why 
this length was chosen is not clear. Had the rule been to make the 
cipher messages contain only 5-letter groups, the explanation would 
be easy: 15 is a multiple of 5 and this would be of practical value in 
checking the cryptographic work. But, as has been clearly stated, 
disguising word lengths was apparently not the practice even if it 
was prescribed, so that there was no advantage in choosing keys 
which contain a multiple of 5 letters. And, by the way, doesn't the 
key COME RETRIBUTION sound rather ominous to you even 
these days? 

Sooner or later a Confederate signal officer was bound to come up 

7 Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, New York: The Century Co., 1884, 
Vol. I, p. 581. 
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with a device to simplify ciphering operations, and a gadget devised 
by a Captain William N. Barker seemed to meet the need. In 
Myer's Manual there is a picture of one form of the device, shown 
here in Fig. 13. I don't think it necessary to explain how it worked, 
for it is almost self-evident. Several of these devices were captured 
during the war, one of them being among the items in the NSA 
Museum (Fig. 14). This device was captured at Mobile in 1865. All 
it did was to mechanize, in a rather inefficient manner, the use of the 
Vigenere Cipher. But here's a photograph, Fig. 15, of the one found 
in the office of Confederate Secretary of State Judah P. Benjamin 
after the capture of Richmond. In this picture the Vigenere Square 
(wrapped around the revolvable central shaft) is seen very clearly. 

Cipher Beel. 

Fig. 13. 

Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15. 

How many of these devices were in existence or use is unknown, 
for their construction was an individual matter-apparently it was 
not an item of regular issue to members of the corps. 

In practically every account of the codes and ciphers of the Civil 
War you will find references to ciphers used by Confederate secret 
service agents engaged in espionage in the North as well as in Canada. 
In particular, much attention is given to a set of letters in cipher, 
which were intercepted by the New York City Postmaster and which 
were involved in a plot to print Confederate currency and bonds. 
Much ado was made about the solution of these ciphers by cipher 
operators of the USMTC in Washington and the consequent break
ing up of the plot. But I won't go into these ciphers for two reasons. 
First, the alphabets were all of the simple monoalphabetic type, a 
total of six altogether being used. Since they were composed of 
a different series of symbols for each alphabet, it was possible to com
pose a cipher word by jumping from one series to another without 
any external indication of the shift. However, good eyesight and a 
bit of patience were all that was required for solution in this case 
because of the inept manner in which the system was used: whole 
words, sometimes several successive words, were enciphered by the 
same alphabet. But the second reason for my not going into the 
story is that my friend and colleague of my NSA days Edwin C. 
Fishel, has done some research among the records in our National 
Archives dealing with this case and he has found something which 
is of great interest and which I feel bound to leave for him to tell at 
some future time, as that is his story, not mine. 
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Fig. 16. 

Photographs from which Figs. 15 and 16 were reproduced were kindly sup
plied me by my friend William H. Price, of NSA. 
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So very fragmentary was the amount of cryptologic information 
known to the general public in these days that when there was found 
on John Wilkes Booth's body a cipher square which was almost iden
tical with the cipher square which had been mounted on the cipher 
reel found in Confederate Secretary of State Judah P. Benjamin's 
office in Richmond, the Federal authorities in Washington at
tempted to prove that this necessarily meant that the Confederate 
leaders were implicated in the plot to assassinate Lincoln, and had 
been giving Booth instructions in cipher. Fig. 16 is a picture of the 
cipher square found on Booth, and also in a trunk in his hotel room 
in Washington. 

The following is quoted from Philip Van Doren Stern's book en
titled Secret Missions of the Civil War (Rand McNally and Co., New 
York, 1951, p. 320): 

Everyone in the War Department who was familiar with cryptog
raphy knew that the Vigenere was the customary Confederate cipher 
and that for a Confederate agent (which Booth is known to have 
been) to possess a copy of a variation of it meant no more than if a 
telegraph operator was captured with a copy of the Morse Code. 
Hundreds-and perhaps thousands of people were using the Vigenere. 
But the Government was desperately seeking evidence against the 
Confederate leaders so they took advantage of the atmosphere of 
mystery which has always surrounded cryptography and used it to 
confuse the public and the press. This shabby trick gained nothing, 
for the leaders of the Confederacy eventually had to be let go for 
lack of evidence. 

To the foregoing I will comment that I doubt very much whether 
"everyone in the War Department who was familiar with crypto
graphy knew that the Vigenere was the customary Confederate 
cipher." Probably not one of them had even heard the name Vig
enere or had even seen a copy of the table, except those captured in 
operations. I doubt whether anyone on either side even knew that 
the cipher used by the Confederacy had a name; or least of all, that 
a German Army reservist named Kasiski, in a book published in 
1863, showed how the Vigenere cipher could be solved by a straight
forward mathematical method. 

I have devoted a good deal more attention to the methods and 
means for cryptocommunications in the Civil War than they deserve, 
because professional cryptologists of 1961 can hardly be impressed 
either by their efficacy from the point of view of ease and rapidity 
in the cryptographic processing, or by the degree of the technical 
security they imparted to the messages they were intended to protect. 
Not much can be said for the security of the visual signaling systems 
used in the combat zone by the Federal Signal Corps for tactical 
purposes, because they were practically all based upon simple mono-
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alphabetic ciphers, or variations thereof, as for instance, when whole 
words were enciphered by the same alphabet. There is plenty of 
evidence that Confederate signalmen were more or less regularly 
reading and solving those signals. What can be said about the 
security of the route ciphers used by the USMTC for strategic or 
high command communications in the zone of the interior? It has 
already been indicated that, according to accounts by ex-USMTC 
men, such ciphers were beyond the cryptanalytic capabilities of Con
federate cryptanalysts, but can we really believe that this was true? 
Considering the simplicity of these route ciphers and the undoubted 
intellectual capacities of Confederate officers and soldiers, why 
should messages in these systems have resisted cryptanalytic attack? 
In many cases the general subject matter of a message and perhaps 
a number of specific items of information could be detected by quick 
inspection of the message. Certainly, if it were not for the so-called 
"arbitraries" the general sense of the message could be found by a 
few minutes work, since the basic system must have been known 
through the capture of cipher books, a fact mentioned several times 
in the literature. Capture of but one book (they were all generally 
alike) would have told Confederate signalmen exactly how the system 
worked and this would naturally give away the basic secret of the 
superseding book. So we must see that whatever degree of pro
tection these route ciphers afforded, message security depended al
most entirely upon the number of "arbitraries" actually used in prac
tice. A review of such messages as are available shows wide diver
gencies in the use of "arbitraries". In any event the number actually 
present in these books must have fallen far short of the number 
needed to give the real protection that a well-constructed code can 
give. Thus it seems to me that the application of native intelligence, 
with some patience, should have been sufficient to solve USMTC mes
sages-or so it would be quite logical to assume. That such an as
sumption is well warranted is readily demonstrable. 

It was, curiously enough, at about this point in preparing this 
lecture that Mr. Edwin C. Fishel, whom I have mentioned before, 
gave me just the right material for such a demonstration. In June of 
1960, Mr. Fishel had given Mr. Phillip Bridges, who is also a member 
of NSA and who knew nothing about the route ciphers of the USMTC, 
the following authentic message sent on 1 July 1863 by General 
George G. Meade, at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to General Couch at 
Washington. (See fig. 17.) 

It took Mr. Bridges only a few hours, five or six, to solve the 
cryptogram, and he handed the following plain text to Mr. Fishel: 
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Fig. 17. 

Thomas been it------(Nulls) 
For Parson. I shall try and get to you by tomorrow morning a re
liable gentleman and some seouts who are acquainted with a country 
you wish to know of. Rebels this way have all concentrated in di
rection of Gettysburg and Chambersburg. I occupy Carlisle. Signed 
Optic. Great battle very soon. tree much deal----(Nulls) 

The foregoing solution is correct, save for one pardonable error: 
"Thomas" is not a "null" but an indicator for the dimensions of the 
matrix and the route. "Parson" and "Optic" are code names and I 
imagine that Mr. Bridges recognized them as such but, of course, he 
had no way of interpreting them, except perhaps by making a care
ful study of the events and commanders involved in the impending 
action, a study he wasn't called upon to undertake. 

The foregoing message was enciphered by Cipher Book No. 12, in 
which the indicator THOMAS specifies a "Message of 10 lines and 
5 columns". The route was quite simple and straightforward: 
"Down the 1st (column), up the 3rd; down the 2nd; up the 5th 
down the 4th." 

It is obvious that in this example the absence of many "arbitraries," 
made solution a relatively easy matter. What Mr. Bridges would 
have been able to do with the cryptogram had there been many of 
them is problematical. Judging by his worksheets, it seemed to me 
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that Mr. Bridges did not realize when he was solving the message 
that a transposition matrix was involved; and on questioning him on 
this point his answer was in the negative. He realized this only 
later. 

A minor drama in the fortunes of Major General D. C. Buell, one 
of the high commanders of the Federal Army, is quietly and tersely 
outlined in two cipher telegrams. The first one, sent on 29 Sep
tember 1862, from Louisville, Kentucky,. was in one of the USMTC 
cipher books, and was externally addressed to Colonel Anson Stager, 
head of the USMTC, but the internal addressee was Major General 
H. W. Halleck, "General-in-Chief" [our present day "Chief of Staff"]. 
The message was externally signed by William H. Drake, Buell's 
cipher operator, but the name of the actual sender, Buell, was indi
cated internally. Here's the telegram: 

COLONEL ANSON STAGER, Washington: 

Austria await I in over to requiring orders olden rapture blissful for 
your instant command turned and instructions and rough looking fur
ther shall further the Camden me of ocean September poker twenty I 
the to I command obedience repair orders quickly pretty Indianapolis 
your him accordingly my fourth received 1862 wounded nine have 
twenty turn have to to to alvord hasty. 

WILLIAM H. DRAKE 

Rather than give you the plain text of this message, perhaps you 
would like to work it out for yourselves, for with the information 
you've already received the solution should not be difficult. The 
message contains one error, which was made in its original prepara
tion: one word was omitted. 

The second telegram, only one day later, was also from Major 
General Buell, to Major General Halleck, but it was in another 
cipher book-apparently the two books involved were used concur
rently. Here it is: 

GEORGE C. MAYNARD, Washington: 

Regulars ordered of my to public out suspending received 1862 
spoiled thirty I dispatch command of continue of best otherwise worst 
Arabia my command discharge duty of my last for Lincoln September 
period your from sense shall duties the until Seward ability to the I a 
removal evening Adam herald tribune. 8 

PHILIP BRUNER 

As before, I will give you the opportunity to solve this message 

8 A curious coincidence--or was it a fortuitous foreshadowing of an event far 
in the future?-can be seen in the sequence of the last two words of the cipher 
text. The message is dated September 30, 1862; the New York Herald and 
the New York Tribune combined to make the New York Herald-Tribune on 
March 19, 1924-62 years later! 
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Greensboro N.C. 

A:pril ll 1865 
Benaja 11 Hd Q near R. G. 

Genl J. E. Johnston 

A scout (reports?) tha.t Genl Lee 

uiDvvswvzFx-mqs-EGAzox-

H W ~ P J M - T z A t • near to appomattox Court 

house yesterday No official intelligence of the 

event D i F .. x y i k v - q T - F B B H Y G -

F A S D • J H i • L P 0 u B • As to result Gen H. H. 

Walker is ordered Y W F T .. W S K T M T - B X z S -

Gq•XAmE-CHT-iu-AKMSAuPuVF-

Let me hear from you there- I will ha.ve need to 

see you to confer as to future action. The above 

is my telegram of yesterday which is repeated as 

requested. 

18-B. 

65 

Jeffn Davis 
Official 

Burton Harrison 
Private Secty 
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for yourselves. (At the end of the next lecture I shall present the 
plain text of both messages.) 

Figure 18 is a photograph of an important message which you 
may wish to solve yourself. It was sent by President Jefferson 
Davis to General Johnston, on a very significant date, 11 April 
1865. * For ease in working on it I give also a transcription, since 
the photograph is very old and in poor state. I believe that this 
message does not appear in any of the accounts I've read. 

It is time now to tell you what I can about the success or lack of 
success which each side had with the cryptograms of the other side. 
I wish there were more information on this interesting subject than 
what I am about to present. Most of what sound information there 
is comes from a book by a man named J. Willard Brown, who served 
four full years in the Federal Army's Signal Corps. The book is 
entitled The Signal Corps, U.S.A. in the War of the Rebellion, published 
in Boston in 1896 by the U.S. Veteran Signal Corps Association. In 
his book Brown deals with the cryptanalytic success of both sides. 
First, let's see what the Union signalmen could do with rebel ciphers. 
Here are some statements he makes (p. 214): 

The first deciphering of a rebel signal code of which I find any re
cord was that made by Capt. J. S. Hall and Capt. R. A. Taylor, re
ported Nov. 25, 1862. Four days later, Maj. Myer wrote to Capt. 
Cushing, Chief Signal Officer, Army of the Potomac, not to permit 
it to become public "that we translate the signal messages of the rebel 
army". 

April 9, 1863, Capt. Fisher, near Falmouth, reported that one of his 
officers had read a rebel message which proved that the rebels were in 
possession of our code. The next day he was informed that the rebel 
code taken (from) a rebel signal officer was identical with one taken 
previously at Yorktown. 

He received from Maj. Myer the following orders: 
"Send over your lines, from time to time, meBBages which, if it is in 

the power of the enemy to decipher them, will lead them to believe 
that we cannot get any clew to their signals." 

"Send also occasionally messages untrue, in reference to imaginary 
military movements, as for instance,-"The Sixth Corps is ordered to 
reinforce Keyes at Yorktown." 

Undoubtedly, what we have here are references to the general 
cipher system used by the Confederates in their electric-telegraph 
communications, for note the expression "Send over your lines". 
This could hardly refer to visual communications. Here we also 
have very e~rly instances, in telegraphic communications, of what we 
call cover and deception, i. e., employing certain ruses to try to hide 
the fact that enemy signals could be read, and to try to deceive him 

*I should warn you that it contains several errors! 
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by sending spurious messages for him to read, hoping the fraud will 
not be detected. 

Brown's account of Union cryptanalytic successes continues (p. 
215): 

In October, 1863, Capt. Merrill's party deciphered a code, and in 
November of the same year Capt. Thickstun and Capt. Marston de-
ciphered another in Virginia. , 

Lieut. Howgate and Lieut. Flook, in March, 1864, deciphered a code 
in the Western Army, and at the same time Lieut. Benner found one 
at Alexandria, Virginia. 

Capt. Paul Babcock, Jr., then Chief Signal Officer, Department of 
the Cumberland, in a letter dated Chattanooga, Tennessee, April 26, 
1864, transmitting a copy of the rebel signal code, says: 

Capt. Cole and Lieut. Howgate, acting Signal Officers, 
occupy a station of communication and observation on White 
Oak Ridge at Ringgold, Ga .... On the 22nd inst. the rebels 
changed their code to the one enclosed, and on the same day 
the above-mentioned officers by untiring zeal and energy suc
ceeded in translating the new code, and these officers have 
been ever since reading every message sent over the rebel 
lines. Many of these messages have furnished valuable infor
mation to the general commanding the department. 

The following is also from Brown (p. 279): 

About the first of June (1864), Sergt. Colvin was stationed at Fort 
Strong, on Morris Island, with the several codes heretofore used by 
the rebels, for the purpose of reading the enemy's signals if possible. 
For nearly two weeks nothing could be made out of their signals, but 
by persevering he finally succeeded in learning their codes. Mes
sages were read by him from Beach Inlet, Battery Bee, and Fort 
Johnson. Gen. J. G. Foster, who had assumed command of the De
partment of the South, May 26th, was so much pleased with Sergt. 
Colvin's work, that in a letter addressed to Gen. Halleck, he recom
mended "that he be rewarded by promotion to Lieutenant in the Sig
nal Corps, or by a brevet or medal of honor." This recommendation 
was subsequently acted upon, but, through congressional and official 
wrangling over appointments in the Corps, he was not commissioned 
until May 13, 1865, his commission dating from Feb. 14, 1865. 

(p. 281): 

During the month, Sergt. Colvin added additional laurels to the fame 
he had earned as a successful interpreter of rebel signals. The enemy 
had adopted a new cipher for the transmission of important messages, 
and the labor of deciphering it devolved upon the sergeant. Con
tinued watchfulness at last secured the desired result, and he was 
again able to translate the important dispatches of the enemy for the 
benefit of our commandants. The information thus gained was fre
quently of special value in our operations, and the peculiar ability ex
hibited by the sergeant led Gen. Foster once more to recommend 
his promotion. 
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(p. 286): 
About the same time an expedition under Gen. Potter was organized 

to act in conjunction with the navy in the vicinity of Bull's Bay. 
Lieut. Fisher was with this command, and by maintaining commu
nications between the land and naval forces facilitated greatly the 
conjoined action of the command. Meanwhile every means was em
ployed to intercept rebel messages. Sergt. Colvin, assigned to this 
particular duty, read all the messages within sight, and when the 
evacuation of Charleston was determined upon by the enemy, the 
first notification of the fact came in this way before the retreat had 
actually commenced. As a reward for conspicuous services rendered 
in this capacity, Capt. Merrill recommended that the sergeant be al
lowed a medal, his zeal, energy and labors fully warranting the honor. 

Mter the occupation of Charleston, communications was estab
lished by signals with Fort Strong, on Morris Island, Fort Johnson and 
James Island, Mount Pleasant, and Steynmeyer's Mills. A line was 
also opened with the position occupied by the troops on the south 
side of the Ashley river. 

With regard to Confederate reading of Union visual signals, Brown 
makes the following observations of considerable interest (p. 274): 

The absolute necessity of using a cipher when signalling in the 
presence of the enemy was demonstrated during these autumn 
months by the ease with which the rebels read our messages. This 
led to the issuing of an order that all important messages should be 
sent in cipher. Among the multitude of message,s intercepted by the 
enemy, the following were some of the more important .... 

Brown thereupon cites 25 such messages but he gives no indication 
whatever as to the source from which he obtained these examples or 
how he knew they had been intercepted. They all appear to be 
tactical messages sent by visual signals. 

In many of the cases cited by Brown it is difficult to tell whether 
wig-wag or electric telegraph messages were involved. But in one 
case, (evacuation of Charleston) it is perfectly clear that visual mes
sages were involved, when Brown says that Sgt. Colvin "read all 
the messages within sight." 

Further with regard to rebel cryptanalytic success with Union mes
sages, Brown has this to say (p. 213): 

The reports of Lieut. Frank Markoe, Signal Officer at Charleston, 
show that during the siege thousands of messages were sent from one 
post to another, and from outposts to headquarters, most of which 
could have been sent in no other way, and many were of great im
portance to the Confederate authorities. 

Lieut. Markoe says that he read nearly every message we sent. 
He was forewarned of our attack on the 18th of July, 1863. He adds 
regretfully, however, that through carelessness of the staff officers at 
headquarters it leaked out that he was reading our messages. Our 
officers then began to use the cipher disk. In August he intercepted 
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the following message: "Send me a copy of rebel code immediately, if 
you have one in your possession". He therefore changed his code . 
. . . A little later our officers used a cipher which Lieut. Markoe says 
he was utterly unable to unravel. 

It is unfortunate that neither Lieutenant Markoe, the Confederate 
cryptanalyst, nor Brown, the Union signalman, tell us what sort of 
cipher this was that couldn't be unravelled. I assume that it was 
the Myer disk used properly, with a key phrase of some length and 
with successive letters, not whole words, being enciphered by succes
sive letters of the key. But this is only an assumption and may be 
entirely erroneous. 

In the foregoing citations of cryptanalytic successes it is significant 
to note that visual messages were intercepted and read by both 
sides; second, that Confederate telegraphic messages protected by 
the Vigenere cipher were read by Union personnel whenever such 
messages were intercepted; and third, that USMTC telegraph mes
sages protected by the route cipher, apparently intercepted occasion
ally, were never solved. Later I shall make some comments on this 
last statement, but at the moment let us note that technically the 
Vigenere cipher is theoretically much stronger than the route cipher, 
so that we have here an interesting situation, viz, the users of a 
technically inferior cryptosystem were able to read enemy messages 
protected by a technically superior one, but the users of a technically 
superior cryptosystem were not able to read enemy messages pro
tected by a technically inferior one-a curious situation indeed. 

I can hardly close this lecture without citing a couple of messages 
which appear in nearly every account I've seen of the codes and 
ciphers of the Civil War. These are messages which were sent by 
President Lincoln under circumstances in which, allegedly, the usual 
cipher could not be or, at least was not, employed. The first of the 
two was sent on 25 November 1862 from the White House to Major 
General Burnside, Falmouth, Virginia. The circumstances are so 
bizarre that if I merely presented the cipher message to you without 
some background I doubt if you would believe me. And even after 
I've presented the background, I'm sure you won't know what to 
think. I, myself, don't really know whether to take the incident 
seriously or not. Let me quote from an account of it in the book by 
David Homer Bates, one of the first members of the USMTC, in 
his Lincoln in the Telegraph Office (D. Appleton-Century Co., New 
York, 1939, pp. 58-61): 

"During Burnside's Fredericksburg campaign at the end of 1862, 
the War Department operators discovered indications of an inter
loper on the wire leading to his headquarters at Aquia Creek. These 
indications consisted of an occasional irregular opening and closing 
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of the circuit and once in a while strange signals, evidently not made 
by our own operators. It is proper to note that the characteristics of 
each Morse operator's sending are just as pronounced and as easily 
recognized as those of ordinary handwriting, so that when a meBSage is 
transmitted over a wire, the identity of the sender may readily be 
known to any other operator within hearing who has ever worked 
with him. A somewhat similar means of personal identification occurs 
every day in the use of the telephone. 

"At the time referred to, therefore, we were certain that our wire 
had been tapped. In some way or other the Confederate operator 
learned that we were aware of his presence, and he then informed 
us that he was from Lee's army and had been on our wire for several 
days, and that, having learned all that he wanted to know, he was 
then about to cut out and run. We goBSiped with him for a while 
and then ceased to hear his signals and believed that he had gone. 

"We had taken measures, however, to discover his whereabouts by 
sending out linemen to patrol the line; but his tracks were well con
cealed, and it was only after the intruder had left that we found the 
place where our wire had been tapped. He had made the secret con
nection by means of fine silk-covered magnet wire, in such a manner 
as to conceal the joint almost entirely. Meantime, Burnside's cipher
operator was temporarily absent from his post, and we had recourse 
to a crude plan for concealing the text of telegrams to the Army of the 
Potomac, which we had followed on other somewhat similar ocasions 
when we believed the addressee or operator at the distant point (not 
provided with the cipher-key) was particularly keen and alert. This 
plan consisted primarily of sending the meBSage backward, the indi
vidual words being misspelled and otherwise garbled. We had prac
tised on one or two despatches to Burnside before the Confederate 
operator was discovered to be on the wire, and were pleased to get his 
prompt answers, couched also in similar outlandish language, which 
was, however, intelligible to us after a short study of the text in each 
case. Burnside and ourselves soon became quite expert in this home
made cipher game, as we all strove hard to clothe the despatches in 
strange, uncouth garb. 

"In order to deceive the Confederate operator, however, we sent 
to Burnside a number of cipher messages, easy of translation, and 
which contained all sorts of bogus information for the purpose of mis
leading the enemy. Burnside or his operator at once surmised our 
purpose, and the general thereupon sent us in reply a lot of balderdash 
also calculated to deceive the uninitiated. 

"It was about this time that the following specially important des
patch from Lincoln was filed for transmiBSion: 

Executive Mansion, Washington, 
November 25, 1862. 11:30 AM. 

MAJOR-GENERAL BURNSIDE, Falmouth, Virginia: If I should 
be in boat off Aquia Creek at dark to-morrow (Wednesday) evening, 
could you, without inconvenience, meet me and paBB an hour or two 
with me? 

A. Lincoln. 

"Although the Confederate operator had said good-by several days 
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before, we were not sure he had actually left. We therefore put 
Lincoln's telegram in our home-made cipher, so that if the foreign 
operator were still on our wire, the message might not be readily made 
out by the enemy. At the same time extra precautions were taken by 
the Washington authorities to guard against any accident to the 
President while on his visit to Burnside. No record is now found 
of the actual text of this cipher-despatch, as finally prepared for trans
mission, but going back over it word for word, I believe the following 
is so nearly like it as to be called a true c~py: 

Washington, D. C., November 25, 1862 
BURNSIDE, Falmouth, Virginia: Can Inn Ale me withe 2 oar our 
Ann pas Ann me flesh ends N. V. Corn Inn out with U cud Inn heaven 
day nest Wed roe Moore Tom darkey hat Greek Why Hawk of Ab
bott Inn B chewed I if. BATES. 

This sort of subterfuge is hardly worthy of becoming embalmed in 
the official records of the war-and apparently it wasn't. But 
several years later, one of identical nature did become so embalmed, 
for the message appears on page 236, Vol. 45, of "Telegrams received 
by the Secretary of War'': 

Hq. Armies of the U.S., City Point, Va., 
8:30 a. m., April 3, 1865 

TINKER, War Department: A. Lincoln its in fume a in hymn to 
start I army treating there possible if of cut too forward pushing is 
He is so all Richmond aunt confide is Andy evacuated Petersburg 
reports Grant morning this Washington Secretary War. BECK
WITH. 

Both Plum and Bates cite the foregoing telegram and their com
ments are interesting if not very illuminating. Plum says merely: 
"By reading the above backward with regard to the phonetics rather 
than the orthography, the meaning will be apparent". Bates says: 

"The probable reason for adopting this crude form was to insure its 
reaching its destination without attracting the special attention of 
watchful operators on the route of the City Point-Washington wire, 
because at that crisis every one was on the Qui vive for news from 
Grant's advancing army, and if the message had been sent in plain 
language, the important information it conveyed might have been 
overheard in its transmission and perhaps would have reached the 
general public in advance of its receipt by the War Department. 

"It is not necessary to give the translation of this cipher-message. 
To use a homely term, 'Any one can read it with his eyes shut.' In 
fact, the easiest way would be for one to shut the eyes and let some 
one else read it backward, not too slowly. The real wording then be
comes plain. 

Can you imagine for one moment that a "cryptogram" of such 
simplicity could not be read at sight by any USMTC operator, even 
without having someone read it to him backward? Such a "crypto
gram" is hardly worthy of a schoolboy's initial effort at preparing a 
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secret message. But I assure you that I did not make this story up, 
nor did I compose the cryptogram. 

Ruminating upon what I have shown and told you about the 
cryptosystems used by both sides in the Civil War, do you get the 
feeling, as I do, that the cryptologic achievements of neither side 
can be said to add lustre to undoubtedly great accomplishments on 
the battlefield? Perhaps this is a good place to make an appraisal 
of the cryptologic efficiency of each side., 

First, it is fair to say that we can hardly be impressed with the 
cryptosystems used by either side. The respective Signal Corps at 
first transmitted by visual signals messages wholely in plain lan
guage; such messages were often intercepted and read straight-away. 
Then both sides began enciphering such messages, the Signal Corps 
of the Federal Army using a cipher disk invented by the Chief Signal 
Officer, the Signal Corps of the Confederate Army using the Vigenere 
cipher. In both cases the use of cryptography for tactical messages 
was quite inept, although it seems that from time to time the Federal 
signalmen had better success with the Vigenere-enciphered visual 
messages of the Confederate signalmen than the latter had with the 
disk-enciphered messages of the Union signalmen. 

With regard to the cryptosystem used by the Confederate Signal 
Corps, although there may initially have been cases in which mono
alphabetic substitution alphabets were used, such alphabets were 
probably drawn up by agreement with the signal officers concerned, 
and changed from time to time. Nowhere have I come across a 
statement that the Myer disk or something similar was used. In 
any event, messages transmitted by visual signals were read from 
time to time by Union signalmen, the record showing a number of 
cases in which the latter "worked out the rebel signal code" -mean
ing, of course, that the substitution alphabet involved was solved. 
When did the Confederate Signal Corps begin using the Vigenere 
cipher? The answer seems to be quite clear. In a letter dated 6 
June 1888 from General J. H. Alexander (brother of General E. P.) 
to J. Willard Brown9 we find the following statements: 

"At the first inauguration of the Signal Service in the Confederacy, 
I, having received in the first place the primary instruction from my 
brother, Gen. E. P. A., then a colonel on Beauregard's staff near the 
Stone Bridge at Manassas, was assigned the duty of preparing a con
fidential circular of instruction for the initiation of officers and men, 
in this branch. I did prepare it, in Richmond, in early spring, 1862, 
and surrendered the copy to Hon. James A. Seddon, the then Secretary 
of War at Richmond. It was issued in form of a small pamphlet. 
I had attached a table for compiling cipher dispatches-which was printed 

9 Op. Cit., p. 206. 
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with the rest of the matter--and the whole was issued confidentially to the 
officers newly appointed for signal duty. (My emphasis) 

I have italicized the last sentence because I think that the "table 
for compiling ~ipher dispatches" can refer only to the Vigenere square 
table, for that and only that sort of table is even mentioned in ac
counts of the ciphers used by the Confederacy. One could, of 
course, wish that the writer had given some further details but there 
are none. However, the statement about the table is sufficiently 
explicit to warrant the belief that it was General J. H. Alexander 
who officially introduced the Vigenere square into Confederate 
cryptography, although he may have obtained the idea from his 
brother, since he states that he "received in the first place the pri
mary instruction from my brother". 

In the Federal Signal Corps it is quite possible that the polyalpha
betic methods Myer cites in his Manual for using his cipher disk 
(changing the setting with successive words of a message) were used 
in some cases, because there are found in the record several instances 
in which the Confederate signalmen, successful with monoalphabetic 
encipherments, were completely baffled. One is warranted in the 
belief that it was not so much the complexities introduced by using 
a keyword to encipher successive words of the plain text as it was the 
lack of training and experience in cryptanalysis which hampered 
Confederate signalmen who tried to solve such messages. In World 
War I a German Army system of somewhat similar nature was reg
ularly solved by Allied cryptanalysts, but it must be remembered, in 
the first place, that by 1914 the use of radio made it possible to 
intercept volumes of traffic entirely impossible to obtain before the 
advent of radiotelegraphy; and, in the second place, would-be crypt
analysts of both sides in the Civil War had nothing but native wit 
and intelligence to guide them in their work on intercepted messages, 
for there were, so far as the record goes, no training courses in crypt
analysis on either side, though there were courses in cryptography 
and signaling. It would seem to cryptanalysts of 1961, a century 
later, that native wit and intelligence nevertheless should have been 
sufficient to solve practically every message intercepted by either 
side, so simple and inefficient in usage do the cryptosystems em
ployed by both sides appear today. 

No system employed by the Federals, either for tactical messages 
(Signal Corps transmissions) or strategic messages (USMTC trans
missions) would long resist solution today, provided, of course, that 
a modicum of traffic were available for study. Although technically 
far less secure in actual practice than properly enciphered Vigenere 
messages, the route ciphers of the USMTC seem to have eluded the 
efforts of inexpert Confederate cryptanalysts. Ex-USMTC operators 
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make the statement that none of their messages was ever solved and 
that the Confederates published intercepted messages in Southern 
newspapers in the hope that somebody would come forward with a 
solution; yet it must be remembered that those operators were 
Northerners who were very naturally interested in making the achieve
ments of the Union operators, both in cryptography and in crypt
analysis, appear more spectacular than they really were. And it is 
probable that they wrote without having made a real effort to as
certain whether the Confederates did have any success. A "real 
effort" would have been a rather imposing undertaking then-as it 
still is, I fear. Now it must be presumed that if Confederate opera
tors had succeeded in solving intercepted traffic of the USMTC they 
would have recorded the facts to their own credit. But in his seven 
volumes on the campaigns of Lee and his lieutenants, Douglas S. 
Freeman does not mention a single instance of interception and 
solution of telegraphic messages of the Union. Perhaps Freeman 
was seeking 100% confirmation, which is too much to expect in a 
field of such great secrecy. This failure of the Confederate crypt
analysts is the more astonishing when we know that copies of the 
USMTC cipher books were captured and that, therefore, they must 
have become aware of the nature of the route ciphers used by the 
USMTC, unless there was a lack of appreciation of the value of such 
captures and a failure to forward the books to the proper authorities, 
who could hand them over to their experts. In those books the 
USMTC route ciphers would have been seen in their naive simplicity, 
complicated only by the use of "arbitraries" or code equivalents, but 
hardly to the degree where all messages would be impossible to solve. 
It seems to me that there can be only four possible explanations for 
this failure to solve the USMTC route ciphers. Let us examine them 
in turn. 

First, it is possible that there was not enough intercept traffic to 
permit solution. But this is inadequate as an explanation. The 
route cipher is of such simplicity that "depth" is hardly an absolute 
requirement-a single message can be solved, and its intelligibility 
will be determined to a large degree by the number of "arbitraries" 
it contains. Where there are many, only the dim outlines of what 
is being conveyed by the message may become visible; where there 
are few or even none, the meaning of the messages becomes fairly 
evident. But the abundant records, although they contain many 
references to intercepts, fail to disclose even one instance of solution 
of a USMTC message. Thus we are forced to conclude that it was 
not the lack of intercept traffic which accounts for lack of success by 
the Confederates with USMTC messages, but some other factor. 
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Second, the lack of training in cryptanalysis of Confederate crypt
analysts might have been the reason why Confederate signalmen 
failed to solve the messages. This sounds plausible until we look 
into the matter with a critical spirit. Solution of route ciphers 
requires little training; native wit and intelligence should have been 
sufficient. The degree of intelligence possessed by Confederate 
officers and men was certainly as high as that of their Union counter
parts who were up against a technically far superior cryptosystem, 
the Vigenere. We may safely conclude that it was not lack of native 
wit and intelligence that prevented them from solving messages en
ciphered by the USMTC route ciphers. 

Third, it is possible that Confederate high commanders were not 
interested in communications-intelligence operations or in gathering 
the fruits of such operations. Such an explanation seems on its face 
fatuous and wholely unacceptable. We know of the high estimate 
of value field commanders placed upon the interception and solution 
of tactical messages transmitted by visual signaling; but an apprecia
tion of the extraordinary advantages of learning the contents of 
enemy communications on the strategic level may have been lacking. 
My colleague Mr. Fishel thinks that "intelligence consciousness" 
and "intelligence sophistication" were of a very low order in the 
Union Army, and of a markedly lower order in the Confederate Army. 
But to us, in 1961, to disregard the advantages of a possible reading 
of strategic messages seems almost incredible and I am inclined to 
discount this sort of explanation. 

Fourth, it is possible that Confederate cryptanalysts were far more 
successful in their efforts to solve USMTC transmissions than present 
publicly-available records indicate; that Confederate commanders 
obtained great advantages from their communications-intelligence 
operations; that they fully recognized the supreme necessity of keep
ing this fact and these advantages secret; and that the Confederate 
States Government adopted and enforced strict communications
intelligence security regulations, so that the truth concerning these 
matters has not yet emerged. Let it be noted in this connection 
that very little information can be found in the public domain today 
about Allied cryptanalytic successes during World War I; and were 
it not for the very intensive and extensive investigations in the mat
ter of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941, 
very little, if any, information would be known to the public about 
British and American successes in communications-intelligence 
during World War II. Immediately following the capture of Rich
mond and before Confederate records could be removed to a safe 
place, a great fire broke out and practically all those records were 
destroyed. It is possible that this is one of the reasons why the 
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records of their communications-intelligence successes have never 
come to light. But it is also possible that Confederate cryptanalysts 
kept their secrets to themselves. We know that the records possessed 
or taken by certain Confederate leaders have been gone over 
with great care and attention, but what happened to those retained 
by other Confederate leaders such as the Secretary of War Seddon, 
or his predecessor Judah P. Benjamin, who later became Secretary of 
State, and others? Here is a fascinating speculation and one which 
might well repay careful, painstaking research in the voluminous 
records of our National Archives. I shall leave the delving into 
those records to some of you young and aspiring professional crypt
analysts who may be interested in undertaking such a piece of re
search. With this thought I bring this lecture to its close. 
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The Association Factor in Information Retrieval 
BY H. EDMUND STILES 

Unclassified 

This paper describes an all-computer document-retrieval system which 
can find documents related to a request even though they may not be in
dexed by the exact terms of the request, and can present these documents 
in the order of their relevance to the request. 

All documentalists who are operating large coordinate indexes are 
searching for better ways to exploit this type of information system. 
In our library we have already eliminated the time-consuming job of 
posting document numbers manually by enlisting the aid of a 705 
computer. (The computer periodically prepares revised posting 
cards to replace the outdated ones.) Now we are searching for 
better solutions to our retrieval problems. 

One obvious retrieval problem in any large system is the time re
quired to "coordinate" heavily posted terms. We are convinced we 
must mechanize if we are to allow our collection to grow indefinitely. 

A second problem is the retrieval of so many documents related to 
a single request that the customer finds it difficult to decide which 
document to examine first. Since he has no precise means of de
termining which document is most closely related to a request, we 
have tried to assist him in using somewhat arbitrary or subjective 
means. The date of the document is sometimes used as a relevance 
criterion, in the hope that the most recent document will be the most 
pertinent, or the name of the author is used, in the hope that the 
work of a known author will answer the request better than that of 
an unknown one. The pitfalls of such criteria are apparent. 

The third, and by far the most serious difficulty in a large system, 
is the problem of choosing terms for search which will turn up all of 
the documents relevant to the request. Our handicap has been that 
we have had to select the precise terms that were originally used to 
index the desired document. Literally hundreds of terms may have 
been used to index documents on the various aspects of a particular 
subject and yet we must grope for just the right set of terms. Just 
as the indexer tried to use language which he hoped would be used 
by future requesters, so the requester must hope to use the same 

This article has been published in the April 1961 issue of The Journal of the 
ACM (Association for Computing Machinery). 
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terms that were used by the indexer in processing the required 
documents. 

With our new method we believe we can overcome all three diffi
culties. First, every step of the process can be performed by exist
ing machines; second, in answer to a given request our machines will 
deliver a list of documents arranged in the approximate order of 
their relevance to the request, and third, we will be able to find these 
documents even though they may not be·indexed by the terms of the 
initial request. 

Our general strategy is to generate by machine an expanded list 
of request terms that will serve as a bigger net to catch documents. 
Once caught we will grade them automatically so that the most im
portant ones will be on top. Our experiment was conducted on an 
existing collection of over 100,000 documents already indexed by the 
Uniterm Coordinate Index System. [1] 

The first step in our procedure is to develop a list of terms ar
ranged according to their degree of association with a given term. 
Frequency alone is not a satisfactory measure of association. For 
example, we counted the number of times various terms had been 
used together with the term "Friction" to index a document and 
found that of the 105 terms used, the most frequent were: 

Theory_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7 times 
Film ____________ 6 
CrystaL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 
MetaL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 
Thin ___________ 5 
Transfer_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
Clutch __________ 3 
I>amping ________ 3 
Electrostatic _____ 3 

Although "Metal" and "Clutch" may be significantly associated 
with "Friction", obviously the word "Theory" which is at the top of 
the list has no more relationship to "Friction" than to any other 
word about which there might be a theory. We searched for a for
mula that would give us a relative frequency-one that would meas
ure the distance from the expected frequency of occurrence assum
ing no association. Mter considering several other formulas, in
cluding the ones reported by Maron, Kuhns and Ray in their report 
on "Probabilistic Indexing", [2] we decided to use the following: 

( /tN- ABI- ~)
2

N 
log1o AB (N _ A) (N _B) = ASSOCIATION FACTOR, 
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where A is the number of documents indexed by one term; 
B is the number of documents indexed by a second term; 
f is the number of documents indexed by the combination of 

both terms; and 
N is the total number of documents in the collection. 

This formula is a form of the chi square formula using the marginal 
values of the 2 X 2 contingency table and the Yates' correction [3] for 
small samples. If AB > fN the association is negative. Such oc
currences must be recognized during the computation process and the 
resultant association factors marked to indicate negative association. 
By applying this formula to each of the 105 terms paired with "Fric
tion" the top of the list became as follows: 

Term 
Wear 
Thin 
Lubrication 
Belt 

f 
2 
5 
2 
1 

A 
4 

49 
9 
2 

B 
25 
25 
25 
25 

Association Factor 
3.35 
3.21 
3.00 
2.70 

"Theory" dropped down to a much more reasonable position, and 
terms such as "Analysis", "Problems" and "Study" were at the 
bottom. "Wear" had risen to the top even though it occurred only 
twice in association with "Friction". Anyone interested in friction 
would probably be interested in the two additional documents in
dexed by "Wear" and the seven additional dbcuments indexed by 
"Lubrication". 

We tried the same experiment for the term "Exposure" with the 
following results: 

Term f 
Weathering 3 
Plywood 1 
Nylon 2 
Enamel 1 
Microfilm 3 
Preservatives 1 
Lenses 3 
Radiography 1 
Protective 1 

"Exposure" 

A 
3 
1 

12 
2 

52 
3 

77 
4 

12 

B 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 

Association Factor 
3.86 
2.94 
2.80 
2.63 
2.61 
2.46 
2.44 
2.33 
1.85 

Terms that had association factors of less than one (1.00) were 
discarded. On this basis only a small portion of the terms that had 
been used with "Exposure" (or "Friction") were considered to be 
associated with it. 
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These term profiles, as we have chosen to call these lists of as
sociated terms, have four important characteristics. First, they are 
derived from the document collection itself rather than from the 
subjective realm of human experience. Therefore only the terms 
that will be useful in finding documents are included and extraneous 
terms are eliminated. Second, they are generated in a statistical 
manner which can be duplicated by an unthinking computer, an en
couraging fact considering the future masses of literature to be 
indexed. Third, they reveal the various facets of meaning that the 
term has in our particular collection. The profile for the term "Ex
posure", for instance, contains terms used when describing "expo
sure to the elements," "exposure of photographic film," and "expo
sure to radiation." This characteristic makes explicit the variety of 
meanings that were inherent in the parent term-a fact we will come 
to appreciate when we start combining them. And finally, the pro
files derived by this method alone contain terms that are only sta
tistically related and not semantically related to the request term. 
This distinction has been well explained by Maron, Kuhns and 
Ray. [2] 

"Whereas the semantical relationships are based solely on the mean
ings of the terms and hence independent of the "facts" described by 
those words, the statistical relationships between terms are based solely 
on the relative frequency with which they appear and hence are based 
on the nature of the facts described by the documents. Thus, although 
there is nothing about the meaning of the term 'logic' which implies 
'switching theory', the nature of the facts (viz., that truth-functional 
logic is widely used for the analysis and synthesis of switching circuits) 
'causes' a statistical relationship. Another example might c~ncern 
the terms 'information theory' and 'Shannon' . . . " 

Later we will describe how to derive semantic relationships as well 
as purely statistical ones. 

When we have prepared a term profile for each request term we 
are ready to proceed to the second step, which is to compare the 
profiles of each term of a multiterm request and select those terms 
which appear in all or in a given number of profiles. These selected 
terms are called first generation terms. We are aware of the possi
bilities in a conventional coordinate indexing system of requesting 
documents that have a logical product, sum, or negation of the re
quest terms. The same flexibility exists when using the association 
factor. If the request is for documents on "American Tractor Tires" 
we would prepare a vocabulary profile for each term and then select 
only those terms which appear in all three profiles. However, if we 
were interested in "American Tractor OR Automobile Tires" we would 
select those terms that appeared in the profiles of "American" and 
"Tires" and either "Tractor" or "Automobile". These first genera-
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tion terms therefore tend to reflect the logic of the request. How
ever we cannot exclude from our first generation terms all the terms 
in the profile of a "not" term because of the danger of also eliminating 
some desirable terms. "Not" terms must be used by themselves to 
eliminate documents that have been indexed by them. If a request 
has only a single term, the terms of its profile are the same as its 
first generation terms. 

The end result of this second step described above, is a list of first 
generation terms which have been used with the original request 
terms to index documents much more frequently than would be ex
pected of terms having no association. Remember also, that these 
first generation terms are only statistically associated with the request 
terms. Synonyms or near synonyms are not likely to be found in 
this list, because documents are not usually indexed by synonymous 
terms. Yet synonyms, near synonyms, generics, specifics, and other 
closely related words would be desirable additions to an expanded 
list of request terms. Our method of generating these constitutes 
our third step. It projects us beyond the purely statistical relation
ships and into the realm of meaningful associations. This step is to 
treat the first generation terms as request terms and repeat steps 1 
and 2. Since there may be quite a number of first generation terms, 
we need not require that a term appear in all of their profiles, but 
only in approximately one fifth or in some other specified number of 
profiles. The resultant new terms are called second generation terms. 
Among these we find words closely related in meaning to the request 
terms. 

For example, if we were asked for all documents on United States 
wheat exports, the profile of the term "United States" would probably 
not contain the terms "Uncle Sam" or "USA" even if they were 
permissible in our term dictionary, since any given document would 
not be indexed by more than one of the three terms. Since they are 
missing from the "United States" profile, they would not be included 
among the first generation terms. However, when the first genera
tion terms such as "Kansas", "Bushels", "Dollars", "Grain", "Cor
dell Hull", "Tariff", etc., are treated as request terms, each may 
well have "Uncle Sam" and "USA", as well as "United States" 
among its profiles. Assuming that they will appear in a sufficient 
number of the profiles, they will qualify as second generation terms. 

In our coordinate index we have tried to eliminate all synonyms 
by cross-referencing them to a single term in our term dictionary. 
However, when we requested documents on the "Weatherproofing of 
Fabrics" we derived "Fungus", "Plastic", "Exposure", and "Coat
ing" among the first generation terms, and "Weathering", "Fungi-
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cidal", and "Preservatives" among the second generation terms. In 
future applications of this system we can expect the second genera
tion terms to include not only synonyms, but also various gramma
tical forms and even variations in spelling of the request terms. 

We now have an expanded list of request terms. It includes the 
original request terms, the first generation terms and the second gen
eration terms. It is reasonable to assume that these terms do not 
all have the same degree of association with the original request and 
that it would be helpful to determine the degree of association for 
each before proceeding further. 

The fourth step is the preparation of a table of the expanded list, 
in which we would record the association factors of each term to all 
others. We record only those above the established threshold of 1. 
The sum of the association factors for each term, divided by the total 
number of terms in the expanded list, gives us a weight which will 
enable us to arrange the terms according to their probable relevance 
to the request. The expanded list of terms related to the "Weather
proofing of Fabrics" with term weights is as follows: 

Fabrics ____________ 2.67 Deterioration__________ 1.26 
Plastics____________ 2.58 Resistance_____________ 1.25 
Coating ____________ 2.38 Protection _____________ 1.25 
Fungus ____________ 2.28 Agar__________________ 1.23 
Weatherproofing ____ 2.04 Metals________________ 1.21 
Tests______________ 1.90 Plate _________________ 1.17 
Exposure ___________ 1.87 BiphenyL _____________ 1.14 
Compounds________ 1. 76 Dinitrofluorotoluene_ _ _ _ 1.14 
Laminates __________ 1.73 Dinitrobenzene _________ 1.14 
Resins _____________ 1.56 VinyL ________________ 1.14 
Weathering______ _ _ _ 1.52 Preservatives_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.09 
Materials __________ 1.43 Elastomers ____________ 1.08 
Glass ______________ 1.42 Molded _______________ 1.06 
Cotton _____________ 1.36 Aluminum _____________ 1.04 
ChemicaL __________ 1.34 Aging _________________ 1.03 
FungicidaL________ 1.32 Temperature___________ 1.02 
Compressor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.27 Fluorine____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.00 

No one word in this list could be substituted for the request, be
cause each has its own variety of meanings and uses, yet it would 
be hard to use a group of them without touching on the subject of 
the reque~t. We now have a powerful tool with which to search for 
documents, for we are not dependent upon the requester and the in
dexer using the same language. Rather, we have fashioned a request 
language from the consensus of all previous indexing. 

We are now ready for step 5. We compare the expanded list of 
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request terms with the index terms of each document in the collection. 
Whenever the terms match, the weight of the request term is as
signed to the corresponding document index term. The sum of these 
weights for each document is called the document relevance number. 
This number should indicate the degree of fit between the request 
and the contents of the document. 

From a request for all documents on the subject of "Thin Films" 
we found the list of document numbers ·indicated in column 1 of 
Table 1. These document numbers are arranged according to their 
document relevance numbers which appear in column 2. We then 
asked a qualified engineer to examine these documents and specify 
which were related to "Thin Films" and which were not. He de
veloped his own rating scale which was as follows: 

Yes-Contains information on "Thin Film". 
M -May be useful background information. 
P -Possibly contains useful background information. 
No -Does not contain information on "Thin Film". 

This engineer was not familiar with our project nor did he have ac
cess to any of our results, yet column 3 indicates a remarkably high 
correlation between his evaluation and the document relevance num
bers. We then checked back to see how the documents containing 
information on "Thin Film" had been indexed (see col. 4). We 
found that the first five documents on our list had been indexed by 
both "Thin" and "Film". Three more documents had been indexed 
by "Film" alone, and other related terms. Two documents had not 
been indexed by either "Thin" or "Film", but only by a group of 
related terms, yet they contained information on "Thin Films" and 
had a high document relevance number. By using association fac
tors, and a series of statistical steps, easily programmed for a com
puter, we were thus able to locate documents relevant to a request 
even though the document had not been indexed by the terms used in the 
request. 

The basic 5 steps in our new retrieval method can be summarized 
as follows: 

(1) Prepare a profile for each request term. This profile consists 
of terms that have been used with the request term and have an 
Association Factor greater than 1. 

(2) Compare the profiles of each request term and select those 
terms which appear in all or in a given number of profiles. These 
terms are called first generation terms. 

(3) Treat the first generation terms as request terms and repeat 
steps 1 and 2. The resultant terms which are not already request 
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terms or first generation terms are called second generation terms. 
( 4) Make a table of association factors for the expanded list of 

request terms. The sum of the Association Factors for each term is 
called its weight. This weight indicates the degree of association be
tween that term and the complete request. 

(5) Compare the list of expanded request terms with the index 
terms of each document in the collection and add the weights of the 
terms that match. The sum of the weights is called the document 
relevance number. This number is used to present the documents to 
the requester in the order of their probable relevance to the request. 

Thus far, our experiments have been conducted on an existing 
collection of documents already indexed by a manual Uniterm Co
ordinate Index System. However, we believe that the really signif
icant fact about our discoveries is their potential use in an all-machine 
document storage and retrieval system. Such a system could start 
with automatic encoding of natural language, as described by Luhn 
of IBM, [4] [5] and end with the presentation of abstracts of the de
sired documents. The results of "auto-encoding", which is a dis
tinctive vocabulary representing the document, might be a more re
liable basis for the statistical manipulation of our system than the 
whim of an indexer. For instance, when we searched for documents 
on the weatherproofing of fabrics, we missed one because it had been 
indexed by the terms "Comprehensive", "Study", "Weatherproof
ing" and no others. Only a search through the one hundred and 
seven documents on weatherproofing would have turned up this 
document. However, if the document had been "auto-encoded", 
the necessary number of distinctive terms would have been ensured. 

The association factor would be useful in selecting incoming doc
uments for dissemination to company engineers. It would form the 
bridge between the language of the engineers requirements and the 
language used in the document. Each requirement would be sur
rounded with a profile of terms based on those supplied by the engi
neer and supplemented by those automatically generated from the 
document collection. The index terms assigned to incoming docu
ments would then be compared with these profiles to determine the 
degree to which they fulfilled the requirements. 

Moreover, we should not only be able to provide an engineer with 
incoming material related to his requirements, of which there is 
bound to be too much, but also tell him which of those items contain 
some new information in his field (i. e., new to the document collec
tion). This feat can be accomplished by comparing the profiles of 
the request terms derived from the established document collection 
with the profiles of the request terms derived from a group of in-
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coming documents. Terms appearing in high association with the 
request terms in the new profiles which were not associated in the 
established profiles are indicators of new and distinctive material. 
By treating these new words plus the original request terms as a new 
set of request terms, the documents containing the new and distinc
tive information can be found. 

Further applications of the association factor are suggesting them
selves daily. It is hoped that this presentation will stimulate further 
discussion and experimentation. 

DOCUMENTS RELATED TO "THIN FILM" 
ARRANGED BY DOCUMENT RELEVANCE NUMBERS 

1 ~ 3 4 

Document 
Document Degree of Use of Thin 
Relevance and/or Film as 

Number 
Numbers 

Association Index Terms 

S--66,794 24.32 Yes Thin Film 
S--51,212 24.22 Yes Thin Film 
S--51,050 24.22 Yes Thin Film 
S--33,067 24.22 Yes Thin Film 
S--33,068 22.47 Yes Thin Film 
S--95,555 19.87 Yes Film 
S--34,019 15.59 Yes Film 
S--18,958 15.30 p 

S--73,671 14.83 Yes 
S--38,473 12.54 No 
S--37,438 11.81 M 
S--35,837 11.20 M 
S--39,631 10.72 M 

S--35,838 10.14 p 

S--65,855 10.08 M 

S--80,485 10.05 Yes Film 
S--76,529 9.83 Yes 

S--44,571 9.66 M 

S--56,755 9.50 M 

S--42,772 9.38 M 

S--63,862 9.38 No 
S--33,834 9.30 p 

S--33,835 9.30 p 

S--33,832 9.30 p 

S--35,839 9.30 p 

S--80,309 9.18 p 

S--59,129 9.12 p 
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1 2 3 4 

Document Document Degree of Use of Thin 
Relevance and/or Film as Number 
Numbers 

Association 
Index Terms 

s-70,145 8.66 M 
s-59,442 8.03 p 

s-60,834 7.95 M 
s-49,629 7.85 No 
s-71,275 7.27 No 
s-51,499 7.16 p 

s-33,831 7.13 M 
s-31,735 7.13 M 
s-66,513 6.93 p 

s-31,620 6.94 No 
s-31,620 6.94 No 
s-80,360 6.94 No 
s-61,700 6.91 No 
s-44,921 6.40 p 

s-59,130 6.40 p 

s-53,424 6.36 No 
s-78,885 6.03 M 
s-55,371 6.01 No 
s-38,474 5.82 p 

s-80,974 5.33 No 
s-48,093 5.23 No 
s-so,293 5.23 No 
s-55,644 4.65 No 
s-58,247 4.41 p 

s-60,114 4.41 p 

s-45,420 4.41 p 

s-28,975 4.26 No 
s-37,031 2.70 No 
s-71,296 2.70 No 
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An Introduction to Cryptology- I 

BY WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN 

The fKrst of senes of lectures prepared by Mr. Fnedman for delnJery to 1111 ®dKence 

assumed to be totally unfanulUJT wKth the subJect. 

The objective of this series of l~s 1s to create an awarenesa of 
the background, development, and manner of employment of a science 
tbat is the basis of a flttal m1l1tarv of(entnve and defentJUJe weapon known 
as CRYPTOLOGY, a word tbat comes from the Greek kryptos, meanlDg 
secret or huJden, plus logos, meaning knowledge or leammg. Cryptology w1ll 
be specifically defined a little later; at the moment, however, rm sure 
you know tbat lt has to do with secret commurncat1ons. 

Let me say at the outset of these lectures 'that I may from tlme to time 
touch upon ma~rs which are perhaps essentially peripheral or even Ir
relevant to the mam issues. and if a defense is needed for such occasional 
browsing along the by-ways of the subject, lt will be tbat long preoccupa
tion wltb any field of knowledge begets a curiosity the satisfaction of which 
1s what disUnguishes the dedicated professional from the person wbo 
merely works just to gain a livelihood ln whatever field he happens to find 
himself a job. That's not much fun, I'm afraid. By the way, a Brltiah 
writer, James Agate, defines aprofesslonalastheman wbo can do his job 
even when be doesn't feel like doing lt; an amateur, as a man wbo can't 
do his job even when he does feel like doing it. This is pretty tough on the 
gifted amateur and I for one won't go all the way with Agate's definition. 
There are plenty of 1Dstances where gifted amateurs have done and dis
covered things to the chagrin and red-f~edne8s of the professionals. 

Coming back now to the main thoroughfare after the foregoing brief 
jaunt along a by-way, I may well begin by telltng you tbat the science of 
cryptology bas not always been regarded as a vital military offensive and 
defensive weapon, or even as a weapon td the first place. Here I am re
minded of a story in a very old book on cryptography. The story is prob
ably apocryphal, but it's a bit amusing, and I give it for what it's worth. 

It seems that about two thousand years !180 there lived a Persian queen 
named Semiramis, who took an active interest in cryptology. She was ib. 
some respects an extraordinartly unpleasant woman and we learn without 
surprise tbat she met with an untimely death. She left bebind her 1Dstruc
tlons that her earthly remains were to be placed in a golden sarcophagus 
within an imposing mausoleum, on the outside ofwbich, on its front stone 
wall, there was to be graven a message, saying: 
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stay. weary traveller! 
If thou art footsore, hungry. or in need of money-
Unlock the riddle of the cipher graven ·below, 
And thou wilt be led to riches beyond all dreams of avarice I 

Below this curlous inscription was a cryptogram, a jumble of letters 
without meantng or even pronounceabllity. For se~ral hundred years the 
posslblllty of sudden wealth served as a lure to many experts who tried 
very hard to decipher the cryptogram. They were all without success, 
until one day there 'appeared on the scene a long-haired. be-whiakered, 
and bespectacled savant who, after worldng at the project for a con
siderable length of time, solved the cipher, which gave him detailed 
instructions for finding a secret entry into the tomb. When he got 
inside, he found an instruction to open the sarcophagus, but he had to 
solve several more cryptograms the last one of which may have involved 
flnd1ng the correct combination to a 5-tumbler combination lock --who 
knows? Well, he solved that one too, after a lot of work, and this enabled 
him to open tbe sarcophagus, inside- which he found a box. In the box was 
a message, this time in plain laDguage, and this is what it said: 

0, thou vile and insatiable monster 1 Todlaturb these poor honest 
If tbou hadat learned something more useful than the art of 

' deciphering, 
Thou wouldst not be footsore, hungry, or in need of money! 

rm frank to confess that manyttmeadurlngmy 4o-year preoccupation 
with cryptology, and. generally near the middle and. the end of each month, 
I felt that good old Queen Semiramis knew what she wu talldng about. 
However, eartdDg money l.a only a put of the recompense for work:big in 
the cryptologlc field, and. I hope that moat of you will find out sooner or 
later what some of these other recompenses are, and what they can mean, 
to you. 

If Queen Semiramis thought there are other thing& to learn that ~ 
more useful than the art of deciphering, I suppose we'd have to agree, 
but we are warranted in sayiug, at least, that there illn't any question 
about the f.mportance of the role that cryptology plays in modern. times: 
all of us are lnfluenced and affected by It, u I hope to show you in a few 
minutes. 

I shall begin by 'reading frOm a source which you'll all recognize-
Time , the IIJaue of 17 December 1945. -I will preface the reading by re
mhvltng you tbat by thJ.t date World War D was all over-- or.at least 
V-E and V-J days had been celebrated some months before. Some of you 
may be old enough to remember very clearly the loud clamor on the. part 
of certain voclfei'OU8 members of Congress, who had for years been in-
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ai'Btlag upoa learD1Dg the reaaoaa why we bad been caupt by BUI'pl'lse In 
such a disastrous defeat as the Japanese bad IDfllcted upon us at Pearl 
Harbor. Tbls clamor bad to be met, for these Congressmen contended 
that the truth could DO longer be hushed up or held back becaue of an 
alleged ccmtlnulug need for military secrecy, as claimed by the AdmiDis
tration and by ID&DJ Democratic senators and repreaentaUvea. The war 
was over -- wasn't It? -- Republioan senators and representatives in
alated. There bad been lnvesUp.tiODB-a half dozen of them-but all ex
cept one were To'P Secret. The Republici.DII wanted-and at last they got 
what they desired-a IP"and finale Joint Conll'eaaionallllveatlptlon which 
would all be completely opentothepubllc. No more secrets! It was spec
tacular. Not only did the Congressional Inquiry bring Into the open every 
detail aDd exhibit UDCovered by Ita own leugtby hearlnp, but It also dia
C?loaed to America aftll to tl&s whole world everytblng that bad been said 
and shown at all the previous Army and Navy lnveatlp.tloaa. llllost of the 
Information that was thus diaclosed bad been, and much of It atlll was 
To'P Secret; yet all of these precious secreta became matters of public 
Information as a result of the Congressional lnveaUp.tlon. 

There came a day In the CcmgreaaloDal Hearlap when the Cldef of 
Staff of the UDlted States Ar'fllJ at the time of the Pearl Harbor Attack. 
5-stu:, General George c. Marshall, was called to the witness stand. Be 
teaUfled for several long, long da711, eight of them In all. Toward the elld 
of the aecoad daJ of bls ordeal he was questioned about a letter It bad 
been rumored he'd written to Governor Dewey In the Autumn of 1944:, 
during the Presidential Campaign. The letter was about codes. With 
frozen face, General Marshall balked at diacloai.Dg the whole letter. He 
pleaded most earnestly with the Committee not to force him to diaclose 
certain of Ita contents, but to DO avail. He bad to bow to the will of the 
majority of the Committee. Ishallnowreadfrom T&me a bit of Information 
which may be new to many of 'fi1J listeners, especially to those wbo were 
toO young In December 1945 to be delvlaglnto periodical literature or to 
be read1J18 any pages of the dally newspaper other than those on which the 
comlca appear. 

Said T&me, and I quote: 

••u S CitiZens d1scovered last week that perhaps the.r most potent 
secret weal'on of World 91ar II was not radar, not the VT fuse, not the 
atom bomb, but a harmless httle machme wh1ch cryptographer8' had pam• 
stakmgly constructed m a h1dden room m Wash1ngton With tina mac~1ne, 
budt after years of trud and error, of mference and deduction, crypto
graphers had duphcated the decodmg dev1ces used m Tokyo Testimony 

' before the Pearl Harbor Comm1ttee had already shown that the machme, 
known as 'Magac' was m use long before l>ecember 7, 1941, and had 
g1ven ample wammg of the J aps' sneak attack, 1f only U S. brass hats had 
been smart enough to renhze 1t Now, General 'Yiarshall contmued the 
story of 'Magac's' mag1c 
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1 'It had enabled a relatively small U.S Force to mtercept .a Jap 
mvas1on fleet, wm a deciSIVe victory 1n the Rattle of the Coral Sea, thus 
sav1ng Australia and New Zealand. • · 

3. 'It bad directed U.S. snbmannes nnemngly to the sea lanes where 
Jap1111ese convoys would be pus1ng. 

2. 'It had gtven the U S full advance 1nformat1on on the sue of the Jap 
forces advancing on \lhdway, enabled our Navy to concentrate sh1ps 
wh1ch otherw1se m1ght have been 3,000 mtles away, thus set up an ambush 
wh1ch proved to be the tum1ng-pomt vactory of the Pac1f1c war 

4. 'By decodtng messages from Japan's Ambassador Osbama an Berhn, 
often reporting 1nterv1ewa wtth Hnler, 1t had gtven our forces mvaluable 
1nfo~at1on on GerlnGII war plan~'.'·' 

TJme goes on to give more detalla of that story, to which I may later re
turn but I can't leave this citation of what cryptology did toward our win
Ding of World War U without telllngyou that the account given by T1me of 
the achievements of Maf11.c makes it appear that all the secret intelligence 
galJied from our reading Japanese messages wa.s obtained by usiJ!.g that 
"harmless little machine" which T&me said was used in Tokyo by the 
Japanese Foreign Office. I must correct-that error by explaining first 
that Mag'c was not the name of the machine but a term used to describe 
the intelllgence material to which the machine, among other sources, 
contributes and then by telling ,au that the secret information we ob
tained that ~y bad Uttle to do with those portions of the Magac material 
which enabled our Navy to win such spectacular battles as-thoSe of the 
Coral Sea and Midway, and to waylay Japanese convoys. The naval parts 
of Mag1.c were nearly all obtained from Japanese naval messages by our 
own "Yery ingenious U.S. Navy cryptanalyst&. At that time, I may tell those 
of you wbo are new, the Army and Navy bad separate but cooperating 
oryptologic agencies and activities; the United States Air Force was not yet 
in existence as an autonomous and separate component of the Armed 
Forces, and work on Japanese, German, and Italian air-force communica
tions was done by Army cryptanalyst&, ad.mtrahlyasslatedby personnel of 
what was then known as the Army Air Corps. 

It is hardly necessary to tell you bow carefully the Mag&c of World 
War n was guarded before, during, and after the war until the Congres
sional Inqulrybrougbtmostofitoutintbe open. Some remaining parts of it 
are stlll very carefully guarded. Even the fact of the existence of Mag&c 

was known to only a very few persons at the time of P.earl Harbor-- and 
that la an important element in any attempt to explain why we were caught 
by aurpriae by the Japanese at Pearl Harbor ln a devastating attack that 
crippled our Navy for many months. Let me read a bit from page 261 of 
the Repprt of the Majority of the Joint Congressional Investigation of 
the attack: 
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"The Mag'c mtelhgence was pre-emmently 1mportant and the neces
Sity for keepmg 1t confJdent1al cannot be overestimated However, so 
closely held and top secret was th1s Intelligence that 1t appears that 
the fact that the Japanese codes had been broken was regarded as of 
more Importance than the &n{ormahon obtamed from decoded traffic." 

r,me says, in connection with this phase of the story of Magzc during 
World War ll 

"So pr1celess a possession was Mag1c that the U S h1gh command 
hved In constant fear that the Japs would d1sco~er the secret, change 
thear code machmery, force U S cryptographers to start all over again " 

Now I don't want to over-empbasizetheimportanceof communications 
intelligence 1n World War n. but Ithinlnt warranted to read a bit more of 
what lS said about 1ts Importance in the Report of the Major1ty. The 
following IS from p. 232· 

all Witnesses fanuhar w1th Mag'c matenal throughout the war 
have testified that 1t Lontr1buted enormously to the defeat of the enemy, 
greatly shortened the war, and saved many •thousands of hves." 

General Chamberlin, who was General MacArthur's operat1ons offwer, 
or G-3, throughout the war in the Pacif1c, has written: "The information 
G-2, that is, the intelligence staff, gave me in the Pacific Theater alone 
saved us many thousands of hves and shortened the war by no less than 
two years." We can't put a dollars-and.:.cents value on what our posses
sion of CO\IIN r meant 1n the way of saving hves, but we can make a 
dollars-and-cents estimate of what commumcatlons lntelhgence meant by 
shortemng the war by two years, and the result of that estimate is that it 
appears that $1.00 spent for that, sort of intelligence was worth $1,000 
spent for other military actlVltles and materials 

In short, when our commanders bad that land of intelllgence 1n World 
Warn they were able toputwhatsmall forces they had at the r1gbt place, 
at the r1ght time. But when they didn't have it--and this happened, too, -
their forces often took a beating. Later on we'll note instances of each 
type. 

I hope I've not tried your patlence by such a lengthy preface to the 
real substance of this ser1es of lectures, let's get down to brass tacks. 
For those of you who come to the subject of cryptology for the f1rst time, 
a few def1mtions will be useful, in order that what I shall be talking about 
may be understood without question. Agreement on basic terminology 1s 
always des1rable in tackling any new subject. In giving you the defini
tions there may be a bit of repetition because we shall be looking at the 
same terms from somewhat different angles. 
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First, then, what IS cryptology? Briefly, we may define it as the A 
doctrine, theory, or branch of knowledge which treats of hidden, dls- W 
guised, or secret communications. You won't f10d the word in a small 
dictionary. Even Webster's Unabridged defines it merely as "secret or 
enigmatical language'', and in 1ts • • Addenda Section'', which presumably 
contains new or recently-comed words, it is defined merely as "the 
study of cryptography". Neither of these definitions 1s broad or speclf1c 
enough for those who are gomgto delve somewhat deeply into thiS science. 

Cryptology bas two main branches; the f1rst is cryptography, or, very 
br1efly, the science of preparmg secret commumcatlons, and the second 
is cryptanalysis, or the s01ence of solving secret communications. Let's 
take up cryptography first, because as a procedure 1t logically precedes 
cryptanalysis: before solving anything there must be something to solve. 

Cryptography is that branch of cryptology which deals Wlth the var1ous 
means, methods, devices, and machines for converting messages m 
ordinary, or what we call plain language, mto secret language, or what we 
call cryptograms. Here's a picture of one of the most famous crypto
grams in history. It was the solution of this cryptogram which resulted in 
bringing America into World War I on the side of the Allies on 6 Aprll 
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1917, justabouts1xweeksafter1twassolved. I'll tell you about it later ln 
tlus series. 

Cryptography also includes the business of reconverting the crypto
grams mto their anginal plain-language form, by a direct reversal of the 
steps followed in the onginal transformation. This 1mphes that the 
persons involved in both of these bits of business, those at the encipher1ng 
and sending end, and those at the receiving and deciphering end, have 
an understanding as to what procedures, dev1ces, and so on, Wlll be used 
and exactly how--down to the very last deta1l. The what and the how of the 
business constitutes what is generally referred to as the key • The key may 
cons1st of a set of rules, alphabets, procedures, and so on; it may also 
consist of an ordinary book which 1s used as a source of keys; or it may 
be a specialized book, called a code book That cryptogram I just showed 
you was made by using a book--a German codebook. 

To encrypt. is to convert or transform a plain-text message into a 
cryptogram by following certain rules, steps, or processes constituting the 
key or keys and agreed upon in advance by the correspondents, or fur
nished them by hlgher authority. 

To de crypt is to reconvert or to transform a cryptogram into the 
or1glnal equivalent plain-text message by a direct reversal of the 
encrypting process that is, by applyingtothe cryptogram the key or keys, 
usually in a reverse order, employed in producing it. 

A person who encrypts and decrypts messages by haVlng in his posses
Sion the necessary keys, is called a cryptographer, or a cryptographw clerk. 

Encrypting and decrypting are accomplished by means collectively 
des1gnated as codes and c~phers. Such means are used for either or both of 
two purposes (1) secrecy, and (2) economy. Secrecy usually is far more 
important 1n d1plomatic and m1litary cryptography than economy, but 1t 
ta possible to combine secrecy and economy in a single system. Persons 
technically unacquainted Wlth cryptology often talk about "cipher codes", 
a term which I suppose came intouseto differentiate the term "code" as 
used in cryptology from the same term as used in other connotations, as, 
for example, the Napoleonic Code, a traff1c code, a building code, a code 
of ethics, and so on. Now, in cryptology, there 1s no such thing as a 
"cipher code". There are codes and there are ctphers, and we m1ght as 
well learn right off the differences between them, so that we get them 
stra1ghtened out 1n our mmds before proceeding further. 

In ciphers, or in c1pher systems, cryptograms are produced by apply
ing the cryptographic treatment to individual letters of the plain-text 
messages, whereas, in codes, or in code systems, cryptograms are 
produced by applying the cryptographlc treatment generally to entire 
words, phrases, and sentences of the plam-text messages. More spe
cialized meamngs of the terms will be explamed in detail later, but in a 
moment I'llshowyouanexampleofacryptogram mcipher and one incode. 

1 
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A cryptogram produced by means of a cipher sys~m is said to be in A 
ctpher and IS called a czpher message, or sometimes, Simply af'tpher The W 
act or operation of encrypting a cipher tnessage 1s called et~r tphermg, and 
the enciphered vers1on of the plain text, as well as the act or process It-
self, is often referred to as the enczpherment. A cryptographic clerk who 
performs the process serves as an er~ezp"erer. The correspondmg terms 
applicable to decrypttng cipher messages are deczphermg, dectpherment, 
dt>ctpherer. 

A cryptogram produced by means of a code system IS said to be tn 
code, and is called a code message The text of the cryptogram is referred 
to as code tezt This act or operation of encrypting is called encodzng,and 
the encoded vers1on of the plain text, as well as the act or process itself, 
IS referred to as the encodement The clerk who performs the process 
serves as an encoder The corresponding terms applicable to the decrypting 
of code messages are decodzng, decodement, and decoder. A clerk who en
codes and decodes messages by having m his possession the pertinent 
code books is called a code clerk. ~ 

Technically, there are only two distinctly c:hfferent types of treatment 
which may be applied to written plain text to convert it into a Cipher, 
yielding two different classes of ciphers. In the f1rst,calledtransposztt.on, 
the letters of the plain text retam the1r original identities and merely 
undergo some change in the relative positions, Wlth the result that the e 
original text becomes unintelligible. Here's an authentic example of a 
transposition cipher, I call it authentic because it was sent to President 
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Roosevelt aad the Secret Service llSked. me to decipher lt. Imagine my 
chagrin when I bad to report that lt sa:ya "Dld JOU ever blte a lemon?" 
In the second, called su6Btitvtitm, the letters of the plain text retain tbelr 
original relative posltlODB, but are replaced by otbar letters with dlffe1'8Dt 
BOUDd values, or by symbols of some sort, so that the original text 
becomes unintelligible. 

Nobody will quarrel with ;you very bard lf JOU wish to say that a code 
syatem ls notblag but a specialized 
form of substitution: but It's best 
to use the word • 'code'' when a code 
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the cipher text or eucipherment. 

book ls Involved, and to use "sub
slltutlon cipher'' when a Uteralsys
tem of substitution ls ued. 

B ls possible to encrypt a mea
sap by a substitution method and 
then to apply a transposition method 
to the substitution text, or vice 
versa. Comblned traspositlon-sub
stltutlon ciphers do not form a tblrd 
class of ciphers: they are ODly oc
casionally encountered ln iDllltary 
cryptography. ApplylDg a cipher to 
code groups ls a very frequently 
used procedure and we'll see cases 
of that too. 

Here's an AX!!mple of a substitu
tion cipher, and a very simple one • 
It wu found on a German spy in 
World War D. Here's the cipher 
alphabet: here's the plaln text wblch 
happened to be ln German: and here's 

Now for an example of a cryptogram ln code. On the followlag pap 
is a plaln-text message ln the balldwrltlag of President Wilson, to bls 
special emissary ln Lcmdon, Colonel Bouse. Also contained on the 
next pap ls the ct yptogram after the plain text wu encoded by Mrs. 

- Wllson. The President then blmself typed out the flnal message on bls 
own typewriter, for trllDBmlsslon by the Department of State. It would 
appear that President Wilson lacked confldsnce ln the security of the 
Department of State's methods--and maybe with good reason, as may be 
seen in the following extract from a letter dated 14 September 1914 
from the President to Ambassador Pqe ln London: "We have for some 
tlme been trylag to trace. the leaks, for they have occurred frequently, 
and we are now conv1nced that our code ls ln possession of persODB at 
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intermediary points. We are going to take thoroughgomg measures.'' A 
Perhaps one of the measures was that the President got himself a code of -
his own. I must follow this up some day. 

A cipher deVJ.ce is a relatively s11nple mechanical contr1vance for 
encipherment and decipherment, usually ''hand-operated'', or manipulated 
by the fingers, as for example, a device with concentric rings of alphabets, 
manually powered. On the next pageisanexample-- a c1pher device with 
such rings. I'll tell you about it later. A Cipher macbme is a relatively 
complex apparatus or mechanism for encipherment and decipherment, 
usually equipped with a typewr1ter keyboard and generally requiring an 
external power source. Modern cryptology, following the trend in mech
anization and automation in other f1elds, now deals largely with cipher 
machmes. some highly complicated. Also pictured on next page is a 
modern cipher machine with keyboard and printing mechanism. 

One of the expressions which uniformed laymen use, but which you 
must never use, is "the German code", or "the Japanese code", or 
"the Navy cipher", and the like. When you hear this sort of express1on 
you may put the speaker down at once as a noVIce. There are hterally 
hundredEI of chf:ferent codes and ciphers in simultaneous use by every 
large and important government or service, each suited to a special 
purpose, or where there 1s a multiplicity of systems of the same general A 
nature, the object is to prevent a great deal of traff1c being encrypted in W' 
the same key, thus overloading the system and making it vulnerable to 
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attack by methods and procedures to be mentioned 1n broad terms a 
in a few moments. W 

The need for secrecy 1n the conduct of important affairs has been 
recogmzed from time immemorial. In the case of diplomacy and orgamzed 
warfare this need 18 especially important in regard to communications. 
However, when such communications aretransmittedbyelectricalmeans.
they can be heard or, as we say, zntercepted, and copied by unauthorized 
persons, usually referred to collectively as the enemy. The protection 
resulting from all measures designed to denytothe enemy Information of 
value which may be derived from the interception and study of such 
communications is called communwation secunty, or, for short, CO\ISEC. 

In theory, any cryptosystem except one, to be discussed 1n due time, 
can be attacked and "broken", i.e., solved, if enough time, labor, and 
skill are devoted to 1t, and if the volume of traffic in that system IS 

large enough. Tins can be done even if the general system and the 
speclf1c key are unlmown at the start. You will remember that I prefaced 
my statement that any cryptosystem can be solved by saying "zn theory, .. 
because 1n m~htary operations theoretical rules usually g~.ve way to prac
tical considerations. 

That branch of cryptology which deals with the prmClples, methods, 
and means employed 1n the solutzon or anaZyszs of cryptosystems is called 
cryptanalytzcs. The steps and operations performed in applying the prinCiples e 
of cryptanalytics constitute cryptanalyszs To cryptanalyae a cryptogram is to 
solve 1t by cryptanalysis. A person skilled in the art of cryptanalysis 1s 
called a cryptanalyst, and a clerk who assists 1n such work is called a 
C"!Jptanalytzc clerk. 

Information der1ved from the organ1zed interception, study, and 
analysis of the enemy's commurucations is called communwahon mtelhgence, 
or, .for short, cm.UNT Let us take careful note that C0\111\1 and COMSFC' 

deal With commurucatlons. Although no phenomenon is more familiar to 
us than that of commurucation, the fact of the matter 1s that this mag~.c 
word means many things to many people. A defimtlon of communication 
that is broad enough for our purposes would be that communication deals 
With intelligent messages excbangedbetweenintelligentbemgs. This Implies 
that human beings, and human operators are involved 1n the preparation, 
encryption, transmission, reception, decryption, and recording of mes
sages which at some stage or stages are in written form and in some 
stage or stages are in electrical form as signals of one sort or another 
But in recent years there have come into prom1nence and importance 
electrical signals which are not of the sort I've just mdicated. They do 
not carry "messages" 1n the usual sense of the word, they do not convey 
from one human bemg to another an mtelhg~.ble sequence of worps and an A 
1ntelhglble sense. I refer here to electrical or electronic signals such W 
as. are employed in homing or directional beacons, in radar, in tele-

Cet<lfl O!!l"iTI:A:L 12 
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e metering or l'ecording data of an electrical or electronic nature at a 
dlstance, and so on. Information obtained from a study of enemy electronic 
emissions of these sorts is called electromc ~nteHt.gence,or, for short, 
Jo~LIIvr The particular or speciahzed study of enemy radar s1gnals 1s 
called RADIST All these, COMr-l"T, ELINT, RADINT comprise SIGINT, that is, 
tngnal zntelhgence. Cryptology IS the sc1ence which is concerned with all 
these branches of secret Signalling. 

In this ser1es of lectures we shall be concerned only with CO\fSEC and 
COMINT, leaving for others and for other tlmes the subjects of ELINT, 

llADThT, and so on. Thls means that weshalldeal w1th communications or 
messages 

Communication may be conducted by any means susceptible of ulbmate 
1nterpretation by one of the five senses, but those most commonly used 
are seeing and hear1ng. Aside from the use of simple VlSual and auditory 
signals for communication over relatively short distances, the usual 
method of communication between or among indiVlduals separated from 
another by relabvely long distances lDVolves, atone stage or another, the 
act of wr1ting or of speala.ng over a telephone. 

Privacy or secrecy m communication by telephone can be obtained by 
using equipment whlch affects the electrical currents involved in telephony, e so that the conversations can be understood only by persons provided 
with suitableeqwpmentprC?J>erlyarrangedforthepurpose. The same thlng 
1s true in the case of facsimile transJmssion (1.e., the electrical trans
mission of ordinary writing, p1ctures, drawings, maps). Eventodaythere 
are already Simple forms of en01phered televis10n transmissions. En
ciphered facsmrlle is called CIFAX, enciphered telephony, CIPIIONY, and 
enciphered television, CIVJ.SIO!It • However, these lectures will not deal 
Wltb these electrically and cryptanalybcally more complex forms of 
cryptology We shall stick to enciphered or encrypted writlng--wblch will 
be bard enough for most of us. 

Writing may be either VISible or 1nV1sible. In the former, the char
acters are 1nscr1bed with ordinary wr1t1ngmaterials andean be seen Wlth 
the naked eye: in the latter, the characters are inscribed by means or 
methods wblch make the writing invisible to the naked eye. Invisible 
writing can be prepared with certalD chemicals called sympathetic or 
secret mks, and lD order to "develop" such writing, that is, make it 
visible, spec1al processes must usually be applied. Shown on the next 
page is an interesting example--the developed secret-ink message that 
figured in an $80,000,000 suit won by two American firms against the 
German Government after World War I sabotage was proved. There are 

A also methods of produc1ng wribng which is lDVlsible to the naked eye 
W because the characters are of ro~croscop1c s1ze. thus requir1ng spec1al 

m1croscop1c and photographic apparatus to enlarge such writing enough to 
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·make lt vlslble to the D&ked eye. 
-·}£._--':.;:;..-.... ••• ,._:~ .... ~.:-.: ... z..~'~.:o Rere•s an eumple--acodemessap 
.... ""',._,..,........,..., .. ,....,.,. -.-- .. --,..- .. ,.. ... "-:r-~-: 1 not h 1 the 
·::=..:::~:~~~·· .. .,..1 --~~~ ... :--·"' ... -.:..:. .... ., ... IWflt-~ n a apace muc arpr tbaD 
.............. ,... !""" ...... .-c ... _ .. .._ .. lf'l,.• '" ....... MI .... J 
........ -:::-"'-~""" ....... , __ , __ • ·' '·"bead of a pin. A slmple deflDltlonof 
.. llr ...... - ....... :::::... :;! - ......... - .................... - ......... _.a 
::::;::: ...... :·--..: ...... ~:;:.~;:::;.;.: ~~~::? secret writing would be to say that ............... Ja.-~,...""'----.. ---,_ 
.:.::::.:...:.-..:: .. ·.,., "'·~- ~--... M.._,... ... lt comprises lnvlslble wrltlag aDd 
"';-..... 'I;.=- ...... -.{" ..... ~ .. - ... .: _:;:~ ... ~:::.~;:;:-
' ;:;:~ "" ;--. _ ·:::·.: - . .·- • .~-_ ... "'..,_,,.._. __ ,. wdnteWglble visible wrltlag. 

-J ... - _,.._,.,. ... ., ... _,....,...,_ .... 

~.:~::..~ .:::..~· ;,~ . .-.:·_ ~. -M----~"' ------··• There ls one additional piece of 
A ..... -........... ~ .. ... - ., .. _ ._,..._ -"'.:.ON"'. ~,.rf .... _,..,. ..... .;-.. __ ,: .. · -:-:""":::!-~·-· .... ...,. •' baslc luformatlon which lt ls 'wise 
-...--::-::=.~*:..:: ... -.- _ ...... Wt;. ..... ;; ............ .:. .. -;; .... ~ 
:t::. ....... ~_....,..: :.~:~..::::;:;:~":::.::to call to your attention before we 
----~-_ ...................... - ... "' ... _ ...... .,..._ .... ..., .. ,., ,. ..... ... 
:::::"':::~::!: .... ~..... '"'·-·-·· ..... -..... , .. proceed much further, aad I'll begin 
~--·-=-·~-~~=~, :::;::::::::·~-' --.... --......... ., - ... _..,__. .. ~, by stating tbat the greatest aDd the 
~-~·~-~~~-~-~~~ -·-w~"---~~~-::.::,::~::::-:::: · ~:::;.-:-=:-::!;::: moat powerful lastrument or weapon 
"':=-..!;':::::!::-::::= :::;;=::=.::::=_' ever forpd. aDd 1mprovecl by maniD. 
...... _ .... ,..,..,,.. .. .,..... -'!', .... ___ .. .,.._.,. .... ~ 

:.::-~-:-"!:'='.:-"-:- -, ~::;~;:::::;':~:::!:::~ .• Ills long atrugle for emanclpatloD. 
·::;·.::;:~ !:.":=;-: • :1 ::::::;:!:..-:::=:: from utter depelldence upon bla own ......... __ --=-· ......... ..... .. - ....... _ .............. -
:~: :_:~z.~':._"._~., _·.- · ""-·:_ -~ . .:. eDvlronment ls the weapon of llt-

' •. - .•••• - ~ • - ,, t of ... u.... __ .. .,.,,.....,_.H>..,. __ ..., ... _ ... - ... 
.__ .. __ •"""._lM!:W 9- .J,... 
_,..._.,_.,. ......... _ .. Lr .. ..... -....... ,. ... ,. __ .... __ 
:::::::::~.:.;c~:: 
.... ,.,._""'• .. --.. -•wo.,...,. ....... - ............... ., ....... ., ........... e .... -............ _..,r,....,._ .. _ ........ _ ......... ,.""',. __ 
:.==~::.:.::::::~.:: ,.. ... ~ ...... _ .. _ ... __ ..... ._ 
........ ~ ... -......... -"\ ............ .. 
_ ......... ~ .. ,..,. ............ a.o .. .... _ ... ,-.... •r.. ... _ .. __ "' 
.... """" .. _____ .. '\!~"~ ... ;.. 

--.. .... -............... ~--- .. ............ ..,-.......... _ ........ 
...... -... ,-... ----.. --- .. --.. ~-- ..... p, ... .. .,..... .. -......... ---............. . 

'·':.::::--~· -··-- erac;r--a mas ery re....,.... lUlU 

--- · " ;- :- -:: ~ wrltlllg; and the most imporbmt 
~· W"" -·--- r ... .. .., 'II .._ .... -· .......... _ ..... ~ 

-.~ ..... -............ ... 
:~:;:~::::::=~--

---~"""""'-"'"'.,.,._ ..... 
~ -:,.,.:::::. :-;:::.:~:::::-... '""'.,. ... .,.,_ ..... __ ..,.._,-_ ................ _ .... ..,..;.. .. -::.. 
M I .... ¥, .... __ .._..., ___ w: .. _ ............. -,_ .......... ... ..... -.... - _ .. _ .... -...:-. ..... ~~ ......... ,. ... .,_,J -- ...... ~ ......... _ .. ___ .. -.... 
<; .. ~ ............ - ......... .,.11" ... ..... 

•-r¥• -..,-w.... ... .. "'"""_ ....... ____ "":,--\ 
--~--.,. ....................... .. wv~-~-·-••w·~~-~ 

-~·~~·--~~·-·~· !- ....... ..... ... 1- ..... •-..: ... 1 .:.:: ......... .::.::.:,;'!. ...... _.._._. ......... -........ ., ... 

:llmm.tlon, the one tbat made the 
weapon of literacy ,GCUcal, was the 
lnveutlon of the altJAabet It ls there
fore a rather strlld.Dg anomaly tbat 
we should now come to the study 
of IUIOther weapon--a counter-weap
on to the weapon of literacy--the 
weapOn. of ••crt~cy, the basic Intent af 
wblch ls to thwart the weapon tbat 
man struggled so loag to forge • 
·Secrecy ls applied to make wrltlllg 

... .. _ ............... __ )"'I_--.: 

.... 'W .,......_ ___ ·--· "" - ....... _ ... -..... .. 
... -: ... .. 

~ ..... ... 
,. -?'fl. ... _ ............ , - ....... - .. .:;_ 

. ,. more c:llfflcult IUJd the rea.c:llDg of 
~· -J of tbe wrltiDg very dl:fflcult. If 

• ' -~ ••• DOt Impossible. 

.......... _"JJ' _._ ........... 

' 
... - ... l,l"lll'l&"i.'~ ..... , ..... .,.. .. 
I"-' ... :";·,,., ... , .. IIIII' I .... ,, - ... ...:.. - -

' Fl1. 9 Perhaps thls ls a good plaqe to 
do a bit of theorlzlDg about thls matter of secrecy and wbat It Implies. 

Every person who enolpbers a piece of wrltli:lg, a message, or a text 
of any klDd, for the purpose of hldiDg sometld.ng or of keeping sometld.ng 
secret, does so with the ldea that some other person, removed from hlm 
lD dlstance, or time, or both, ls lDteDded to decipher the wrltlng or
measap aad thus uncover tile secret which was so bidden. A person 
:may possess a certalD piece of Jmowledge whlch he does DOt wish to 

a forget, but whlch he' ls nevertheless unwil.llDg to commit to open wrltlng, 
Wand therefore he :ma.y Jot lt dowD In cryptic form for himself to decipher 

late!!, wheD or 1f the Information is needed. The most w:fcfely lmowa 
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uample of such a crJPtogram Ia 
found In Edgar AllanPoe'sromantlc 
tale The Gold Bug. That sort of 
usage of cryptography, however, Ia 
unusual. There are also examples 
of the use of clplier wrltlDg to 
establlah priority of discovery. as 
did the astronomers Gal1leo and 
Buygeu. Here's a picture wblch 
ahowB both examples. I suppose I 
should at least mention another 
sort of crJPUc writing famous In 
literary history, the diaries of per
sou such as Samuel Pepya and 
William. Byrd. Tbese are commonly 
regarded as being '"In cipher". but 
they were actually written in a more 
or less private shorthand and can 
easUy be read without the help of 
cryptanalysis. On the next pap Ia 
a pap of Pepya diary. 

Now there can be no logical 
reason. point. or purpose In ta.ldDg 

c:r\IDII or a ••t.NCL rra; ....,...., 1111'1'11:. IITIIIIID: 

, ... =.a. tie?!: ~'~:t.":= :.-.::•·,-:~~ 
In ewt'lllled l*'t.t..n I.DP\1111' wl\1:1 ., GMirn.'lolon • 
I.N •t.UI"'I.Iu. -n 

•• Ul• 18\Hn -.n a a a • a a a o c c e c d 
•••••llllllllll1111••nnnnnn 

~~:r:.'t! ~~~ ~~r',t.:.:,11.r~!r;'-::·r:l:L 
lnr 

.J=~'ti':~~~=• r:~.-~ ... --.. ~·.:r.·,:~J~~" =n•cfl:r' , 

Fie. tO 

the time and trouble to encipher a.nytblng unless It Is expected that some 
other person is to decipher the cipher some time In the future. Tbls 
means that there must exist some very direct, clear-cut and unambiguous 
relatlonablp between the enciphering and deciphering operatlona. Just 
wbat such a relatlonsblp Involves wlll be dealt wlth later. but at this 
moment all that it is necessary to say Is tbat in enciphering there must 
be rules that govern or control the operatlou, that these rules must 
admit of no uncertalnty or ambiguity. and that they must be susceptible 
of being applied wlth undevlatlDg precision, since otherwise It will be 
dlff1C1J].t or perbapa impossible for the decipherer to obtain the correct 
anawer when he reverses the processes or steps followed In the enclpher
ment. This may be a aooc:1 place to point out tbat a valid or authentic 
cryptanal,UC solution cannot be CODBldered as being merely wbat the 
crJPtanalyat thinks or says he tblnkB the cryptogram means. nor does the 
solution represent an opir&aon of the cryptanalyst. Solutions are valid only 
lD8ofar as they are obJective and susceptible of demonstration or proof 
empl.oylng sclentlflcally acceptable methods or procedures. It sbould 
bardly be necessary to Indicate that the validity of the results achieved 
by cryptanalytic studies of authentic cryptograms rests upon the same A 
sure and well-eatabllahed sclentlflc foundatlou, and Is reached by the W 
same sort of !ope as are the dlacoverlea, results, or "&DBW8l'S" 
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achieved by any other scientifiC studies~ namely observation, hypothesis, a 
deduction, induction, and confirmatory exper1ment. Impbed in what IW 
have just s8ld is the tacitly understood and now rarely explicitly stated 
assumption that two or more, equally competent and, if necessary, 
specially qualified investigators, each working independently upon the 
same material, Wlll aclu.eve identical or practically Identical results. 

Cryptology is usually andproperlyconsideredtobea branch of mathe
matics, although FranciS Bacon considered it also a branch of grammar 
and what we now call linguistics. Mathematical andstatistlcalconsidera
tions play an ever-increasing and prominent role in practical cryptology, 
but don't let my statement of tins pointfr1ghten those of you who have not 
had much formal instruction in these subject. We have excellent cryp
tologists who have never studied more than arithmetic, and some of our 
best ones would bide if you were to go searclung for mathematicians 
around. here. What IS needed is the abibty to reason log~.cally, as the 
mathematician sometimes does, and this ability 1s found m the most 
curious sorts of persons and places. So those of you who are frightened 
by the words mathematics and statistics take heart--you're not nearly 
so badly off as you may fear. 

But now to return to the main theme, the place mathematics occupies 
1n cryptology, let me say that JUSt as the solution of mathematical prob
lems leaves no room for the exercise of dinnation or other mysterious
mental or psyclu.c powers, so a valid solution to a cryptogram must 
leave no room for the exerc1se of such powers. In cryptologic s01ence 
there is one and only one valid solution to a cryptogram, just as there 1s 
but one correct solution or "solution set" to any problem in mathematics. 
But perhaps I've already dwelt on this point too long, m any case, we'll 
come back to it later, when we come to look at certun types of what we 
may call pseudo-c1phers. 

In the next lecture I'm g01ng to give you a brief glimpse 1nto the 
backgroud or Justory of cryptology, which makes a long and mteresting 
story that has never been told accurately and in det&l. The Justory of 
communications security, that 1s, of cryptography, and the history of 
commumcatlons intelligence, that 1s, of cryptanalysis, wluch are but 
opposite faces of the same coin, deserve detailed treatment, but I am 
dubious that tlns sortofhistorywilleverbe written because of the curtun 
of secrecy and silence wlnch off1c1ally surrounds the whole f1eld of 
cryptology. Authentic information on the background and development of 
these v1tal matters hanng to do Wlth the secur1ty of a nation 1s under
standably quite sparse. 

But in the succeeding lectures I'll try my best to g:t.ve you authentic 
information, and where there's conjecture or doubt I'll so indicate. I must a 
add, however, that m tlns ser1es I'm going to have to om1t Jll!UlY highly-W 
interesting episodes and blts of information, not only because these 
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lectures are of low classif1cation. but also because we won't and can't e;or security considerations, go beyond a certain penod in cryptologi.c 
history. Nevertheless, I hope you won't be disappointed, and that you'll 
learn certain things of great interest and importance, things to remember 
if you wish to make cryptology your vocation in life. 
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An Introduction to Cryptology-11 
BY WILLIAM F FRIEDMAN 

Con{identuJl 

In tins lecture, the au.tlwr descnbes the earl1est attempts at crypt
ography-from the inventwn of the art of wn.tmg to Bacon's "Bi-l1teran.e" 
cr.pher. 

As I said at the close of the preceding lecture, a b1t of history is 
always useful in introducing a subJect belonging to a special and not 
too well known :field; therefore, I'll proceed with some historical 
information about cryptology, which, as you learned before, comprises 
two closely related sciences, namely, cryptography and cryptanalysis. 
I will repeat and emphasize that they are but opposite faces of the 
same valuable coin; progress in one inevitably leads to progress in the 
other, and to be efficient in cryptology you must know something 
about each of them. 

Cryptography and cryptanalysis probably go back to the dawn of 
the invention and development of the art of writing itself. In fact, e there is reason for speculating as to which came :first-the invention of 
writing or the invention of cryptography; 1t's somewhat like the ques
tion as to which came :first-the hen or the egg. It is possible that 
some phases of cryptography came before the art of writing had 
advanced very far. 

I've mentioned the art of writing. As in the case of other seemingly 
simple questions, such as, "why is grass green?", when we are asked to 
define writing we can't find a very simple answer, just because the 
answer ISn't at all simple. Yet, Breasted, the famous Univers1ty of 
Chicago historian and Orientalist, once said: "The invention of 
writing and of a convenient system of records on paper has had a 
greater mftuence in uplifting the human race than any other intel
lectual achievement m the career of man." There has been, m my 
humble opmion, no greater invent1on in all history. The invention of 
writing formed the real beginning of civilization. As language dis
tinguishes man from other animals, so writing cbstinguishes civilized 
man from barbarian. To put the matter briefly, writing exists only 
in a civilization and a civilization cannot exist Wlthout writing. Let 
me remind you that animals and insects do communicate-there's no 

A question about that; but writing is a thing peculiar to and found only 
W as a phenomenon in which man and no ammal or insect engages, and 

let's never forget this fact. Mankind lived and functioned for an 
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enormous number of centuries before wntmg was discovered and there 
IS no doubt thal wrtlmg was preceded by articulate speech for eons-
but CIV1hzat10n began only when men got the Idea of and mvenled the e 
art of wntmg So far as concerns V\Testem or Occidental ctv1hzat10n, 
wntmg IS m essence, a means of representmg the sounds of what we 
call speech or spoken language Oilier systems of wnlmg were and 
some bttll are handiCapped by trymg to represent thmgs and Ideas by 
pictures I'm bemg a bit solemn about tlus great mvenbon because I 
want to Impress upon you what our studies m cryptology are really 
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intended to do, namely, to defeat the basic or mtended purpose of 
that great invention: instead of recording things and 1deas for the 
dUisemmat,on of knowledge, we want and stnve our utmost to prevent 
this aim from being realized, except among our own brethren and under 
cerlaJn special c'rcumstan.ces, for the purpose of our mutual security, 
our self-preservation And that's important. 

Writing is a comparatively new thing in the history of mankind. 
No complete system of wnting was used before about 3500 B.C. 

Ordmary writing, the sort of wnting you and I use, is perhaps an 
outgrowth or development of picture writing or rebus writmg, which 
I'm sure most of you enjoyed as choldren. A rebus contains features 
of both ordinary and cryptographic writing; you have to "decrypt" 
the significance of some of the symbols, combine single letters With 
syllables, pronounce the word that IS represented by pictures, and 
so on. Figure liS an example which I have through the courtesy of 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories. See how much of 1t you can make 
out in half a minute. 

From rebus writing there came in due course alphabetic writing and 
let me say nght now that the invention of the alphabet, which ap
parently happened only once in the htstory of mankind, in some 
Middle East Semitic region, In or near the Palestme-Syria area, then 
spread throughout the whole of the European continent, and :finally 
throughout most of the world, is Western man's greatest, most 
important, and most far-reachmg mvent10n because it forms the 
foundation of practically all our written and printed knowledge, 
except that in Chinese. The great achievement of the- mvention of 
the alphabet was certamly not the creation of the signs or symbols. 
It involved two brilliant Ideas. The first was the Idea of representing 
merely the sounds of speech by symbols, that IS, the idea of what we 
may call phonetu:uatwn, the second was the Idea of adoptmg a system 
in which, roughly speakmg, each speech sound IS denoted or repre
sented by one and only one symbol Simple as these two Ideas seem to 
us now, the invention was apparently made, as I've said, only once and 
the mventor or inventors of the alphabet deserve to be ranked among 
the greatest benefactors of mankmd It made possible the recordmg of 
the memory of mankind in our bbranes, and from that smgle inven
tion have come all past and present alphabets Some of the greatest 
of men's achievements we are now apt to take for granted; we seldom 
give them any thought The mvention of the art of writing and the 
invention of the alphabet are two such achievements and they are 
worth pondermg upon. Where would we be Without them? Note 
that among livmg languages Chinese presents special problems not 
only for the cryptologist but also for the Chinese themselves. No 
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Smologist knows all the 80,000 or so Chmese symbols, and It IS also 
far from easy to master merely the 9,000 or so symbols actually A 
employed by Chmese scholars How far more Simple It IS to use only • 
20 to 26 symbols' Bemg a monosyllabic language, It seems almost 
hopeless to try to wnte Chmese by the sort of mechamsm used m an 
alphabetic polysyllabic language, attempts along these hnes have 
been unsuccessful and the difficulties m memonzmg a great many 
Chmese characters account for the fact that even now only about 10°(: 
of the Chmese people can read or write to any significant degree 
The spread of knowledge m Chma IS thereby much hampered 

We find mstances of Ciphers m the Btble In Jeremiah Chapter 25, 
Verse 26 occurs thiS expressiOn "And the Kmg of Sheshakh shall 
dnnk after them " Also, agam m Jeremiah 51 41 "How IS Sheshakh 
taken'" Well, for perhaps many years that name "Sheshakh" re-

Jeremiah 25 ~ 26 
" ••• and the king ot Sheshakh shall drink after 
them." 

Jeremiah 51 : 41 
"How is Sheshakh taken~ ••• how is Baoylon oecome 
an astonishment among the nations!" 
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mamed a myotery, because no such place was known to geographers 
or historians But then It was discovered that If you write the 
twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet m two rows, eleven m one 
row and eleven m the other, as m Fig 2, you set up a substitution 
alphabet whereby you can replace letters by those standmg opposite 
them For example, "Shm", IS represented by "Beth" or vtce versa, 
so that "Sheshakh" translates "Babel", whteh IS the old name of 
"Babylon " ' Hebrew then dtd not have and still doesn't have vowels, 
they must be supphed This Is an example of what IS called 
ATHBASH writmg, that Is, where Aleph, the first letter IS replaced by 
Teth, the last letter, Beth, the second letter, by Shm, the next-to-the
last, etc By shdmg the second row of letters one letter each time 
there are eleven different cipher alphabets available for use The old 
Talmudists went m for cryptography to a considerable extent 
Incidentally, m ment10nmg the B1ble, I will'add that Damel, who, 
after Joseph m Genesis, was an early mterpreter of dreams and there
fore one of the first psychoanalysts, was also the first cryptanalyst 
I say that he was an early psychoanalyst, because you will remember 
that he mterpreted Nebuchadnezzar's dreams In the Bible's own 
words, "Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams, wherewith lu.s sp1nt was 
troubled, and sleep brake from him" But, unfortunately, when he 
woke up he JUSt couldn't remember those troublesome dreams One 
mormng he called for his Wise men, magicians, astrologers, and 
Chaldean sorcerers and asked them to mterpret the dream he'd had 
durmg the precedmg mght "Well, now, tell us the dream and we'll 
try to mterpret It", they sa1d To which Kmg Nebuchadnezzar 
exclaimed, "The thmg IS gone from me I don't remember It But 
It's part of your JOb to find that out, too, and mterpret It And If you 
can't tell me what the dream was, and mterpret It, thmgs will happen 
to you" What the kmg asked was a pretty stiff assignment, of 
course, and It's no wonder they faded to make good, which trked 
Nebuchadnezzar no end Kmgs had a nasty habit of choppmg your 
head off m those days If you failed or made a mistake, JUSt as certam 
arbitrary and cruel despots are apt to do even m modern irmes for 
more mmor mfracttons, such as not followmg the Party Lme So m 
thib caoe It comes as no surprise to learn that Nebuchadnezzar passed 
the word along to destroy all the Wise men of Babylon, among whom 
was one of the Wise men of Israel, named Damel Well, when the 
Kmg's guard came to fetch him, Damel begged that he be given JUSt 
a bit more time Then, by some act of divination, --the Bible Simply 
says that the secret was revealed to Damel m a mght VISion-Damel 
was able to reconstruct the dream and then to mterpret It Damel's 
reputation was made Some years later, Nebuchadnezzar's son 
Belshazzar was givmg a feast, and, durmg the course of the feast, m 
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the words of the Bible, "came forth fingers of a man's hand and wrote 
over against the candlestick upon the plaster of the wall " The hand 
wrote a secret message. You can Imagme the spme-chdhng scene. 
Belshazzar Wab very much upset, and JUSt as his father dtd, he called 
for his WISe men, soothsayers, Chaldean sorcerers, magiCians and so on, 
but they couldn't read the message Apparently they couldn't even 
read the cipher characters' Well, Belshazzar's Queen fortunately 
remembered what that Israelite Damel had done years before and 
she suggested that Damel be called mas a consultant Damel was 
called m by Belshazzar and he succeeded m domg two thmgs He 
succeeded not only m readmg the wnlmg on the wall "MENE, 
MENE, TEKEL, UPHAH.SIN", but also he was successful m de
Ciphermg the meamng of those strange words His mterpretabon 
"Mene" - "God hath numbered thy kmgdom and fimshed It " 
"Tekel" - "Thou are weighed m the balances and found wantmg" 

ingernuty of the most expe1t scholars ot the Bahyloman court 
Of course tt cannot be demed, as Lagarde has po111ted out, that 
the ideographic values of these four words, • count, mma, shekel 
and part,' were undoubtedly signs w1th wh1ch any educated 
Baby loman was familiar (' Mitthe1lungen,' 1 v 36-J.) If, ho\\
ever, we suppose that the Ideograms were wr1tten close together 
\VIthout any diVIsion between the md1vidual words, a style of 
writing we often meet with in the cune1form mscr•pt10ns, thus 

1t would be just as hard to read as a. 1 ebus and would pnzzle 
the most skillful dempherer The difficult) would ha\e beeu 
still more mcreased tf the 1deog1-ams had been grouped m some 
unusual way, severmg the natu1al connectton of the component 
elements, for example, thus· 

If the s1gns had been WI Jtten m th1s manne1 1t would have 
been almost impossible to &trlve at then tllle rneanmg The 
first combmation, SID-MA, m1gl1t l1ave some fifteen different 
meanings, the second group, N A-TU-U, mtgl•t s1g111f.} '1s fit' 
or 'suitable,' while the thu-d and last, BAR-BAR, 1s capable 
of explanation m a varlet) of ways •• Of com~e, as soon as 
qne is told the meanmg of the C'ombmat1on, the sentencP at 
once becomes clear. ' 

F1g. 3. 
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"Upharsm" --- "Thy kmgdom shall be divided and giVen to the Mede!'l 
and Persians " Apparently the chap who dtd the handwritmg on the 
wall knew a thmg or two about cryptography, because he used what 
we call "vanants", or different values, for m one case the last word m 
the secret WI"Ihng on the wallis "Upharsm" and m the other 1t IS 
"Peres", the commentators are a bit vague as to why there are these 
two ver~10ns of the word m the Rtble. At any rate, Babylon was 
finiShed, JUst as the mscnptlon prophe~nzed, 1t died With Belshazzar 

I thmk this curious Biblical case of the use of cryptography IS 
mtereshng because I don't thmk anybody has really found the true 
meanmg of the sentence m secret wntmg, or explamed why the writing 
on the wall was unmtelhg1ble to all of Belbhazzar's WISe men Figure 3 
IS supposed to giVe the best explanatiOn of the emgmatlcal sentence 
that has always been considered one of the most obsc..ure of the many 
difficult scriptural. passages whiCh have awakened the mterest and 
baffled the mgenuity of scholars You see that th1s savant thmks 
that the cuneiform Ideograms were wntten wtthout any diVISion be
tween the mdividual words, so that the sentence "would be JUSt as hard 
to read as a rebus and would puzzle the most skillful decipherer " 
He goes on to baY "The difficulty would have been still more mcreased 
If the Ideograms had been grouped m some unusual way, severmg the 
natural connection of the component elementb lf the Signs had been 
written m this manner It would have been almost Imposbible to arnve 
at their true meanmg" But why could Damel read and mterpret the 
wntmg when his competitors couldn't? This our savant doesn't 
explam Another savant offers as his explanatiOn of the mystery the 
folloWing hypothesiS That the wordb were wntten m columnb, as 
bhown, and that Damel m solvmg the mystery read downwards or 
rather down, up, down Thtb explanation doesn't ~ati:;.fy me any 
more than the other one 

Probably the earhest reb able mformatwn on the use of cryptography 
m connect10n with an alphabetic language dates from about 900 B C, 
Plutarch mentJomng that from the time of Lycurgus there was muse 
among the Lacedemomans, or ancient Greeks, a device called the 
scytale Th1s devtce, whtch I'll explam m a moment, was defimtely 
known to have been used m the time of Lysander, whtch would place 
1t about 400 B C Thts ts about the ttme that Aeneas Tacttcus wrote 
hts large treatise on the defense of forttficatwn, m whiCh there IS a 
chapter devoted specifically to cryptography [n addition to mentton
mg ways of physically concealing messages, a pecuhar sort of cipher 
disk IS descnbed Also a method of replacmg words and letters by 
dots ts mentiOned 
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Figure 4 IS a picture of the scytale, one of the earliest cipher devices 
history records The scytale was a woodencyhnderofspec1ficdimen-

Fig. 4. 

stons around whiCh they wrapped spirally a piece of parchment or 
leather, they then wrote the message on the parchment, unwound It, 
and sent It to Its destmabon by a safe courter, who handed It over to 
the commander for whom It was mtended and who, havmg been pro
VIded With an Identically-dimensioned cylmer, would wmd the strip 
of leather or parchment around his cylmder and thus bnng together 
properly the letters representmg the message Thts dmgram may 
not be accurate I don't thmk anyone really understands the scheme 
The wntmg was done acros~:. the edges of the parchment, accordmg 
to some accounts, and not between the edges, as shown here Inci
dentally, you may be mterested to learn that the baton which the 
European field marshal Still carrieS as one of the lDSigma of hiS high e 
ofhce derives from this very mstrwnent 

We don't know much about the use of cryptography by the Romans, 
but It IS well known that Caesar used an obviously sunple method, all 
he did was to replace each letter by the one that was fourth from It m 
the alphabet For example, A would be represented by D, B byE and 
so on Augustus Caesar IS sa1d to have used the same sort of thmg, 
only even more simple each letter was replaced by the one that 
followed It m the alphabet Cicero was one of the mveniors of what 
IS now called shorthand He had a slave by the name of Tyro, who 
wrote Cicero's records m what a1·e called Tyroman notes Modern 
shorthand IS a development of Tyro's notation system 

In Fig 5 we see some Cipher alphabets of olden times, alphabets 
used by certam historical figures you'll all remember The first cipher 
alphabet m this figure was employed by Charlemagne, who hved 
from 768 to 814 A D The second one was used m England durmg the 
reign of Alfred the Great, 871 to 899 The th1rd alphabet IS called 
ogam wntmg and was used m ancient Ireland The alphabets below 
that were used much later m England the fourth one by Charles the 
Fust, m 1646. the fifth, the so-called "clock cipher", was used by the A 
Marquis of Worcester m the 17th Century, finally, the last one y.ras W 
used by Cardmal Wolsey m about 1524 
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In the Middle Ages cryptography appears first as a method of 
concealmg proper names. usually by the sunple substitution of each 

A letter by the next one m the alphabet, JUSt about as Augustus Caesar 
W did hundreds of years before At other times the vowels were re

placed by dots, Without changmg the consonants--a method that was 
u~>ed th1·oughout Europe to about 1000 A D , when letters began to be 
replaced by various stgno;, by other letters, by letters from another 
language, by runes whtch are found m abundance m Scandmavia, and 
by arb1tra1·y symbols Figure 6 IS an example of a rumc mscr1ptlon 
on a btone that stands before Gupsholm Castle near Stockholm, 
Sweden The word rune means "secret" 1 

W1lhm a couple hundred years the outhnes of modem cryptography 
began to be formed by the becl·et correspondence systems employed by 
the small Papal States m Italy In fact, the real begmnmgs of sys
tematic, modern cryptology can be traced back to the days of the 
early years of the 13th Century, when the science began to be ex
tensiVely employed by the pnnces and chancenes of the Papal States 
m theu dtpJomahc relatiOns amongst themselves and wtth other 
cow1tries m Europe The necessity for secret commumcabon was 
first met by attempts Inspired by or derived from ancient cryp
tography, as I've outhned so far There was a special predilection for e ~wei ~~~titutiOn but there appeared about this time one of the 

1 The author's caption "A couple of old rums"-Ed 
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elements which was later to play a very promment role mall cipher 
systems, an element we now call a syllabary, or a repertory. These 
were hsts of letters, syllables, frequently-used parts of speech and e 
words, w1th additions of arbitrary equivalents for the names of 
persons and places. There is stall m existence one such syllabary and 
hst of arbitrary equavalents whtch was used about 1236 A D. and there 
are other examples that were used m Venice m 1350 

Fig. 6. 

Among examples of ciphers in med1eval cryptography is a collection 
of letters of the Archbishop of Naples, written between 1363 and 1365, 
m which he begt.ns merely w1th symbol substitutions for the vowels 
and uses the letters that are actually vowels to serve as nulls or non
significant letters to throw the would-be-cryptanalyst off the right 
track. As a final development, the high-frequency consonants L, M, 
N, R, and S, and all the vowels, are replaced not only by arbitrary e 
symbols but also by other letters. 
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About 1378 an experienced cryptologist named Gabriele Lavinde of 
Parma was employed as a professional by Clement VII and in the 
Vat1can Library there is a collection of ciphers devised and used by 
Lavinde about 1379. It consists of repertories in which every letter 
is replaced by an arbitrary symbol. Some of these ciphers also have 
nulls and arbitrary equivalents or signs for the names of persons and 
places. There is a court cipher of Mantua dated 1395 that used this 
system. 

At the beginning of the 15th Century the necessity of having 
variants for the high-frequency letters, especially the vowels, became 
obvious. Figure 7 18 an alphabet of that period which is mteresting 
because it shows that even in those early days of cryptology there was 
already a recognition of the basic weakness of what we call single or 
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monoalphabetic substitut1on, that is, where every letter in the plain
text message is represented by another and always the same letter. 
Solution of this type of cipher, as many of you may know, is accom
plished by taking advantage of the fact that the letters of an alpha
betic language are used with greatly d1ft'ering frequencies. I don't 
have to go into that now because many of you, at some tune or other, 
have read Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug", and understand the prin
ciples of that sort of analysis. It is clearly shown in the figure that the 
early Itahan cryptographers understood the fact of varying fre-

A. quencies and introduced stumbling blocks to quick and easy solution 
• by having the high-frequency letters represented by more than a 
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smgle character, or by several charal.ters, as you can see I will add 
that the earhest tract that the world possesses on the subject of 
cryptography, or for that matter, <.ryptanalySIS, IS that WhiCh WaS e 
wntten m 1474 by a Neapohtan, whose name was S1cw Simonetta 
He set forth the basic prmctples and methods of solvmg c1phers, 
Simple Ciphers no doubt, but he descnbes them and theu solution m 
a very clear and concise form 

Cipher bystems of the type I've described contmued to be Improved 
In Ftgure 8 I& shown what we may call the first complete cipher system 
of this c;ort There are subbtltutiOn symbols for each letter, the vowels 
have several eqmvalents, there are nulls, and there Is a small hst of 
arbitrary symbols, such as those for "the Pope", the word "and", the 
conJunctiOn "with", and so on This ctpher, dated 1411, was used m 
Vemce, and IS typical of the Ciphers used by the Papal chancenes of 
those days 

A B C 0 E F G H I ,L M N 0 1P Q R STU v NULLE 1e =Paoa 
11\'7)1'2 ~ ? J. !'lo ·-14 915 q = 13' 15 :5 ~_E_'! ~ .. = et 

01 * X -(>I ( I H H ..,.. _>!~_ r },_ R =con 
M. + T· I I I \ :r. ::t moy>1, cp :quo 

Fig 8. 

The step remammg to be taken m the development of these c1phers 
was to expand the "vocabulary", that Is, the hst of equivalents for 
frequently-used words, and syllables, the names of persons and places, -
parts of speech, and so on This step was reached in Italy dunng the · 
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first half of the 15th Century and became the prototype of diplomatic 
Ciphers used m practically all the states of Europe for several centuries 
One of 70 Ciphers collected m a Vatican codex and used from about 
1440 to 1469 IS shown m Figure 9 Note that the eqmvalents of the 
plamtext Items are Latm words and combmatlons of two and three 
letters, and that they are hsted man order that IS somewhat alpha
betiCal but not stnctly so I suppose that by constant use the cipher 
clerks would learn the equivalents almost by heart, so that an ad
herence to a sLnct alphabetJc sequence either for the plamtext Items 
or for their cipher eqmvalents didn't hamper thetr operation'S too 
much In Figure 10 there IS much the same sort of artangement, 
except that now the c1pher eqmvalents seem to be d1graphs and the&e 
are arranged m a rather systematic order, for ea..~ m enc1phermg and 
dec1phenng Now we have the real begmnmgs of whaL we call a 
one-part code, that Is, the same hst wtll serve both for enwdmg and 
decodmg These systems, as I've sa1d, remamed the prototypes of 
the cryptography employed throughout the whole of Europe for some 
centuries The Papal States used them, and as late as 1793 we find 
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them used m France I w1sh here to mention speclficaUy the so-called 
Kmg's General C1pher used m 1562 by the Spamsh Court It IS 

shown m Fig 11 

But there were two exceptional cases whiCh show that the rigidity 
of cryptographic thought was now and then broken durmg the four 
centuries we have been talkmg about m this brief h1stoncal survey 
Some of the Papal ctphers of the 16th Century and those of the 
French Court under Kmgs Lou1s XIII and XIV exemplify these 
exceptions In the case of these French Court Ciphers we find that a 
French cryptologist named Antomo Hos.c;Jgnol, who was employed by 
Cardmal RJCheheu, understood quite well the weaknesseo of the one-
part code and syllabanes It was he who, m about 1640, mtroduced 
a new and Important Improvement, the Idea of the two-part code or 
syllabary, m wh1ch for encodmg a message the Items m the vocabulary 
are hsted m some systematic order, nearly always alphabehcal, the 
code equivalents, whatever they may be, are as~:ngned to the alpha
behcally-hsted Items m random order Thio means that there must 
be another arrangement or book for ease m decodmg, m which the code 
eqmvalents are hsted m systematK order, numer1cally or alpha
betically as the cabe may be, and alongside eac.h appears xts meanmg 
m the encodmg arrangement, or book The sigmficanc.e of thxs 
Improvement you'll find out sooner or later Codes of thiS SOl t also e 
had variants --Hossignol was clever, mdeed One such code, found m 
the 1691 correspondence of LoutS XIV had about 600 Items, wxth code 
groups of two and three digits Not at all bad, for those days' 

Now this sort of svstem would appear to be qmte secure, and I 
suppose It was mdeed so, for those early days of cryptog1aph1C de
velopment-- but It wasn't proof agamst the cleverness of Br1tish 
brams, for the emment mathemahctan John \Valhs solved messages 
m 1t m 1689. Never underestunate the Br1hsh m this sctenc.e--as 
we'll have reason to note m another lecture m thts series "' 

French cryptography under Kmgs Loms XV and XVI declmed, 
reachmg perhaps 1ts lowest level w1der Napoleon the Great It 1s a 
fact that m Napoleon's Russian enterprise the whole of his army used 
but a smgle code book of only 200 groups, practiCally Without vartants, 
even for the high-frequency letters Furthermore, not all the words 
m a message were encoded--only those which the code clerk or the 
writer of the message thought were Important It's pretty clear that 
the Russians mtercepted and read many of Napoleon's messages -this 
comes from categoncal statements to this effect by Czar Alexander I 

• Ofbcml deuphermg of fore1gn commurucat10na by BntJsh cryptologlllts cane 
be traC'ed back to about the vear 1(;25, 1f not earher 
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himself We won't be far wrong m behevmg that the weaknesses of 
Napoleon's crypto-commumcat10ns formed an Important factor m 
Napoleon's diSaster A hundred and twenty-five years later, Russian 
mephtude m cryptographic commumcations lost them the Battle of 
Tannenberg and knocked them out of World War I 

The other 16th Century Papal ciphers that constituted the second 
exception to the general similarity of cryptographic systems of those 
days were quite different from those I've shown you In this excep
tiOn the ciphers were monoalphabetiC, but some letters had the same 
eqmvalent, so that on decipherment the context had to be used to 
decide which of two or more possible plamtext values was the one 
meant by each cipher letter One such Cipher used by the Maltese 

CIPHER OF THE INQUISITOR OF MALTA (1585) 
(From SACCO, MANUALE DI CRITTOGRAPHIA, 1947) 

ch1aro - A,T E,F 
c1fra - ¢ 3 

Nulle 1,8 

I,G 0,0 

5 4 
U,V,B 

2 

C,L,N 
6 

M,R P,S,Z 
9 7 

ch1aro - qua que qui quo che ch1 non quando perche,et,per . e C1fra - 7 9 6 2 4 5 3 ¢ 1,8 

Seguono var1e voc1, c1frate con un gruppo d1 due c1fre 
tramezzate da un punto, es 11 Papa= 2 7, 11 Re di Franc1a = 
3 2 

Fig. 12 

Inqws1tor m 1585 IS shown m F1g 12 You'll note that the digit 0 
has two values, A and T, the digit 2 has three values, U, V, andB, and 
so on There were two digits used as nulls, 1 and 8, digits with dots 
above them stood for words such as Qua, Que, Qut, and so on 

Figure 13 shows how a mes...age would be enciphered and deciphered 
A btt tncky, ISn't It? Many, many years later Edgar Allan Poe 
descrtbes a c1pher of this same general type, where the deCipherer must 
choose between two or more posstble plamtext equivalents m butldmg 
up hiS plam text, the latter gmdmg the chmce of the nght eqmvalent 
The trouble with thiS sort of c1pher 1s that you have to have pretty 
smart cipher clerks to operate 1t and even then I rmagme that m many 
places there would be doubtful decipherments of words It wasn't 
really a practical system even m those days, but It could, u used 
sk1llfully and With only a small amount of text, giVe a cryptanalyst 

.lenty of headaches But such systems dtdn't last very long because 
of the practical dtfficultles m usmg them 
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Esemp1o d1 c1fratura 

cr1aro - S P E R 0 C H E 0 G N I C 0 S A S I A 

c1fra - 7 7 3 9 4 4 4 5 6 5 1 6 4 7 0 8 7 5 0 
c~e sara trasmesso tutto un1to. senza spaz1 

Esemp10 d1 dec1fratura 

c1fra 4 5 1 0 2 0 4 1 4 ¢ 9 4 8 9 5 6 2 0 4 1 0 2 
IO I 

dec1fra ~D G 
I 

A U A 0 
T B T D 

v 

0 A M 0 
D T R D 

M I C U A 0 
R G L B T D 

NV 

AU 
T B 

v 
cr1aro D I T U T 0 D A R 0 M I N U T 0 A V 

c1fra 5 7 4 

;I P o 
dec1fra ~G S D 

l z 

1 

ET 
PER 
PERCHE 

ch1aro I S,O PER 

4 5 6 5 1 6 4 9 5 3 9 3 8 
0 I C I 
D G L G 

N 

C 0 M I E M E 
N D R G F R F 
L 

0 G N I C 0 R I E R E 

F1g. 13. 

The first regular or offic1al c1pher bureau m the Vatican was es
tablished m about 1540, and m Vemce at about the same time, about 
one hundred years before a regular Cipher bureau WaS estabhshed m e 
Ftan('e by Cardmal H1eheheu It IS mterestmg to observe that no 
new or remarkable 1deas for cryptosystems were developed for a 
couple of hundred yem!:. afte1 the complex ones I've descnbed as 
havmg been de\oeloped by the va1'1ous Papal cryptologlStb One-part 
and 1wo-part ~>yllabanes and Simple or complex ones with vanants 
were m use for many decades, but later on, m a few cases, the code 
eqmvalento:, wete supetenctphered, that Jb, the code groups formed the 
text for the apphcatwn of a c1pher, generally by rather •nmple systems 
of add1t1ves Govemmental codes were of the two-part type and 
were .;;uperenupheted bv the more sophl<;tu..ated countries 

The fir~>t book or exten~>I'Ye tteat1se on cryptography IS that by a 
German abbot llclmed Trithemm~:>, who published 111 1531 the first 
\oolume of cl plAnned 4-volume monumental work I said that he 
planned to pubhsh four 'volume~, but he gave up after the thud one, 
beeau<~e he wrote ::.o ob~:,cutely and made ouch fantastic cla1n1s that he 
wa., Lharged w1th bemg m league w1th the Devil, whiCh was a rather 
dange1 OUh a .... .,ocl.ltton m tho~:.e or even m theo;;e days They dtdn't 
burn Tnthenuub but they d1d bum h1s books Ftgure 14 Illustrates 
that the ne<"e::...o..,Jty for secrecy m th1s busme'*> was recogn1zed from the 
ve1y earhe~t dc~ys of eryptology and certamly by Tr1themms Her~ 
t'> the &01 t of oath that TnlhemiUs recommended be ad1mmstered to 
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students in the sc1ence of cryptology All of you have subscnbed to a 
A somewhat similar oath, but we now go further and back up the oath 
• w1th a rather str1ct law You've all read It, I'm sure 

!Pe ~lf~ian Q)tdb 
~-!- ,gibenJW ,_, 

-o~a.n.ne1S ~ iti)emlus 
ll't 

~o.ol\H,ti~apttr XXIV, .of ~ .. ~if~ano~'It\J3l)la'. 

Fig. 14. 
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We come now to some examples from more recent history. In 
Fig. 15 we see a cipher alphabet used by Mary, Queen of Scots, who 
reigned from 1542 to 1567 and was beheaded in 1587. In this con- e 
nection it may interest you to learn that question has been raised as to 
whether the Queen was "framed" by means of this forged postscript 
(Fig. 16) in a cipher that was known to have been 1:1Sed by her. 

~· M ... •··~·-•• '' ...... '~~ __ ;· rn . is ,~~if; ~v:1 ,~~ t:.f· 
't • "' ., y 'If 'S 

l!>.J...-s. <'~>_; "'·).. '!n..f"!\'· 
a: ~- !I 

/£,.·'i, e; II(WU~•/fil>~'ff 
UlO , ' 

Fig.lO. 

'IJJI·: H•Kid'.IJ l'ooSI'Sl'IUI'I. \\'II II l'llll.l.ll's·,; E:\:IJIIRSI·:\IE:\1 

Fig. 16. 
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The Spamsh Court under Phiihp II, in the years 1555-1598, used a 
great many (.,'lphers and here's one of them (Fig 17) You see that It 
IS quite complex for those early days and yet ciphers of this sort were 
solved by an emment French mathematician named VIeta, the father 
of modem algebra In 1589 he became a Councelor of Parhament at 
Tours and then Privy Counselor While m that JOb he solved a 
Spanish Cipher system usmg more than 500 characters. so that all the 
Spamsh dispatches falhng mto French hands were easily read Phdhp 

Cdra StDtnd 1572 

I; .x.e X.'L :lt.D :Ito\& J"' '1· ':fl 'JD yu. 
8'+ i a''fl'" :("Y!. Fi.' -~ ~ h.~r ~t 

'Lao x.e 'X,.'L LO l.U 

~ 
He ~~t JlP 'J,W. 

~ 

I If. I ... 1-e n: n 'lj, ... I1J..1 
~ 

p~ 1m:. pro i!:' c:ii.a. c:he. e'Ta.r. c:hD chu 
~ *- ...... ()' ()f. ";)' (H- (>e T"CC T"':"' 

el.a cle c.l ... ~l.D lelu C:.';G c.-e ~7'1. C'I"' C.P'U 

1. !" ~ ~ ~ j. S! .i ,. ~ 
~,. cl.re J.rc d:rv ~~ ~~ fle. flt. flo flu. 
.J B+ -& .g... -3-e 7 7+ 1 .,. ]!-
~~ I~ Fr;o. I~ ~ 

sz,. fle :Yh ~z.., ~Lu. 

1 t ~' 6i- 6" ·~ G-e 

7' i+ ¥· 11'1"0 ~· [;6~ if'" !1'Z~, ~lD ~Uz. 

"" =f.e. g. r~ ci I g.. ~ 
"JIJ-

,._ 
~';' it'"' l1""' troc. tH! ~"r~ ltPO 

~I oft Ett- -a: - ~ ~ -a ~~ ........ -oc.,t .z: ... z: ot ul a.t"L e.~ ';ft Oft. ....... "LI , 
~ r+ ~ ~ 'dt. t1" ~ (T err ~ 
atr" e.r I. I"" or u.r a.. ., t-1 01 u.s 

.f -1+ -i- . -1-o' +e I . 
'U u+ \) ~ ve 

17 k.,. Tnr ~0,. !: lxz-s '/Jar ~&( /lor /.us 
6.- J,' ~ r y+ ? F tt 

C4!'" ee,.. 
~ ~"" 

~w c:cu ees CLI c.os U4 

:;;t. ~ --- D' D+ D Dcr Ik 
Fig. 17. 

was so convmced of the secur1ty of hts ciphers that when he found the 
French were aware of the contents of hiS cipher diSpatches to the 
Netherlands, he complamed to the Pope that the French were usmg 
sorcery agamst h1m V 1eta was called on the carpet and forced to 
explam how he'd solved the Ciphers m order to avotd bemg conviCted 
of sorcery, a ser1ous offense. 

The next cryptologtst I want you to know sometlung about IS 

another Itahan savant who wrote a book, published m 1563, m which 
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he showed certam types of c1pher alphabets that have come down m 
history and are famous as Porta's Alphabets Figure 18 IS an example A 
of the Porta Table, showmg one alphabet With key letters A or B, W 
another alphabet With key letters CorD, and so on I don't want to 
go mto exactly how the key letters are used, It IS sufficient to say that 
even to this day cryptograms usmg the Porta alphabets are occasiOnal-
ly encquntered 

That Porta's table was actually used m offietal correspondence IS 

shown by F1g 19, which IS a pwture of a tab]e found among the state 

AB a b c a c f (> hll lim 0 

n 0 ·-p q -r s t vx :VIZ 

CD 
a b c d e f gn 1 1 m 
7. n 0 IP lq r s t v X y 

EF 
a b c d e f' g h i 1~ 
y z n 0 p _q "I' s l vlx 

GH a :b c ld e f g' h 1 lm 
X IY z n 0 I"P q r s tv 

IL 
a b c d e f 8' h 1. 1 rm 
v X IY z n 0 p q r s l 

MN a b c d e f g- h "1. 1 m 
t v .X IY z n 0 IP ~q ~ s 

OP a b c d. e f g' lh 1 1 rm 
8 l v X y z n 0 p :q 1" 

2R a b c a e f g b i 1 :m 
J) s t v X y z n 0 p q 
a b c :a e f g h 

. 
1 m ST l 

q r s t v ~ ;y z n 0 p 

vx a 0 c d e f g n i l lm 
p lq r s t v .X y z n 0 

YZ a lb c ·d e :f t lb 1 1 1m 
0 IP lq r s t v :X y z n 

Fig. 18. 

papers of Queen Elizabeth's time, 1t was used for commumcatmg with 
the Enghsh Ambassador to Spam Porta was, m my opm10n, the 
greatest of the old wnters on cryptology I also thmk he was one of 
the early but by no means the first cryptanalyst able to solve a system 
of keyed substitution, that IS, where the key IS changmg consistently 
as the message undergoes encipherment Incidentally, Porta also was 
the mventor of the photographiC camera, the progemtor of Which was e 
known as the camera obscura 
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Figure 20 is a picture of what cryptographers usually call the 
Vigenere Square, the Viga.'lere Table, or the Viger..ere Tableau. It 
co:lSists of a set of twenty-six alpha.be'"..s Bl:ccassively d:isplaceC!. one 
letter per row, with the plaintext lette!'S at !he~~ of the sqGare, the 
key-letters at the side, anC. the cipher letters !nside. The method of 
using the table is to agree upon a key wol'd, which causes the equiva
lents of the plaintext letters to change as the key 6anges. Viger..ere 
is commonly credited with having i!lvented t..ltat sc;:uare and cipher but 
he really didn't and, what's more, never said he did. H!s "table as it 
appears in his book, the first eciition of which was published in 1586, 
is shown in Fig. 21. It is mo!'e complicated than as described in 
ordinary books on cryptology. 

Fig. 11. 
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Ftgure 22 I'> one more example of another old official Cipher In It 
we can bee the alphabets whiCh could be sl1d up and down, as a means A 
of changmg the key The "two-square crpher", or "two-alphabet ._ 
ctpher" shown m F1g 23 IS another of this type It 1s a facsimile of a 
state Cipher used m Charles the First's time, m 1627, for ('Ommuni
catmg With France and Flanders It mvolves coordmates and I want. 
you to notice that there are two complete alphabets 1ns1de 1t, mlended 
to smooth out frequencies The letters of the keywords OPTIMUS 

- --
A B c D E F GH I J K LM N 0 PO R s T u v ~ X y z 

A a [b c d e f ! 2' b l J k 1 tm n 0 p q l' s t u v \\' X y z 
B b c d e f' ~ h 1 j k 1 m n 0 IP q l' s t u v w X y z a 
c c d. e r g h 1 IJ [k 1 m n 0 IP q :r s t u v w X y z 0 b 
D d e [f g h 1 .i lk ] tm n OIP [q p s t u v 'w X y z a b c 
E e ! r ll 1 J lk 1 1m n op lq r s t u v w X !y z a b cd 
F f lr [h 1 j [k 1 tm n 0 p q :r s l u v ~ X y z a b c d e 
G f 1!1 1 j k 1 :m n 0 []) q p s tu v ~ X IY z a,b c d e f 
H h l[j k 1 1m D o[p q rs tu v IW x[y za ~ c de f g 
I 1lj lie l m D OIP lq r s t u v w X y z ab c d. e r g,b 
J J [.k I m n 0 'P [q 1' 8 t u v w X IY z a b c d e f g lh 1 
K .k 1 1m n 0 IP [q r 8 t u. v [W :X: y z a b c d e f g h 1 j 
-~ _l IDl D 0 p [q r s t u v IW X y z a [0 c [d. e f g' b 1 J k. 
M m n 0 p q I" 8 t u v tw X IY z a b c d e f f b 1. j k l 

•N n 0 IP q 1'8 tu v ~ X IY z a b cd e f g h 1 j k lm 
.0 0 IP [q :r 8 t u v ~ X IY z Q b c d c f [g b 1. j "k 1 m n 
·.~. p I .'I. p s ·~ u v IW X y z ab c d e ! g; h l j 'k 1 m n 0 

0 q r 8 t u v w X IY z ab c d e f g' b 1 j .k lim n 0 p 
R p s t u v ~ X IY z a lb c d f' f !f h 1. j k l 1m no ]> q 
s 8 t ru v w X ly z a b c Ld e r r lb 1 J K J m n op q "[' 

T t u v ~ X y z a [1) c d e t g [h 1. J lt 1 m n OIP q I' s 
u u v w X y z a Lb c,d e f g b llj k l 1m n OIP [q t• s l 
v IV w X :y za [b c d e r If [Jl 1. J [lt 1 m n o'p q r s t u 
w ~ xy z a 0 Cld e f tb 1 J I~ 1 1m n 0 'p q r st u v 
X X ~y za b Cld e r 'E _h 1 J lk 1 m n 0 1p q r s t u vlw 
y IY z a b Cd e f 18' h I J k 1 rm D 0 p [q r s t u v w X 
z z a b C[d e[r g [h 1 J [k l 1m n 0 IP q :r s t u v IW .X IY 

- - - - --
FJ.g. 20. 

and DOMINUS serve as the coordmates used to represent the letters 
mside the square A thrrd old cipher, one used by George III in 1799 
Is shown m Fig 24 

One wnter deservmg special attentiOn as a knowledgeable crypto
logist m the 17th Century, and the one With whose cipher I'll close 
this lecture, IS Srr FranCIS Bac.on, who mvented a very useful cxpher e 
and mentioned It for the first t1me m hxs Advancement of Leammg, 
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publu,hed m 1604, m London The de"( npl10n ~~ """ b11ef that 1 
doubt whether many perc:;on~ under~tood wh.1t he wao, dnvmg at e But B.tcon dcsc..nbed lt m full delall With example ... , m lu .... gre.:lt book 
De Augment1s Sclentwrum wh1ch was published .tlmoAt. 20 yearb later, 
m 1{)23, .md whiLh fir~::~t .1ppe.1red m an Enghc;h lran...,l.:ltion by Gllbert 
\Vats m 1640 unde1 the htle The Advancement of Learnmg Bawn 
called lu~::~ mvent10n the Hzltteral Ctpher and 1l If. o,o mgemou~ that l 
thmk you should be told about It bO thct.t you will all fully understand 
It 

F1g. 21. 

e. In h1s De Augrnentr.s Bacon wrttes brte:fty about Ciphers in general 
and says that the VU"tues requ1red m them are three "that they be 
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easy and not laboriot;.S to write; that they be safe, and impossible to 
be deciphered without the key; and lastly, that !hey be, if possible, 
such as not to raise suspicion or to elc.de inquiry." He the."l goes on 
to say: "But for avoiding suspicion altogether, I will add enother 
contrivance, which I devised myself when I was at Paris in my early 
yol:.th, and which I still think worthy of preservation." Minci you, 
this was 40 years later! Let's consult Bacon for further details. In 
Fig. 25 we see a couple of pages of the Gilbert Wats' translation of 
Bacon's De Augmentis Scientiarum. Bacon shows what he calls "An 
Example of a Bi-literarie Alphabet", that is, one composed of two 

Fig. 22. Fig. 23. 

elements, which, taken in groupings of :fives, yields 32 permutations. 
You can use these permutations to represent the letters of the alpha-
bet, says Bacon, but you need only 24 of them [because I and J, U and 
V, were then used interchangeably]. These permutations of two 
diffel'ent tb.:np.-they may be "a's" and "b's", "l's" and "2's", 
pluses and mi::l~. epples and oranges, ~ything you please- can be a 
used to express or signify messages. Bacon was, in fact, the inventor W 
of the bir.ary cocie which forms the basis of modern electronic digital 
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computer&. Bacon gift~~ a brief aamp]e in tba word 11FUGE"-tbe 
latin equivaJent for our modem 11SCRAM"-- can be seen :in Fig. 
25. Figure 26 is BDOtbar uamp]e. which quite obviously isn•t what 
it appears to be---a crude picture of a castle. in which tbare are shad
ed and unpbaded atcmea. It was drawn by a friaDd who was a phy
sician and the me=ege conveyed by it is: 

My bnain- is to write prescriptions 
And than to 1188 my doses tebn; 
But now I find I spmd my time 
Endea'VOI'iq to out-Bacon Bacon. 
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A third example, not quite so obvious, IS shown in Fig 27 The 
message conveyed IS Knowledge Is Power* 

So far all this IS sunple enough-too much so, Bacon says, for the 
example he used m the case of the word FUGE IS patently cryptic and 
would not avmd suspiCion under exammation So Bacon goes on to 
descnbe the next step, which IS to have at hand a "BI-formed Alpha
bet", that Is, one m which all the letters of the alphabet, both capital 
and small, are represented by two shghtly different forms of letters 
(Fig 28). Havmg these two different forms at hand, when you want 
to encrpher your secret message you write another external and mnoc
uous message :five tunes as long as your secret message, usmg the appro
pnate two forms of letters to correspond to the "a's" and "b's" repre-

N..m:r" •• rmall "''"'" rhcr.CJ!lw-a-11"'' havr,and 
ararpctWrm< Porbvrh .. M a\VIf"opcncd, \Vhmbya 
1mn may oprdlc and CIJIIIfie the lntCMIODS of h1s mntde111: 

..,drllaoa:ulpbr:o,bycrbJ.aswluch may be prtfrruedO> 
1be~, and .... ornmudmd "'the we pror!ded thoteob. 
.,as t.: r:apoblc: of ar:wofold drtm.ntc onc:lv 11 by IleUs by 
Tnompcu,by lo!Jus•ndTorches,bythe"P"rrofM,oka>, 
and anymllrummu. or like nzurc. ButEO purtuc our cnru 
pr1fc when you addrcflc your rclf"c: to 'A"I'Ile 1 trfolvc )"OUr 10. 
wuci-Jnlokkd Lam uw.oth~S B.-lltmr• Alplrdrt .Sav the ... 
-!Jrarbe 

ExartM tfS*-

~ ~ §. £ 
JJJ: full. ulk. a.IU. 

Fig. 25. 

* Photo, taken about December 1917, of one of several classes of student otfi-
<.ers detailed by the AdJutant General of the U S Army to pursue a 6-weeks' 
course m cryptology conducted at the Riverbank Laboratories, Geneva, Ilhnms 
Key to the Cipher officers facmg d~re<.tly forward are "a's," officers faCing either 
to left or nght are "b's" Begm With first officer m rear row at e.xtreme left 
abaab = K, abbaa = N, etc Civdmns seated Colonel Fabyan, (head of the 
Riverbank Laboratories) at left, Mr Frredman (Director of School) at right, A 
Mrs Friedman, the lady m center, other two ladies, secretanes to the Fr1edmans -
-Ed 
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sentmg your secret message Here's FUGE (Fig 29 ), enciphered 
withm an external message saymg "Manere te volo donee venero", 
meanmg "Stay where you are until I come " In other words, whereas 
the real message says "SCRAM", the phoney one says "Sttck around 
awhile, wa1t for me " Bacon gives a much longer example, ihe 
SPARTAN DISPATCH, here It IS, and here's the secret message 
wh1ch It contams (Fig 301 

F1g 27. 

Bacon's bihteral Cipher 1s an extremely mgemous contnvance 
There c.an be no question whatsoever about Its authenticity and 
utihty as a vahd Cipher Thousands of people have checked hiS long 
example and they all find the same answer --the one that Bacon gives 
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Fig. 28. 

F1gure 31 1s a modern example wh1ch uses two shghtly different 
fonts of type called Garamond and Imprint, and which are so nearly 
ahke that 1t takes good eyes to differentiate them 

The fact that Bacon mvented this ctpher and described 1t in such 
detail lends plausibility to a theory entertamed by many persons that 
Bacon wrote the Shakespeare Plays and that he m.serted secret 
messages m those plays by usmg his ctpher If you'd hke to learn 
more about thts theory I suggest wtth some diffidence that you read a 
book entitled The Shakespearean Ctphers Exammed I use the word 
diffidence because my wife and I wrote the book whtch was pubhshed 
in late 1957 by the Cambridge Umvers1ty Press 

In the next lecture we'll take up cryptology as used durmg the 
per1od of the American RevolutiOn by both the Colomal and the A 
British Forces in America • 
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161 OrT•• ADYAIIC&K&II'I 

Maw ..... _ ............................. fit ......... _ ...................... ......... 
........................... La ... _ 
........... 

~~o.r .......... ..._ 
.... ...,..,._._.. 

.ft.~, .?u ... ., ~ 1.-f-. 
.1-- fo - G. *tt6lr 

-·· 
Fig. 29. 

COHFIBEtUIAL 

Fig. 30. 

ln ali duty or rather pzety towards you I satzsfy every body except. 
myself. 'MJself I never satzsfy. For so great are the servzces whuh J'OU 
hatJe rendered me, that seezng you dul not rest tn your endeavours on my 
behalf tz/1 the thmg was done, I feel as zf life had lost all zts sweetness, 
because I cannot do as mtl(h zn thzs cause of yoiiTs.' The occaszons are: 
these: Ammonzus the Kmg' s ambassador open!J beszeges us wzth money • 
the bll!mess zs carrzed on through the same credttors who were employed 
'" it when 'llou were here. &c. 

Fig. 31. 
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Introduction to Cryptology-III 
HY WILLIAM F FRIEDMAN 

Confidenttal 

The thtrd lecture m thts senes deals wtth the cryptosystems employed 
by the Brzttsh Regulars and by the Colomals durmg the penod of the 
Amencan Revolutwn Thts zs followed by a bnef explanatzon of the 
cryptanalytzc nature of the tntttal breaks m the solutzon of the anctent 
Egyptmn hzeroglyphzc wntmg 

Contmumg With our survey of cryptologtc history, the penod of 
the American Revolution, m U S history, IS naturally of considerable 
mterest to us and warrants more than cursory treatment Informa
tion regardmg the codes and ciphers employed durmg that period 
has been rather sparse until quite recently, when a book entitled 
Turncoats, Traztors and Heroes by Col John Bakeless, AUS, was 
published m 1959 by Lippmcott After a good many years of re
search Col Bakeless brought together for the first time a considerable 
amount of authentic mformatlon on the subject, and some of It Is In

corporated m this lecture 
Accordmg to Col Bakeless--and beheve It or not--m early 1775 

the Bntish commander-m-chief m America, General Gage, had no 
code or ctpher at all, nor even a staff officer who knew how to com
pile or devise one, he had to appeal to the cornmandmg general m 
Canada, from whom he probably obtamed the smgle substitution 
Cipher which was used m 1776 by a British secret agent who-agam, 
beheve It or not-was General Washmgton's own director-general of 
hospitals, Dr BenJarnm Church General Washmgton had means 
for secret commumcation from the very begmnmg of hostihties, prob
ably even before the :fightmg began at Lexmgton and Concord If 
the Br1bsh under General Gage were poorly provided m thiS respect, 
by the time Su Henry Cbnton took over from General Howe, who 
succeeded Gage, they were much better off--they had adequate or 
apparently adequate means for secret commumcat10n 

Are you astomshed to learn that the systems used by the American 
colomal forces and by the BntiSh regulars were almost Identical? 
You shouldn't be, because the language and backgrounds of both 
were Identical In one case, m fact, they used the same dictionary r• as a code book, somethmg which was almost mevttable because there 

\_ W were so few Enghsh dictionaries available Here's a bst of the sys
tems they used 
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a Stmple, monoalphabettc substitutiOn--easy to use and to 
change 

b Monoalphabet1c substitution With vanants, by the use of a long 
key sentence I'll show you presently an mterestmg example m 
Ben)amm Frankltn's system of correspondence w1th the elder Dumas 

c The V1genere c1pher With repeatmg key 
d Transposition ciphers of simple sorts 
e D1ctionanes employed as codebooks, wtth and without added 

enCipherment Two were speCially favored, Entick's New Spellmg 
D~ctwnary, and Batley's Engl~sh D~ctr.onary A couple of pages from 

178 ] A C 
Hyp, ., 11. ro •••• mel•otehotr, eo ollfplrit 
Hypa.'lap:1 ( a cla.anp ef care,,&:,.. 
HJPcr'bolc, f •• ••lft•rauon, a domoaanoa 
Hyperbo.'u;aJ. •• n.•nw•n1 or eat:eftultlnl 
HypcrlooSiua, • .......... (reo(..., 
liy'per, Hyperrno~,f a cnttc .. .a lloJond 
Hrpcrcru'~eal, • cn11col •JOIIII afe, ,.,.,.,. 
lf7prlmclior f wharoo •""•••lie ltanolard 
If) per{or'c:ds,f a II'O•th of p-4 fieRI 
II l 

1 ~h••· J ( ) llctwcen ••••• or fyllablel 
If • pool'oc,L, 1 IDed cone cauli•&llh:p 
Hypucr..n dr!llj,J OH oll'eOedwnh..,.adlnl) 
H)pochon"dn~eo~l, 11. meloachoft 
H•poc'rofy, r dolim.roroon, I"""- -
Hyp'o.ro .. J 1 loff'rmbl•r •• owlrcrna, f!lr 
Hypocr!f'rrol, • doll'clllblon1, rnfi•cerc, fal(e 
Hrl•ocrot'naUJ, 1111 ••tl>••• fircerlto, f•lft 1 
Jh P"'••'rroc,,.. r a I he lower port o{ rhe .. n, 
R>p•••'• •li ,J a -'•llo"ft f•ltlll•ce, perlimaii'I'J 
Hyp lh'l'&eal .. conftKuron, oloftonft, perfoaa' 
Hypothefi•,f a frft•m upon f•-poliuoa 
Hy~· thet'oul1 .. fopDOfed, coad111oaal 
Jlv" tb~rr.' Ci•))', •t! Up"ll (u .. pofiue• 
Hy•lt, Hurd 0< Herft1{ 1 wood 
Hv•'f r.•f a •l•n! 
H 1 1 1c1 • trnuhltd ""tth ftc. 
H)llcr "'oJ ,.r ill of •olllell 

J, 

I ,,.., mJf•lf 
, Job bor, ., • te hllr: ••llr, to challer 

J•b'be er,f ••• who tolka antnlell•c•biJ' 
J•ccnc, 18 I)'IRIII: len1til, e1tendH 

l
ocon!h, r ·r--.rhe hJ&rla•ll 
ack,f J~hn, ane~ts•••• filii lrathrn conn 
oclc'al,f a bo•ft ~at larro rho hnn'a ,.., 
•chJrnr. r .. lntple ·····"' r.u •• 
acl!. •••piO. {. a ntOnker1 I COifCnftlb 
.ockbouu,; ~ ... •••"'' ,_ .,. ... 

JAU 
J••L'daw,f • cllmma1 .,,,. 
ni11tl1 (I W•lftCCNt.,l ft.rtrt .. t 
ork'paddrl71, f I merry 1ndrW1 I ........ 
•<!•~»te,J. a part1111 of Jamts Jr 
aftnhron,f 1 lnlliPC -•on rcltlellheli 
oc:•l6rtaa, f tile aG of lllrowrftl or dardq 
•do, r a b .. -··· a worthleA llorfa 
dr, • " ta r•re, -•r, ""' dltWn, llla11 
•dtlll, • llnruiJ, olciDIIs, IOIIChota 
·~•·"' • raa .. cll,faHIIdc•lai...,.DI--' 
., ...... f • CUIIIIIII• IMIIChU 
•rf•r·. • ....... nllt<W 
••1,[ • pnfon1 11_. ··'···1 lite .... "'.'"""'". akeo, J ••••f• of ••••· • ...,.....,. 
••· f • cearene or &u~o 1 ... .,. •• r..a 
om,., • rn cftdU 'e._,., to ..... i• 
un•,f tho oprocJir po1t of a._ 
om'b•c,f _.. .......... lila tons ... alollt 
r, 11••1• alrernarll7 

J••'c••,v .. ro ... aqlc,rolleootofloa• 
••'••••71 / "Turll•• toUter, •ruud 
•n'ry " lhowy, llutter•DJo ,.,., &•dolr 
•111011rJ, r the llrft mooth ortha yen 
•Pin, f 1 •arndh to wo1k l11c:o1on 
•pan .., • ro ... .,a., te •l•ck 6oft 
opon'.orr, f a lhoeblocll, one ••• Jl,.,.i 
.,, v " ru d1th, d•f•r!r, ••~ 1 I(VUNI 
or, ( doftood, & harll faund1 llle&rtMIIWdM 
.rru"glr, co " 10 coJDF/Iuncl1 perplc., ,.,_ 
••'•••• I Jib""""' I ......... DOftfe ... 
,.,',nullt1 Je f,m,ar,f I fll)•tr 
,•'per, 1 a prenoa•a,.a ftoae 
aw'•hn,f 1 fpeor ... lluf pib 
>un'doce,f • ••fternpcr 
auu'Jrced," 111Wted wlrh t!Je jaudla 
aa•t, ., • co ••Ill er lr1MI85o•t 
• •• ,, f ....... _ ..... fttiJ 

1!-!!C'...!!J, 

Fig.l. 

the former are shown m Ftg 1 To represent a word by code eqwva
lent you sunply md1cated the page number, then whether column 1 
or column 2 contamed the word you wanted, and then the number of 
the word m the column Thus The word "Jacket" would be repre- A 
sented by 178--2-2 • 

f. Small, speCially-compiled, alphabetic one-part codes of 600-700 
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Items and code names--our old friend the syllabary, or repertory, of 
hoary old age, but m new dress In some cases these were of the 
"one-part" or "alphabetic" type 

g Ordmary books, such as Blackstone's Comm.entanes on the Laws 
of England, givmg the page number, the lme number and the letter 
number m the lme, to build up, letter-by-letter, the word to be re
presented Thus 125-12-17 would mdicate the 17th letter m the 
12th lme on page 125, It might be the letter T 

h Secret mks Both the British and the Americans made ex
tensive use of thiS method 

t SpeCial designs or geometric figures, such as one I'll show you 
presently 

J Various concealment methods, such as usmg hollow quills of 
large feathers or hollowmg out a bullet and tnsertmg messages writ
ten on very thm paper Strictly speakmg, however, th1s sort of 
strategem doesn't belong to the field of cryptology But It's a good 
dodge, to be used m special cases 

In the way of Ciphers a bit more complex than simple monoalpha
betic substitution Ciphers, the Brttish under Clinton's command used 
a system described by Bakeless m the followmg terms 

" a subsbtutlon cipher m which the alphabet was reversed, 'z' be
commg 'a' and 'a' becommg 'z' To destroy frequency clues, the cipher 
changed In each lme of the message, umng 'y' for 'a' m the second bne, 
'x' for 'a' 1n the thxrd, and so on When the cipher clerk reached 'o' 
m the middle of the alphabet, he started over agam A spy usmg thiS 
Cipher did not have to carry mcrxmmatmg papers, smce the system was 
so easy to remember " 

The alphabets of this scheme are simple reversed standard sequences 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUWXYZ 
ZYXWUTSRQPONMLKIHGFEDCBA 
YXWUTSRQPONMLKIHGFEDCBAZ 
XWUTSRQPONMLKIHGFEDCBAZY 

ONMLKIGHFEDCBAZYXWUTSRQP 

Bakeless doesn't explam why the c1pher sequences are only 12m 
number-nor does the source from which he obtamed the mforma
tiOn, a note found among the Clmton Papers m the Clements Library 
at the UmverSity of Michigan. 

Bakeless contmues 
"Chnton also used another substitution cxpher, With d1ft'erent alpha

bets for the first, second and third paragraphs Even 1f an Amerxcan 
cryptanalyst should break the cipher m one paragraph, he would have 
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to start all over m the next As late as 1781, however, S1r Henry was 
USing one extremely clumsy subst1tut10n Cipher, m whl(.h 'a' was 51, 
'd' was 54, 'e', 55 Fmdmg that 'a' was 51 Rnd 'd' was 54, anyone 
could guess !correctly) that 'b' was 52, 'c' 53 Somewhat more com
plex was h1s 'pigpen' Cipher, m whu·h twenty-five letters of the alpha
bet were placed m squares Then an angle alone would represent a 
letter, the same angle With a dot another letter, the same angle w1th 
two dots still another In some cases, cryptogrdphy was used only for 
a few cruc1al words m an otherwtse 'clear' message, a method also fa
vored by Lertam AmeriCan offic1als " 

Of the first Cipher mentioned m the precedmg extract, there IS 

much more to be sa1d Perhaps Bakeless was hmtted by space con
siderations In any case; I wdlleave that story for another trme and 
place As for the second cipher Bakeless mentions m the extract, I 
can giVe you the whole alphabet, for It extsts among the Clmton 
Papers 

A B C D E F G H I K L M N 0 P Q R S T U W X Y Z 
51 52 53 54 55 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 

There IS no explanation why the sequence begmmng with 50 stops 
with E -55 and then, startmg With F -60 goes straight on Without any 
break to Z-78 (Remember that m those days I and J were used 
mterchangeably, as were U and VJ , 

Fmally, as to what Bakeless (and others) call the "p1gpen" ctpher, 
th1S IS nothmg but the hoary old so-called "Masomc" cipher based 
upon the 4-Cr!JSS figure 

ab9--+_ a I 
---' 

c- __] b- _j 

-t---r-
which can accommodate 27 characters, not 25, as Bakeless mdicates 
Letters can be mserted m the design m many different arrangements 

I've mentioned that code or conventional names were used tore
present the names of Important persons and places m these Amertcan 
coloma! and BritiSh cryptograms of the Revolution Here are ex
amples selected from a hst of code names prepared by the famous 
Bnbsh spy, MaJOr Andre, chief of mtelhgence under General Chnton. 

For American Generals--the names of the Apostles, for mstance 
General Washmgton was James 

Names of Forts 

Names of Cities 

CO~mBEt<4TIAL 

General Sulhvan was Matthew 

Fort Wyommg - Sodom 
Fort Pttt - Gomorrha 

Philadelphia - Jerusalem 
Detro1t - Alexandrza 
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Names of Rivers and Bays: 

Miscellaneous. 

Susquehanna -Jordan 
Delaware - Red Sea 

Indians - PluJr&BeeS 
Congress - Sy1UIIJ06UII 

CONRBENfl!iL 

I'm sure you've learned as school children all about the treason
able conduct of Benedict Arnold when he was in command of the 
American Forces at West Point; but you probably don't know that 
practically all his exchanges of communications with Sir Henry 
Clinton, Commander of the British Forces in America, were in cipher, 
or in invisible inks. One of Arnold's cipher messages, in which he 
offers to give up West Point for i£20,000, is shown in Fig. 2; Fig. 2a 

FJ8.1a. 

being the secret version, Fig. 2b, the plain ten. Amold left a few 
words en clair, the ones he coDSidered unimportant; for the important 
ones he used a dictionary as a codebook, indicating the page number, 
column number and line number corresponding to the position in the 
dictionary of the plaintext word which the code group represents. 
Amold added 7 to these numbers, which accounts for the fact that 
the :first number in a code group is never less than 8, the central num
ber is always either 8 or 9, and tbe third number is never less than 8 
or more than 36. The significant sentence appears near the middle 
of the messap: "If I 198--9-34, 185-8-31 a 197--8--8 •.. " yields the 
plain text: If I point out a plan of cooperation by which S. H. {Sir 
Hemy Clinton) shall possess himself of West Point, the Garrison, 
etc., etc., etc., twenty thonunds pound Sterling I think will be a 
cheap purchase for an object of so much importance." The signa-
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ture 172-9-19 probably stands for the word "Moor;" Arnold's code A 
name in these commumcations was "John Moore." He had also W 
another name, "Gustavus." 

,_. I 4 ... , ., -""1"'"- ,,._,..,. ~ .. P 

~,,.,. ,.. . ., ...... ,., -, ..... 
,..,,.,. 1.17~'' .,.,, ... ,.,,. 

llt•-4 .t- .. 11; ,~, •;- !L~,.u I&, q __, , •• ., ,~ ~.,h, y 

,..,# ... .4 ,,~ , :tt '"'' ..., ... 

Fig. 3. 

Figure 3 IS a message m which he gave the BntiSh mformation 
which might have led to the capture of hiS commander-m-chief, 
General Washington Figure 3 at the top shows the code message, 
at the bottom IS the plain text Arnold used the same additive as in 
the precedmg example. Washmgton, however, was too smart to be 
ambushed-he went by a route other than the one he sa1d he'd take. 

Fig. 4. 

S1r 

W Howe 
1s gone to the 

Cheasapeak bay With 
the greatest part of the 
army I hear he 1s now 

landed but am not 
certam I am 

left to command 
here With a 

too small force 
to make any effectual 

d1vei'S1on m your favor 
I shall try somethmg cer 

At any rate It may be of usc 
to you I own to you I thmk 
sr W's move JUSt at thiS time 

the worst he could take 
much JOY on your success 

You may find F1g 4 mterestmg as an example of the spec1al sort 
of mask or grille used by Arnold_ and by the British m their negotia-
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tions with hun The real or sigmficant text IS written m hnes out
lined by an hour-glass figure and then dwnmy words are supphed to 
fill up the lines so that the entire letter apparently makes good 
sense. To read the secret message, you're supposed to have the 
same size hour-glass figure that was used to conceal the secret mes
sage In Fig 4 the left-hand portion shows the "phoney" message 
Masks havmg small rectangular apertures were also used, the signif
icant words bemg wntten so that they were d1sclosed when the mask 
was placed on the written message so as to isolate them from the 
non-significant words The Significant text in this example is shown 

m prmted form to the right of the orig
inal hour-glass design 

Arnold even used the tnck, men
tiOned above in method 1, that was 
qUite Similar to one used recently by the 
Russian spy, Colonel Abel (Fig. 5) who 
was arrested m New York m June 1957, 
tned and convicted, and IS stdllangulSh
mg m a Federal priSon. 

An mterestmg epiSOde mvolvmg con
cealment of thiS sort 1s recorded by 
Bakeless. An urgent message from Sir 
Henry Chnton, dated 8 October 1777, 
and written on thin sdk, was concealed 
m an oval silver ball, about the s1ze of a 

Fig. 5. nfte bullet, which was handed to Damel 
Taylor, a young officer who had been prom1sed promotion If he got 
through ahve. The bullet was made of silver, so that the spy could 
swallow it without IDJury from corrosiOn Almost as soon as he 
started, Taylor was captured Reahzmg hiS peril too late, the spy 
fell mto a paroxysm of terror and, crymg, "I am lost," swallowed the 
Sllver bullet Admmistration of a strong emetic soon produced the 
bullet With fatal results, for Taylor was executed "A rather heart
less American joke went around," adds Bakeless, "that Taylor had 
been condemned 'out of hiS own mouth'." 

We next see (Fig. 6) one Bened1ct Arnold message that never was 
deCiphered It Is often referred to as "Benedtct Arnold's Treasonable 
Cow Letter." Only one example lS extant, certam words have purely 
arbttrary meanmgs, as prearranged The letter was written JUSt 
two weeks before the capture of MaJor Andre 

In Fig 7, we see a British l."Ipher message of the vmtage 1781 It 
was deciphered before finding the key, always a neat tr1ck when or If 
you can do it The key--the title page of the then current British 
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Army List -Is shown m Fig 8 The numbers m the Cipher text 
obviously refer to hne numbers and letter numbers m the hne of a 
key text, the first beries of numbers, VIZ., 22 6 7 39 59 17, mdicatmg 
hne number 22, letter numbers 6 7 39 5 9 17 m that lme Because of 
so many repetitiOns, the platn text was obtamed by straightforward 
analysis by an officer recently on duty m NSA, Captam Edward W 
Knepper, USN, to whom I am mdebted for this mterestmg example 
The plam text, once obtamed, gave hun clues as to what the key text 
mtght be, sunply by placmg the plamtext letters m their numencal
eqmvalent order m the putative key text Tins done, Captam 
Knepper was quiCk to reahze what the key text was-a BritiSh Army 
Ltst The date of the message enabled hnn to fmd the hst without 
much difficulty m the Library of Congress (Fig 8) 

II' PII'IIIUIO'"i' dlltl MICi •T lf'l"luLRo\IIL• 

The S r: < R 1 T A 11 ' at W A R 
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HORSE, OJ.,\GOON'S, and FOOT, 

u .. TIIP 

BRITI•ll ond IRhll I:STABLISII'II!El'ITS 
(la..tl h ...... .... 

A• A.LPH"-aiT"-AL I'IDI•) 

1'1 Jlapl II&.••••T .r Arr .1.111r •lid L•pll-' .1•••••••-. 
........ At 'IlL LUI' ........... . 
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Widll .. u ....... .............. .._ .... o ..... .. 

CLaY•••• •r 
MDCCLXXVIII 

LONIJON 

Fig. 8 

==-

There was an Amencan who seems to have been the Revolution's 
one-man National Secunty Agency, for he was the one and only 
cryptologzc expert Congress had, and, It IS clarmed, he managed to 
deCipher nearly all, If not all, of the BntJ.sh code messages obtatned 
m one way or another by the Amencans Of course, the chief way 
m which enemy messages could be obtained m those days was to 
capture couriers, knock them out or knock them off, and take the 
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messages from them ThiS was very rough stuff, compared to get-
tmg the matenal by radio mtercept, as we do nowadays e 

I thmk you'll be mterested to hear a bit more about that one-man 
NSA His name was James Lovell and besides bemg a self-tramed 
cryptologu;t, he was also a member of the Contmental Congress. 
There's on record a very mterestmg letter which he wrote to General 
Nathaniel Greene, with a copy to General Washmgton Here It JS 

Pluladelplna, Sept 21, 1781 
811' 

You once sent some papers to Congress wluch no one about you 
could decyP.her Should such be the Case w1th some you have lately 
forwarded I presume that the Result of my palDS, here sent, will be 
useful to you I took the Papers out of Congress, and I do not thmk 
1t necessary to let It be known here what my success has been lD the 
attempt For It appears to me that the Enemy make only such Changes 
In their Cypher, when they meet With miSfortune, as makes a <hft'er
ence of Position only to the same Alphabet, and therefore If no talk of 
OJSCovery JS made by us here or by your Famlly, you may be m Chance 
to draw Benefit thJS Campaign from my last Night's Watchmg 

I am S1r w1th much respect, 
Your Fr1end, 
JAMES LOVELL 

MaJ Genl Greene A 
(With copy to Genl Washmgton) WI' 

In tellmg you about Lovell I should add to my account of that 
mterestmg era m cryptologtc h1story an epiSOde I learned about only 
recently When a certam message of one of the generals m com-
mand of a rather large force of Colomals came mto Clmton's pos
sessiOn he sent It off post haste to London for solution Of course, 
Clmton knew It was gomg to take a lot of time for the message to get 
to London, be solved and returned to Amenca-and he was natu-
rally a bit rmpatient He felt he couldn't afford to wait that long 
Now It happened that m his command there were a couple of officers 
who fane1ed themselves to be cryptologists and they undertook to 
solve the message, a copy of which had been made before sendmg the 
ongmal off to London Well, they gave Sir Henry their solution 
and he acted upon It The operation turned out to be a dismal 
failure, because the solution of the would-be-cryptanalysts happened 
to be qutte wrong' The record doesn't say what Clmton did to 
those two unfortunate cryptologists when the correct solution ar-
rived from London some weeks later By the way, you may be 
mterested m leammg that the BntJSh operated a regularly-establiShed 
cryptanalytic bureau as early as In the year 1630 and It contmued e 
to operate until the end of July 1844 Then there was no such 
establishment until World War I I WISh there were trme to tell 
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you some of the details of that fascmatmg and httle known bit of 
Bntish history 

There's also an episode I learned about only very recently, which 
IS so amusmg I ought to share It with you It seems that a certam 
BntiSh secret agent m America was sent a message m plam EngliSh, 
g1vmg hun mstructlons from h1s superior But the poor fellow was 
Illiterate and there wasn't anythmg to do but call upon the good 
offices of a friend to read It to h1m He found such a friend, who 
read hnn lns Instructions What he dtdn't know, however, was that 
the fnend who'd helped him was one of General Washmgton's secret 
agents' 

The next lllustrabon (Fig 9) IS a picture of one of several syl-
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labaries used by Thomas Jefferson It IS constructed on the so-called 
two-part prmciple, which was explamed m the precedmg lecture F1g 
9a IS a portion of the encodmg section, and F1g 9b IS a portion of the 
decodmg section, m which the code eqmvalents are m numerical order 
accompanied by therr meanmgs as assigned them m the encodmg 
section This sort of system, which, as I've already explamed, was 
quite popular m Coloma! times as m the early days of Italian cryptog
raphy, IS still m extensive use m some parts of the world 

A few mmutes ago I mentioned BenJamm Franklin's Cipher system, 
which, If used today, would be difficult to solve, especially If there 
were only a small amount of traffic mIt Let me show you what It was 
Frankhn took a rather lengthy passage from some book m French 
and numbered the letters successively These numbers then became 
eqmvalents for the same letters m a message to be sent Because the 
key passage was m good French, naturally there were many variants 
for the letter E-m fact, there were as many as one would expect m 
normal plam-text French, the same apphed to the other high-fre
quency letters such as R, N, S, I, etc What thiS means, of course, 
IS that the high-frequency letters m the plam text of any message to 
be enCiphered could be represented by many different numbers and 
a solution on the basiS of frequency and repetitiOns would be very 
much hampered by the presence of many variant values for the same 
plamtext letter In Fig 10 you can see this very clearly 
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I know of but one case m all our U S history m which a resolution 
of Congress was put out m cryptographic form. It IS shown m Fig. 11 
-a resolution of the Revolutionary Congress dated 8 February 1782 
I have m my collection not only a copy of the resolution but also a 
copy of the syllabary by which It can be deciphered 

Interest m cryptology m America seems to have died With the 
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passmg of Jefferson and Frankhn. But if interest in cryptology in 
America wasn't very great, If it existed at all after the Revolution, 
this was not the case in Europe. Books on the subject were written, 
not by professionals, perhaps, but by learned amateurs, and I think 
you will find some of them in the NSA library if you're mterested in 
the history of the science. The next illustration (Fig. 12) is the fron· 
tispiece of a French book the title of which (translated) is "Counter· 
espionage, or keys for all secret communications." It was published 
in Paris in 1798. In the picture, we see Dr. Cryppy himself, and 
perhaps a breadboard model of a Gs-11 research analyst, or maybe 
an early model of a WAC. 

I am now going to tell you something about the early steps in find. 
ing an answer to the age.old mystery presented by Egyptian hiero· 
glyphics, not only because I think that the solution represents the 
nat landmark in the history of cryptology, but also because the 
story is of general interest to any aspiring cryptologist. About 1821 
a Frenchman, Champollion, startled the world by beginning to pub
lish translations of Egyptian hieroglyphics, although in the budding 
new field of Egyptology much had already transpired and been pub
published. In Fig. 18 we see the gentleman and in Fig. 14, a picture 
of the great Napoleonic :find that certainly facilitated and perhaps 
made possible the solution of the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing-the 
Rosetta Stone. The Rosetta Stone was found in 1799 at Rashid, or, 
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Flg. 12. 

as the Europeans call 1t, Rosetta, a town m northern Egypt on the 
west bank of the Rosetta branch of the N 1le Rosetta was in the 
VICimty of Napoleon's operations which ended m disaster When the 
peace treaty was written, Article 16 of It required that the Rosetta 
Stone, the s1gmficance of whiCh was quickly understood by both the 
conquered French and victorious Bnt1sh commanders, be shipped to 
London, together with certam other large antiQUities The Rosetta 
Stone still occupies a promment place m the important exhibits at 
the British Museum The Rosetta Stone IS a b1-lmgual mscription, 
because It IS m Egyptian and also Greek The Egyptian portion 
consists of two parts, the upper one m hieroglyphic form, the lower 

Fig. 13. 
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one m a sort of curstve scrtpt, also Egyptian but called "Demotte " 
It was soon reahzed that all three texts were supposed to say the 
same thing, of course, and smce the Greek could easily be read, it 
served as somethmg called m cryptanalysiS a "crtb." Any ttme you 
are lucky enough to find a crib It saves you hours of work It was by 
means of this ,bi-hngual mscr1ption that the Egyptian hieroglyphiC 

Fig. 14. 
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writmg was finally solved, a feat whtch represented the ~uccessful 
solution to a problem the maJor part of which was hngmstlc m char- e 
acter The cryptanalytic part of the task was relatively sunple 
Nevertheless, I thmk that anyone who aspires to become a profes-
siOnal cryptolog~st should have some idea as to what that cryptan-
alytic feat was, a feat wh1ch some professor (but not of cryptologlC 
sc1ence I thmk It was Professor Norbert Wiener, of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology) said was the greatest cryptanalytic 
feat m htstory We shall see how wrong the good professor was, be-
cause I'm gomg to demonstrate JUSt what the feat really amounted 
to by showmg you some simple pictures 

Frrst, let me remmd you that the Greek text served as an excellent 
crib for the solution of both Egyptian texts, the hieroglyphic and the 
Demotte, the latter merely bemg the conventional abbreviated and 
modified form of the Hieratic character or cursiVe form of hiero
glyphic wntmg that was m use m the Ptolemaic Period 

The Imtial ~tep was taken by a Revere_nd Stephen Weston who 
made a translation of the Greek mscripbon, which he read m a paper 
delivered before the London Society of Antiquaries, m April 1802 

In 1818 Dr Thomas Young, the physicist who first proposed the A 
wave theory of hght, compiled for the 4th volume of Encyclopaedza • 
Bntannzca, published m 1819, the r~ults of his studies on the Ros-
etta Stone and among them there was a hst of several Egyptian 
characters to which, m most cases, he had assigned correct phonetic 
values He was the first to grasp the ulea of a phonetlc pnnczple rn the 
Egypttan hleroglyphs and he was the first to apply zt to thetr dectpher-
ment He also proved somethmg which others had only suspected, 
namely, that the hieroglyphs m ovals or cartouches were royal names 
But Young's name IS not associated m the pubhc mmd wxth the 
decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics-that of Champolhon 18 

very much so Yet much of what Champolhon did was based upon 
Young's work Perhaps the greatest cred1t should go to Champollion 
for recogmzmg the maJor Importance of an ancient language known as 
Coptic as a bndge that could lead to the decipherment of the Egyptian 
hieroglyphics As a lad of seven he'd made up his mind that he'd 
solve the hxeroglyphtc wntmg and m the early years of the 19th 
Century he began to study Coptic In his studies of the Rosetta 
Stone his knowledge of Coptic, a language the knowledge of wh1ch had 
never been lost, enabled him to deduce the phonetic value of many 
syllabic s1gns, and to assign correct readmgs to many ptctorial char-
acters, the meamngs of whiCh became known to him from the Greek A 
text on the Stone • 

The followmg step-by-step account of the solution IS taken from 
I 
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d httle brochure entitled The Rossetta Stone, pubhshed by the Trustees 
of the Bnhsh Museum It was written m 1922 by E A WalliS 
Budge and was revised m 1950 I quote 

"The method by which the greater part of the Egyptian alphabet. 
was recovered IS this It was assumed correctly that oval~ , 
or "cartouche" as It IS called, always contamed a royal name There 
IS only one cartouche (repeated six hmes with shght modrfications) 
on the Rosetta Stone, and this was assumed to cont.am the name of 
Ptolemy, because It was certam from the Greek text that the In

scriptiOn concerned a Ptolemy It was also assumed that If the 
cartouche did contam the name of Ptolemy, the characters m It 
would have the sounds of the Greek letters, and that all together 
they would represent the Greek form of the name of Ptolemy Now 
on the obehsk which a certam Mr Banks had brought from Philae 
there was also an InscnptiOn m two languages, Egyptian and Greek 
In the Greek portion of It two royal names are mentiOned, that IS 

to say, Ptolemy and Cleopatra, and on the second face of the obeliSk 
there are two cartouches, which occur close together, and are filled 
with hteroglyphs which, It was assumed, formed the Egyptian eqmva
lents of these names When these cartouches were compared with 
the cartouche on the Rosetta Stone It was found that one of them 
contamed hieroglyphic characters that were almost Identical with 
those which filled the cartouche on the Rosetta Stone Thus there 
was good reason to behave that the cartouche on the Rosetta Stone 
contamed the name of Ptolemy written m hieroglyphic characters 
The forms of the cartouches are as follows 

On the Rosetta Stone - (,.-~-=-:::::---~:::-:-~ -=-r --=.y.--=3=--.,.. --=~=--~=--~::----7'7"~~] 

On the Obehsk from Philae - ( ~ f1 ~ ~~ r f 3 ~ ~ :e=t] 
In the second of these cartouches a smgle sign takes the place of 
three signs at the end of the first cartouche Now It has already 
been said that the name of Cleopatra was found m Greek on the 
Philae Obehsk, and the cartouche which was assumed to contam 
the Egyptian equivalent to this name appears m this form 

(~~flo~~~~] 
Takmg the cartouches which were supposed to contam the names of 
Ptolemy and Cleopatra from the Philae Obelisk, and numbermg the 
signs we have 

Ptolemy, A d 6 afl_&~s~~Trsf•~ ,2Lg.g 1a~ ~] 

Cleopatra, B 
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Now we see at a glance that No 1 m A and No 5 m B are Identical, 
and JUdging only by their postbon ln the names they must represent e 
the letter P No 4 m A and No 2mB are Identical, and argumg as 
before from their position, they must represent the letter L As L 
IS the second letter m the name of Cleopatra, sign No 1 m B must 
represent K In the cartouche of Cleopatra, we now know the values 
of Signs Nos 1, 2 and 5, so we may write them down thus 

( K L 3~ •f1 P e~ c:b, ~ 9~ :~~] 
In the Greek form of the name of Cleopatra there are two vowels 
between the L and the P, and m the hieroglyphic form there are 
two hteroglyphs, thts Q and thiS f( , so we may assume that 
the first IS E and the other 0 In some forms of the cartouche of 
Cleopatra, No 7 (the hand) IS replaced by a half etrcle, which IS 
Identical With No 2m A and No 10mB As T follows P m the 
name Ptolemy, and as there ts a T m the Greek form of the name of 
Cleopatra, we may assume that the half Circle and the hand have 
substantially the same sound, and that that sound 1s T In the Greek 
form of the name Cleopatra there are two A's, the position of whtch 
agree with No 6 and No 9, and we may assume that the btrd has the 
value of A Substitutmg these values for the hieroglyphs m B we 
may write tt thus 

C H 10 II~ 
K L B 0 P A T <::::> A ~ !;)~ 

Thomas Young noticed that the two stgns c and C) always followed 
the name of a goddess, or queen, or pnncess Other early decipherers 
regarded the two signs as a mere femmme termmabon The only 
sign for which we have no phonetic eqmvalent IS No 8, the lens, and 
It IS obvious that this must represent R Insertmg thiS value m the 
cartouche we have the name Cleopatra deciphered Applymg now 
the values whteh we have learned from the cartouche of Cleopatra 
to the cartouche of Ptolemy, we may write It thus 

(r To L~e~~7rsf~"'-,':,r Tlaf~) 
We now see that the cartouche must be that of Ptolemy, but It IS 
also clear that there must be contamed m It many other hteroglyphs 
which do not form part of hiS name Other forms of the cartouche of 
Ptolemy are found, even on the stone, the stmplest of them wrttten 
thus 
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It was therefore evident that these other s1gns if .,_ 1fl II,IJ ~ 14 
a • I o c o 13 •-• -

were royal t1tles correspondmg to those found m the Greek text on 
the Rosetta Stone meamng "ever-hvmg, beloved of Ptah" Now the 
Greek form of the name Ptolemy, 1 e Ptolema10s, ends With S We 
may assume therefore that the last s1gnr m the s1mplest form of the 
cartouche g1ven above has the phonetic value of S The only hier
oglyphs now doubtful are c::. and Q 9 , and the1r pos1tion m the 
name of Ptolemy suggests that their phonetic values must be M and 
some vowel sound m which the I sound predommates These values, 
whiCh were arnved at by guessmg and deduction, were apphed by 
the early dec1pherers to other cartouches, e g 

Now, m No 1, we can at once wr1te down the values of all the s1gns, 
VIZ , P I L A T R A , wh1ch 1s obviOusly the Greek name Phllotera 
In No 2 we know only some of the hieroglyphs, and we write the 
cartouche thus 

(A L-.::::A S ~ -T a-) 
It was known that the runmng-water s1gn 1\NV\MOccurs m the name 
Beremce, and that It represents N, and that thiS s1gn -++- 1s the 
last word of the transcnpt of the Greek title "Ka1saros," and there
fore represents some S sound Some of the forms of the cartouche of 
Cleopatra begm With (~l. and 1t IS clear that Its phonetic value 
must be K Insertmg these values m the cartouche above we have 

c A L K S ~ N T R s) 
whiCh IS clearly meant to represent the name "Alexandros," or 
Alexander The position of th1s sign (q ) shows that 1t represented 
some sound of E or A 

Well, I've showed you enough to make fa1rly clear what the prob
lem was and how It was solved As you may already have gathered, 
the cryptanalysis was of a very s1mple vanety 

The grammar?-Well, that's an entirely different story: There's 
where the difficult part lay It was very fortunate that the first 
attacks on Egyptian hieroglyphics didn't have to deal w1th enCI
phered wr1tmg Yes, the Egyptmns also used cryptography; yes, 
there are "cryptographic hieroglyphiCs'" We'll get to these later, 
but at thiS pomt 1t may be of mterest to many of you to learn some
thmg about what the Rosetta Stone had to say, as set forth by Dr 
Budge 
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Fig. 15-A. 
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Fig. li-B. 
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"The opcnmg lmes are hllcd w1th a )u,,t of the titles of Ptolemy V, 
and a senes ol epithets wluch proclaim the kmg's p10ty towards the 
gods, and his love for the ggyplians and hiS country In the second A 
section of the mscnphon the prJ.ests enumerate the benefits whu.h he W 
had conferred upon Egypt, and whKh may be thus summarized 

1 Guts of money and corn to the temples 
2 G1fts of endowments to temples 
3 RemJSI:liOn of taxt!S due to the Crown 
4 Forgn.eness of debts owed by the people to the Crown 

7 Reduction of tees payable by t,andidates for the priesthood 
8 Redut,tlon of the dues payable by the temples to the Crown 

13 Forgiveness of the debts owed by the pnests to the Crown 
14 Redut,tJon of the tax on byssus (a kmd of flax or cotton fibre) 
15 Redut,bon of the tax on corn lands 

Could It be that msta.llment-plan buymg was rampant m AnCient 
Egypt too, so that people didn't have enough left to pay their 
taxes? 

Now, let's go back to those cryptographic hieroglyphics mentioned 
a moment ago Here, m Fig 15-A for msta.nce, IS a picture of an 
mscription on a stela now m the Louvre, m Pans Lmes 6-10, 
mclusive, below the seated :figures under the arch, contam secret 
writmg m hieroglyphics, m Fig 15-B, these hnes are seen enlarged I 
won't attempt to explam the nature of the cryptography mvolved 
It's pretty simple- somethmg hke the sort of cryptography mvolved m 
our own type of rebuses, and m our modern acronymlC abbrevia-
tions, such as CARE, which stands for Cooperative (for J Amencan 
Rehef Everywhere, or NASA, for the National Aeronautics (and) 
Space Admimstration Just to show you a btt of the cryptography 
that Dnoton presents, Without undertakmg to explam what IS m
volved, m Ftg 15-C can be seen m sequence 34 hieroglyph~c char-
acters which are m hnes 1, 2 and part of 3, of F1g 15--B (the 6th, 
7th, and part of the 8th hnes of Fig 15-A) 

The followmg extracts, translated from a long article by Prof. 
Etienne Dr10ton m "Revue D'Egyptologie," PariS, 1933, will be of 
mterest· 

(P 1) "From the time of the Middle Empire onwards, Egypt 
had, alongside the official and normal system of wntmg, a tradi
tion of cryptographic writmg, the oldest known examples of whiCh 
are to be found m the tombs of Beni-Hassan, and the most recent 
m the mscriptions of the temples of the Greco-Roman epoch 

* * * * * * * 
(P 32) It 1s necessary to add to the enumeration of the crypto- A 

graplnc procedures the variation m the appearance of the crypto- W 
graphic signs themselves This vanat10n, Without however 
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affectmg their value, can (1) modify the appearance of the signs, 
(2) affect their position m vanous ways, and (3) combme these 
signs With others Fmally, to note a last pecuhanty of 
these Inscnptlons which, because of their fine form, deserve to be 
considered the classics of the cryptography of this period, the 
scribe has several times successfully carried out m them what was 
doubtless considered to be the trmmph of the genre the groupmg 
of signs which offer a possible but fallacious meamng m clear, 
alongside a cryptographic meanmg wh1ch IS the only true one " 

* * * * * * * 
And now for the most mtrigumg explanation offered by Dr10ton 

as to why cryptography was mcorporated m these mscr1ptions You 
know quite well why cryptography IS employed m military, diploma
tic, bankmg, and mdustrial affairs, you also know perhaps that It IS 
used for other purposes, m love affairs, for example, and m IlliCit 
enterprises of all sorts, and you probably also know that It IS often 
used for purposes of amusement and diversion, m tales of mystery, 
m the sorts of thmgs publiShed m newspapers and hterary JOurnals
they are called "crypts" But none of these explanations will do for 
the employment of cryptography m Egyptian hieroglyphics Here's 
what Dr10ton thmks 

(P 50 l "There remams, therefore, the suppositiOn that, far 
from seekmg to prevent readmg, the cryptography m certam pas
sages of these Inscriptions was mtended to encourage their readmg 

The appeals which often mtroduce formulae of this type, and 
which are addressed to all VISitors to the tombs, show m fact how 
much the Egyptians desired to have them read, but also, by the 
very fact of their existence, what an obstacle they encountered in 
the mdifference, not to say satiety, produced by the repetition 
and the monotony of these formulae To attempt to overcome 
thiS mddference by offenng a text whose appearance would pique 
curiosity, based on the love, traditional m Egypt, for puzzles, to 
get people to deCipher, with great difficulty, what was desired they 
should read, such IS perhaps, m last analysis, the reason why the 
three monuments of the period of Amenophis III here considered 
present certam passages m cryptography 

One must suppose, m this case, that the goal was not attained 
and that It was very quickly seen that the expedient produced, on 
the apathy of the VISitors, an effect opposite to that mtended it 
removed even the shghtest desue to read the mscnptions presented 
m this form The new procedure was therefore, - the monu
ments seem to prove It -, abandoned as soon as it had been tried." 

* .. * * * * * 
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Before leavmg the story of Champolhon's mastery of Egyptian 
hieroglyphic writmg, I thmk I should re-enact for you as best I can 
m words what he did when he felt he'd really reac.hed the solution 
to the mystery I'll preface It by recalhng to you what Archimedes IS 
alleged to have done when he solved a problem he'd been struggling 
With for some bme Archimedes was enJoymg the pleasures of his 
bath and was JUSt steppmg out of the pool when the solution of the 
problem came to him hke a flash He was so overJoyed that he ran, 
naked, through the streets shoutmg "Eureka' I've found It, I've 
found It" Well, hkewise, when young Champolhon one day had 
concluded he'd solved the mystery of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, 
he set out on a qmck mile-run to the bmldmg where his lawyer brother 
worked, stumbled mto hiS brother's office, shoutmg "Eugene, I d1d 
It'", and flopped down to the floor m a trance where he IS said to 
have remamed Immobile and completely out for five days "Cham
polhon died on 4 March 1832, leaVIng behmd the manuscript of an 
Egyptian Grammar and of a Hzeroglyphzc Dzctzonary which, except 
for some errors of details IneVItable m a gigantic work of decipher
ment and eaSl.ly correctable, form the basis of the entire science of 
Egyptology "-Drioton, "Deczpherment of Egyptzan H;eroglyphzcs", 
La Science Moderne, August 1924, pp 423-432 

I shouldn't leave this brief story of the cryptanalytiC phases of the 
solution of the Egyptian hieroglyphic wntmg w1thout tellmg you 
that there remam plenty of other sorts of wr1tmgs which some of you 
may want to try your hand at dec1phenng when you've learned some 
of the prmc1ples and procedures of the sCience of cryptology A hst 
of thus-far undeCiphered wntmgs was drawn up for me by Pro
fessor Alan C Ross, of London Umvers1ty, m 1945, and had 19 of 
them Smce 1945 only two have been deciphered, Mmoan Lmear 
A and Lmear B writmg The Easter Island wntmg IS said to have 
very recently been solved, but I'm not sure of that There are some, 
maybe Just a very few, who thmk the hieroglyphic wr1tmg of the 
anc1ent Maya IndianS of Central Amenca may fall soon, but don't 
be too sangume about that either 

Should any of you be persuaded to tackle any of the still unde
Ciphered writmgs m the hst drawn up by Professor Ross, be sure you 
have an authentic case of an undeciphered language before you. 
Figure 16 •IS one that was wntten on a parchment known as the MICh
Igan Papyrus. It had ba:ffted certam savants who had a knowledge 
of Egyptology and attempted to read It on the theory that It was 
some sort of variation-a much later modification---of Egyptian 
hieroglyphic wr1ting These old chaps gave It up as a bad JOb 
Not too many years ago, It came to the attention of a young man who 
knew very httle about Egyptian hteroglyphics He saw It only as a 
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Fig. 16. 

simple substitutiOn Cipher on some old language He tackled the 
Michigan Papyrus on that basis and solved It He found the language 
to be early Greek And what was the purport of the writing? Well, 
It was a wonderful old Greek beautician's secret formula for further 
beautJfymg lovely Greek young women-maybe the bathmg beauties 
of those days, among whom possibly were "Miss Greece of 500 B C " 
and "MISs Umverse" of those days' 

The next period of unportance m this brief account of the history 
of cryptology 1s the one which deals With the codes and Ciphers used 
by the contestants m our Civil War, the period 1861-65 It IS sig
mficant and Important because, for the first time m hiStory, rapid 
and secure commumcat10ns on a large scale became practicable m 
the conduct of orgamzed warfare and world-wtde dtplomacy They 
became practicable when cryptology and telegraphy were Jomed m 
happy, sometimes contentious, but long-lastmg wedlock 

There lS one person I should mention, however, before commg to 
the period of the Civil War m U S history I refer here to Edgar 
Allan Poe, who m 1842 or thereabouts, kmdled an mterest m cryptog-
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raphy m newspapers and JOurnals of the period, both at home and 
abroad For hts day he was certamly the best mformed person m 
this country on cryptologiC matters outs1de of the regular employees 
of Government departments mterested m the subject 

In regard to Poe. one of our early columnists, there's an mctdent 
I'd hke to tell you about m connection w1th a challenge he prmted m 
one of hiS columns, m whtch he offered to solve any c1pher submttted 
by his readers He placed some lumtat10ns on hiS challenge, whtch 
amounted to th1s--that the challenge messages should mvolve but 
a single alphabet In a later article Poe tells about the numerous 
challenge messages sent hun and says "Out of perhaps 100 c1phers 
altogether received, there was only one which we d1d not nnmedmtely 
succeed m resolvmg Tlus one we demonstrated to be an Imposition
that IS to say, we fUlly proved 1t a jargon of random characters, 
havmg no meamng whatever" I WISh that ctpher had been preserved 
for posterity, because It would be mterestmg to see what there was 
about It that warranted Poe to state that "we fully proved It a Jargon 
of random characters " Maybe I'm not warranted m saymg of this 
episode that Poe remmds me of a d1tty sung by a character m a play 
put on by some undergraduates of one of the colleges of Cambndge 
Umvers1ty, m England At a certam pomt m the play, thiS character 
steps to the front of the stage_ ang. smgs 

"I am the Master of the College, 
What I don't know am't knowledge " 

Thus, Poe What he couldn't solve, he assumed wasn't a real Cipher
a very easy 'out for any cryptolog~st up agamst somethmg tough 

If any of you are mterested sufficiently to Wish to learn somethmg 
about Poe's contributions to cryptology, I refer you to a very fine 
article by Professor W K Wimsatt, Jr , entitled "What Poe Knew 
About Cryptography", PublicatiOns of the Modem Language As
sociatiOn of AmeriCa, New York, Vol LVIII, No 3, September 1943, 
pp 754-79 In It you'll find references to what I have published on the 
same subJect 

Tlus completes the thrrd lecture m th1s ser1es In the next one we 
shall come to that mterestmg period m cryptologiC hiStory m whtch 
codes and ctphers were used m this country m the War of the Re
belliOn, the War Between the States, the Civil War -you use your 
own pet designation for that temble and costly struggle 

' 
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